
CHAPTER ONE

A DESCRIPTION OF THE DIALECTS OF THE ǦBĀLIYYAH, AWLĀD 
SA�ĪD, ṢAWĀLḤAH, GARĀRŠAH AND ḤAMĀ�̣AH WITH REMARKS 

ON THE DIALECTS OF THE HANĀDWAH AND �LĒGĀT

Introduction

In 1992 Tetsuo Nishio published a basic vocabulary of the dialect of the 
Ǧbāliyyah tribe in the central south of Sinai. More recently Roy Bernabela 
of the University of Leiden sent me his BA-thesis (2009) which contains 
four highly entertaining ġūl-stories recorded from Ǧbāliy speakers near 
St Catherine’s monastery. Many references in this chapter will be made 
to Nishio 1992 and I have also included remarks on data found in Berna-
bela 2009. We shall see that many of the information listed there for ǦbA 
is corroborated by the fĳindings of the research lying at the basis of this 
chapter. Where diffferences do turn up, many of these can be ascribed 
to diffferences in interpretation of the phonological system and therefore 
also in methods of transcription. To refer to forms listed in Nishio 1992 
I shall use my own phonological transcription (such as ǧ for j, š for ʃ, � for 
ð, etc., except where diffferences—mainly in representations for vowels—
between Nishio’s transcription and my own may be relevant for a variety 
reasons, e.g. fĳinal -ɛ has not been replaced by (in my transcription) -i(ʾ), 
-e(ʾ) or -a and the vowels e or ə have not been replaced by a or i, etc. 
Where phonological implications are connected to adaptations in tran-
scriptions, these are expounded in accompanying lines.

In this chapter I hope to shed some more light on the questions that 
may have arisen from Nishio 1992, and additional material is presented 
including material on neighbouring dialects: the dialects spoken by the 
Awlād Sa�īd, Ṣawālḥah and Garāršah. With some reservation, I have also 
added the dialect of the Ḥamā�ạh to this group, which I have numbered 
as VII. Although there are some diffferences, these dialects show a large 
number of similarities justifying their treatment as one typological group. 
In addition, the chapter contains remarks on the Hanādwah, who are one 
of the families said to be of non-Bedouin origin living in Wādiy aṭ-Ṭūr 
(just to the northeast of the town of aṭ-Ṭūr).
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22 ǧbāliyyah, awlād sa�īd, ṣawālḥah, garāršah, ḥamād;̣ ah

I have not made recordings in the town of aṭ-Ṭūr,1 since it is a mixing 
bowl of various Egyptian dialects from the mainland.2

For the sake of brevity, the dialects of the Ǧbāliyyah, Awlād Sa�īd, 
Ṣawālḥah, Garāršah and Ḥamā�̣ah will be collectively referred to as 
ṬwA (Ṭuwara Arabic). The dialect of the �Lēgāt is not included in ṬwA 
here, although often (in other publications) the tribe of the �Lēgāt is also 
regarded as part of the Ṭuwara (i.e. tribes inhabiting the region known as 
aṭ-Ṭūr).3

The �Lēgāt are a relatively large tribe, and live on the Gulf of Suez 
and farther inland as direct neighbours with the much smaller tribe of 
Ḥamā�̣ah. Their neighbours to the north are the Taṛābīn of Ṛās Ṣadr.4 
In a dialect-typological sense, their dialect takes up a middle position 
between the dialects of ṬwA and HnA on the one hand, and group VI on 
the other (see MDS plots in the appendix). The dialect of the �Lēgāt, which 
is concluded to be a separate group (VIII) in this study, will be referred to 
as �LA.

The dialect of the Mzēnah and that of the Baniy Wāṣil are treated sepa-
rately in chapter II (as group VI).5

1 Being the capital of the governorate South Sinai, a large proportion of its inhabitants 
are mainland Egyptians, who work there as civil servants.

2 This is not to say that the dialectal varieties found there, or whatever has resulted so 
far from contact between the diffferent varieties, would be uninteresting. A description of 
the linguistic dynamics found in this town would however deserve much more space than 
can be affforded in this study.

3 Von Oppenheim 1942:156 mentions the tribes of Ṣawālḥah, �Lēgāt, Ǧbāliyyah and 
Mzēnah as parts of the Ṭuwara. For a brief summary of their history, see Von Oppen-
heim 1942:156–166. See also Maiberger 1984:139–149 on the diffferent tribal collectives that 
inhabit the region of southern Sinai. Ibid.:156–157 mentions Baniy Wāṣil as an offf-shoot of 
Baniy �Ugbah of the Ḥiǧāz and as one of the oldest tribes of the Ṭūr area, having arrived 
there after the Ḥamā�̣ah.

4 Although the dīrah of the Taṛābīn of Ṣadr borders directly on that of the �Lēgāt to 
their south, the majority of Taṛābīn live in the northern part in and around Ṛās Ṣadr and 
Aḅuw Ṣwayrah leaving the southern part of Tuṛbāniy territory (along the coast on the Gulf 
of Suez) near �Lēgiy territory virtually uninhabited.

5 I have concluded on linguistic grounds that the dialects of the southern part of Sinai 
(i.e. excluding group I dialects) can be assigned to three diffferent groups.
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1. Phonology

1.1. Consonants

1.1.1. Inventory of consonants

The inventory of consonantal phonemes of ṬwA, HnA and �LA is identical 
with that of group VI (described in chapter II):

bilabial labdent. alveolar intdent. postalv. palatal velar uvul. phar. laryng.
vl_vd vl_vd vl_vd vl_vd vl_vd vl_vd vl_vd vl_vd vl_vd vl_vd

plosive __ b t_ d k_ g (q) (`)
emph. ṭ ḳ*1

nasal __ m n
fricative f s_ z }_ � š_ (ž) x_ ġ ḥ_ � h
emph. ṣ_ (ẓ) __ �̣
afffricate __ǧ
trill __r
emph. __(ṛ)
lateral __l
emph. __ḷ
glides __ w __y

vd = voiced, vl = voiceless, emph. = emphatic/velarized
*1 The greatest diffference with the phoneme inventory of group I is the presence of both phonemes /k/ and /ḳ/, which is 
also a feature of group II in the north (see De Jong 2000:248, 282–285) and of dialects of group VI. Like in MzA (see chap-
ter II), a minimal pair bētuḳ—bētik (i.e. a strictly phonological representation being /bētḳ/—/bētk/) “your (sg. masc.—sg. 
fem.) house” isolates /k/ and /ḳ/ as phonemes in ṬwA and also in HnA and in �LA.6

6

1.1.2. Interdental fricatives /�/, /�/ and /�/

Like in almost all Sinai dialects, reflexes of *} and *� are interdentals � and 
� (I.P.A. [θ] and [ð] respectively). Examples listed below can be heard in 
all dialects discussed here.

Examples of /}/ for *} are: k�ār “many (pl.)”, �alā�īn “thirty”, �ūm “garlic”.

6 The conclusion of vowelless personal pronominal sufffĳixes is drawn form the fact that 
sufffĳixation of these pronominals will result in consonant clusters, which then draw stress 
onto a directly preceding short vowel, e.g. wálad + ḳ > waládḳ “your (sg. masc.) son” and 
wálad + k > waládk “your (sg. fem.) son” (see 2.1.1.1. and NOTE in 3.1.12.2.). This is in con-
trast to the pron. sufffĳix -k for the sg. masc. in the Naǧdiy dialect of the Dawāġṛah of the 
north, where a fĳinal cluster -Ck will not attract stress onto the directly preceding vowel, 
e.g. wáladk “your son”, ṛabbna yíkrimk “may our Lord have mercy on you” (see De Jong 
2000:434–435 and 450–451). 
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Examples of /�/ for *� are: tāx�in “you (pl. fem.) take”, b�āṛ “seeds” (but 
see remark below) and �ān “ear”.

There are also exceptions: “refrigerator”7 and “ice; snow” are with plo-
sive t (for * }) in ṬwA and �LA: tillāǧah and talǧ.

The reflex for *} may be s—mainly so in lexemes which must have been 
borrowed from or through a dialect whithout interdentals, like Cairene8—
as in masalan “for instance”, masal “(wise) saying”, ḥādsih “accident”, 
mērūs “inherited” (see also remark in 1.2.4.1.), yisig bēhuṃ “he trusts them”, 
sābtah “fĳixed (sg. fem.)” and for z for *�, as in bizr “seed” and bizrih “seed 
(n.u.)” (though pl. b�āṛ! and budṛah “seeds (like powder) from a palm 
tree” (the latter in HnA) and kaza “such and so”.

Emphatic interdental �̣ (I.P.A. velarized [ð�]) is the reflex of both *ḍ 
and *�̣, e.g. (as the reflex of *ḍ in) Rama�̣ān “Ramadan”, itna�̣�̣ifhiʾ # “you 
clean it (sg. fem.)”, �̣ǟf “guest” and �úri�̣ha “its (sg. fem.) width” and (as a 
reflex for *�̣ in) tḥāfĳi�̣ ʿilēh “you protect it” (but maḥafūẓ!), xu�̣riy “type of 
green tobacco”, ʿawa�̣ “compensation”.

Like in group VI, ẓ is the current reflex in lexemes like mwaẓẓaf “civil 
servant”, ẓābiṭ “offfĳicer”, b-iẓẓabṭ “precisely”, binẓabbiṭ “we do a proper job”, 
niẓām “system”. Some other examples are: btiẓhar “she becomes lucky”, 
naẓaṛīytuḳ “your (critical) vision”, biybawwiẓha “he ruins it (sg. fem.)”, 
maẓbūṭ “precise(ly)” and maḥafūẓ “well-kept”.9

In ṬwA and HnA the sg. masc. demonstrative (hā-)�a ~ �iʾ “this (sg. 
masc.)” is not velarized. Also hā�a (~ less frequent �a or �iʾ) in �LA lacks 
velarization.

1.1.3. Velar stops /k/ and /g/

Like in all other dialects of Sinai, *k and *q have unafffricated reflexes k 
and g.

In ṬwA, HnA and also in �LA ḳ and k are heard and all have a minimal 
pair showing phonemic opposition bētuḳ “your (sg. masc.) house”—bētik 
“your (sg. fem.) house”.

In ḤmA the sufffĳix -kiy for the 2nd p. sg. fem. is also used (though not -ak 
for the sg. masc.!), but mainly when v� precedes, e.g. waṛākiy “behind you 

7 For “freezer” I recorded flēzaṛ in ṢwA.
8 For the following examples in Cairene Arabic, see Hinds and Badawi 1986.
9 For ǦbA Nishio 1992 reports � for *� in bi�r (p. 18 (III-16)), �̣ in m(u)wa�̣�̣af (p. 58 

(VIII-40) and ḥafa�̣, yaḥafa�̣ (p. 96 (XIV-26)). The emphatic plosive ḍ (pp. 5–6 (I-42)) is 
reported in ḍēḍ, ḍyūḍ “breast” and in ġaḍbān “angry” (p. 116 (XVI-22)).
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(sg. fem.)”, fīkiy “in you (sg. fem.)” and ʿilēkiy “on you (sg. fem)” (the latter 
~ ʿilík). In �LA too this allomorph -kiy varies with -k when v� precedes.

In the word “cigarette” we hear g rather than ǧ (recorded in GrA, ǦbA 
and BWA): sgāṛah (pl. sagāyir).

1.1.4. Post alveolar afffricate /ǧ/

The fricative allophone ž (I.P.A. [ʒ], i.e. without the initial full closure of 
[d]) for /ǧ/ is very frequent in ṬwA.10 It was not heard in HnA or �LA.

1.1.5. Emphatic alveolar stop /ṭ/

Glottalization of the emphatic ṭ was not noticed as a characteristic of 
ṬwA, HnA or �LA.

1.1.6. Glottal stop (hamzah)

The reflex for *` in the verb ask is ʿ in ṬwA, HnA and �LA saʿal, yasʿal.11

In *raʾs “head”, loss of ` is complemented by lengthening the preceding 
vowel ṛās in all dialects. The pl. is ṛūs in ǦbA, ṢwA, HnA and �LA, but pl. 
ryūs in GrA, ASA and ḤmA.

Reflexes of the pl. pattern CiCaC (or CuCaC) are often áCCaC in ṢwA, 
GrA, ASA and HnA (e.g. áḥgan “injections”, ášnaṭ “suitcases”, árkab 
“knees”, ánxaṛ “noses”). The hamzah that precedes this initial a- (e.g. # 
ʾanxaṛ) is dropped when it directly follows a consonant, e.g. (i)lášnaṭ “the 
suitcases”.

In ǦbA I have only recorded šnaṭ as in hāt iššnáṭ “get the suitcases!”, 
(i)liʿnáb “the grapes”, (i)liḥgán “the injections”.12 Similar forms are current 
in �LA.

10 Bernabela 2009 transcribes ž throughout his texts for ǦbA.
11 Also reported for ǦbA in Nishio 1992:73–74 (X-9).
12 For ǦbA Nishio 1992:38 (V-35) recorded (šanṭāt ~) šonaṭ as pl. for šanṭa. Similarly 

(p. 36 (V-25)) plurals are (šōkāt ~) šowak, (p. 34 (V-9) (pl. of gollɛ) golal “water jars”, (pl. of 
ḥōṣa) (ḥōṣāt ~) ḥowaṣ, (p. 34 (V-9)) (known in other parts of Sinai as xūṣah) “knife”, (pl. of 
ḥallɛ) (ḥallāt ~) ḥelal (p. 34 (V-10) “cooking pot”, nogaṭ (pl. of nogṭa) (p. 143 (XX-11)) “point, 
dot” etc., but lō�̣a “room” (with (originally) the article incorporated in the stem as a fĳirst 
radical!) and the pl. form coined on the pattern aCCaC alwa�̣ (p. 26 (IV-6)). Of these pl. 
forms only the last strikes me as proper ǦbA. The other plurals of the pattern CICaC are 
likely to be K-forms; such plurals are also current in e.g. Cairene.
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1.1.7. Secondary velarization

There is a clear lack of velarization in ASA, ṢwA, GrA and HnA forms 
rikbih, árkab (pl. rkab in ḤmA and ǦbA) “knee(s)”. All dialects discussed 
in this chapter have a pl. demonstrative �ill (-ih) “these” (although ~ �uṃ 
for pl. masc.) and also the sg. masc. demonstrative is without velarization: 
(hā-) �a ~ �iʾ “this”.

Velarization spreads into the long ā in kuḅḅāyih in all dialects, except in 
ǦbA and HnA (there kubbāyih) and in all dialects, except �LA, the pl. forms 
of ki�īr “much, many” and kibīr “big; old” both lack velarization: forms are 
k�ār and kbār (ā is just below I.P.A. [ɛ�]) and also kamān “also” is not velar-
ized. In �LA, however, the pl. for kibīr is velarized, while the pl. for ki�īr is 
not: �LA forms are kḅāṛ̣ (I.P.A. [kb���r�]) and k�ǟr (I.P.A. [kθæ�r]).

Imperatives of the verbs “eat” and “take” are clearly velarized, i.e. 
and (u)ḳul, (u)ḳliy, etc. and similarly so in �LA, but there without the 
initial u-.

Imperfect forms vary (per dialect) in degree of velarization, but all dia-
lects (though in ASA yākul ~ yākil) have u as a base vowel: yāxu�, yāḳul. 
In �LA velarization is clear in yāḳ̣ul and yāx̣ụ� (but also yākil and yāxi� 
were recorded there).

The other forms listed for group VI may also be heard in ṬwA and HnA. 
Some additional examples for ṬwA and HnA are: ištáġaḷ “he worked”, 
yištáġḷuw “they work”, saḷaxnāh “we slaughtered it”, gāḷ “say”, ṛamḷah 
“sand”, ġaḷḅān “poor, wretched”, burdugāḷ “orange[s]” and xāḷī “my uncle”. 
In �LA there are forms like gāḷ, ygūḷ “say”, xaḷḷāha “he let her”, txaḷḷhin 
“you let them (fem.)”, aṛṚamlah “the Sands (area south of the Tīh escarp-
ment)”, gabiḷ “before”, naxáḷ “palm trees”, ġaḷī�̣ah “thick (sg. fem.)”, šuġḷ 
“genitive marker”.

1.1.8. Liquids ḷ and ṛ

Generally, like in group I, the sequence ār will be velarized (I.P.A. [��r�]), 
unless i follows within morpheme boundaries (see also De Jong 2000:65–
67). An exception is the pl. forms for ki�īr “many” and kibīr “big; old” which 
are unvelarized k�ǟr and kbǟr in ṬwA and HnA (i.e. ending in I.P.A. [a�r]), 
but (unvelarized) k�ǟr and (velarized) kḅāṛ in �LA.

Examples with velarized āṛ listed for group VI may also be heard in ṬwA 
and HnA. Some additional examples are: ʿfāṛ “dust”, zwāṛah “(annual) visit 
to the tomb of a wiliy”, zyāṛah “visit”, dāṛuh “his house”, fāṛ “rats; mice” 
and ǧizzāṛ “butcher”, sgāṛah “cigarette”. Some �LA examples are fāṛ, dāṛ, 
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Badāṛah “name of a neighbouring tribe”, ʿamāṛ “enough (said to politely 
refuse tea or cofffee)”, nāṛ “fĳire”, nahāṛ “ daytime”.

Like in group VI, velarization is prevented by (even when elided) i fol-
lowing an ār sequence within morpheme boundaries, e.g.: wārid “having 
watered” and wārdih “having watered (sg. fem.)”, šārib, (pl.) šuwārib “lip”, 
imbāriḥ “yesterday”, bārdih “cold (sg. fem.)”, bikāriǧ “cofffee pots”. Examples 
in �LA are: sāriḥ “having taken the small cattle out to graze, ʿārif “know-
ing”, ḥāri� “ploughing”, šārib “lip” and taǧārib “experiences”.

Also sequences rā are generally not velarized when (vanished) i follows 
in the next syllable within morpheme boundaries or precedes. Examples 
listed for group VI are also heard in ṬwA and HnA. More examples are: 
farāšīḥ “loaves of bread baked on the šāz (= ṣāǧ)”, zrāʿah “agriculture”, 
darāhim “money”, �rāʿ (< *�irāʿ) “arm”, mifṭirǟt or mifĳiṭrǟt “having eaten 
breakfast (pl. fem.)” and also (in ASA) zērān, pl. of zōr “throat”. Examples 
in �LA are: iǧrān “feet”,13 rāʿiy “herdsman”, Garārših “name of tribe”.

1.1.9. Nasal n

No remarks.

1.1.10. Devoicing of fĳinal voiced stops, liquids and nasals in pause

Devoicing of fĳinal voiced stops liquids and nasals in pause is regular in 
ṬwA, HnA and �LA.

1.2. Vowels

1.2.1. Inventory of vowel phonemes

The inventory for vowel phonemes in ṬwA, HnA and �LA contains three 
short vowels and fĳive long vowels:

short: i u long: ī  ū
 ē ō
 a ā

13 iǧr, pl. iǧrān “foot”. The root ʾ-ǧ-r is also current for “foot” in dialects of the Šām, see 
e.g. Hava 1982. 
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1.2.2. Long vowels

1.2.2.1. Allophones of long vowels ē and ī
Unlike in group I dialects, and like in group VI, phonetic overlapping of 
/ē/ and /ī/ is rare in ṬwA, HnA and �LA.

The phonemic status of /ē/ and /ī/ can be established with the same 
minimal pairs as in group VI.

A diffference with group VI is that diphthong *ay has also been monoph-
thongized to /ē/, even in positions preceded by emphatics or back spi-
rants (see also 1.2.4.).

The risk of homophonic clash of low reflexes of *ay and high realiza-
tions of /ā/ is largely avoided;14 low realizations of /ē/ occur after emphat-
ics or back spirants and are then near I.P.A. [ɛ�] (indicated here as ǟ, e.g. 
xǟr “good”, ḥǟṭ “walls”), but realizations of /ā/ following emphatics tend 
to be near [��] and /ā/ following back spirants (if not velarized, like in e.g. 
xāf̣ [x¢��f ¢] “he feared” and ġāḅ [£¢��b¢] “he was absent”) are nearer to [a�], 
e.g. ḥāl “state” and ʿām “he floated”.

1.2.2.2. Allophones of long vowels ō and ū
Like diphthong *ay, diphthong *aw has been monopghthongized to /ō/, 
even when it is preceded by emphatics or back spirants, (see also 1.2.4.).

The minimal pairs for group VI also isolate phonemes in ṬwA, HnA 
and �LA.

In positions influenced by velarization, /ū/ is realized relatively low, 
near I.P.A. [o�], but /ō/ is realized even lower: in that case /ō/ tends to be 
lowered to near I.P.A. [¤�], e.g. x�ːf “fear” and ḥ�ːl “year”.

In verbs with wāw as C
1
 the diphthong aw has usually been monoph-

thongized, as is illustrated in e.g. nōgaf “we stand” and also tōgid “you light” 
(both in ṬwA, HnA and �LA). In all dialects discussed here the imperative 
of w-ʿ-y “pay attention, take heed” has an initial diphthong: awʿin rūskin/
ryūskin “mind (pl. fem.) your heads!”.

1.2.2.3. Allophones of long vowel ā
The long vowel ā may have a realization as high as somewhere between 
I.P.A. [æ�] and [ɛ�]. This occurs in neutral positions and is not dependant 
on following by i or ī in the next syllable (but within morpheme bound-
aries), e.g. fĳiršāḥah “loaf of bread from a ṣāǧ” and also the realization of 
/ā/ in zimān “in the past”, iyyām “days”, ḥayāh “life” and siyāl (raised a in 

14 The word ‘avoided’ is not intended to imply a conscious choice by speakers.
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sayāl) “acacia tree”. Realizations of /ā/ are not noticeably diffferent when 
i follows in the next syllable (within morpheme boundaries), as in ysābig 
“he races”.

ā in velarized environments is realized near I.P.A. [��], as in ṛāsī “my 
head”, dāṛī “my house” and ǧāṛī “my neighbour”.

The diffference in realizations of ā in ṛāsī and rāsiy may be explained by 
recognizing either /ā/ and velarized /ạ̄/ as separate phonemes, or /r/ and 
velarized /ṛ/ as separate phonemes. A similar diffference in the realization 
of ā (and r) is found in e.g. the pair fāris (I.P.A. [¦fæ�rıs]) “knight”—fāṛ 
(I.P.A. [f ¢��r¢] “mouse; rat”.15

1.2.2.4. Shortening of long vowels
Like in group I dialects, shortening of unstressed long vowels is a charac-
teristic of allegro style of speech in ṬwA, HnA and �LA as well.

1.2.3. Short vowels

1.2.3.1. Isolating phonemes /i/, /u/ and /a/
Minimal pairs producing the phonemes /i/, /u/ and /a/ in ṬwA, HnA and 
�LA are listed below. In a number of (near) minimal pairs /i/ and /u/ can 
be isolated as phonemes, but these are only found in closed syllables:

Xi�̣r “male given name”   – xu�̣r “green (pl. com.)”
xirm “long species of fĳish”   – xuṛm “hole”
guṛb “nearness”   – girbih “watersack”
ḥibb “kiss!”   – ḥubb “love”
ṣifr “zero”   – ṣufṛ “yellow (pl. com.)”
šigguh “his guest section of the tent”  – šuggah “fĳishing net”

Minimal pairs to isolate /a/ on the one hand, and /i/ or /u/ on the other 
hand are much easier to fĳind, e.g.:

ḥabb “grain”  – ḥubb “love”
ḥaṭṭ “he placed”  – ḥuṭṭ “place!”
šadd “he pulled”  – šidd! “pull!”

An additional minimal pair is (verbal measure 4) yinʿim “bestow favours”—
(verbal measure 1) yunʿum “become soft”.

15 Bernabela 2009:13 gives IPA [ɛ�] in neutral environments, [a�] following ʿ and ḥ, and 
[��] in velarized environments.
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1.2.3.2. Phonetic factors influencing the quality of I
In principle, distribution of short high vowels i and u is governed by the 
same rules as described for group I in De Jong 2000:70–74: a short high 
vowel tends to be u in velarized and/or labial environment, otherwise i.

In the pl. com. forms for colours and physical defects all dialects show 
C

1
uC

2
C

3
 as the pattern, i.e. like in MzA of group VI. Only in ǦbA both ʿimy 

and ʿumy were recorded for “blind”.16

All dialects of group VII (except ASA and ḤmA, see 3.2.2.3.) have only 
u as imperfect vowel of primae hamzah verbs: yāxu� and yākul “he takes” 
and “he eats”. In �LA imperfect forms both with i as well as u were heard.

Also u in the sg. masc. imperative: ḳul and xu� “eat!” and “take!” (resp.) 
and clear velarization, caused by the ‘vanished’ u:17 x�̣iy and kḷiy (sg. fem.), 
x�̣uw and kḷuw (pl. masc.) and x�̣in and kḷin (pl. fem.).

Imperfect forms of mediae geminatae verbs recorded in group VII cor-
roborate the rule formulated in De Jong 2000:72–73: u appears near pri-
mary and (potentially) secondary emphatics, while i appears in neutral 
environments.

Examples listed for group VI may be heard with the same high vowels 
in ṬwA and HnA. Some additional examples are: (u in) yruṣṣ “pile up”, 
yṛugg “flatten”, ybuxx “spit”, yxuṛṛ “leak water”, yḥukk “rub” and (i in) ydizz 
“push”, yhiǧǧ “run away”, yǧizz “shear (wool of sheep)”, yǧiss “test”, yʿizz 
ʿala “hurt”, yšinn “sizzle (in hot oil)”, yḥill “be ḥalāl”, yǧifff “become dry” 
and yšigg “split”.18

1.2.3.3. Morphological conditioning of the short high vowel
Morphological conditioning of the high vowel is like in group VI.

The exception to morphological conditioning noticed in group VI is 
also in group VII found in some forms coloured by the extreme velariza-
tion caused by the pronominal sufffĳix -ḳ or -uḳ. Examples in group VII are 
(a measure 1 medial geminate verb) wala yhuṃṃuḳ “don’t let it bother 
you!”, (colouring of the sufffĳixed fem. morpheme -it-) nuxṛútuḳ “your nose”, 
šuġḷútuḳ “yours (sg. fem.)”, and (colouring of i in the act. participle of mea-
sure 3) ana mkāwúnḳ “I’m fĳighting you”.

16 Nishio 1992:2 (I-9) reports �mī (which must be a misprint for m�ī) for ǦbA.
17 See remarks in Blanc 1970:127–128.
18 It is not clear why ydugg “punch”, ylugg “hit” is usually with u, while yšigg is with i, 

but similar variation was noticed for the high vowel in the contiguity of k (e.g. yfĳikk and 
yfukk “untie”, but in diffferent dialects) see De Jong 2000:73–74. Cf. also the verb katt, and 
the imperfect is then ykitt or ykutt “go downstream in a wadi”, as reported for group I 
dialects in Chapter III, 1.2.3.2. 
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1.2.3.4. Allophones of short vowels
Allophones of short vowels do not difffer much from what was described 
for group I in De Jong 2000:74–77, although some allophones, notably of 
/a/, may appear in environments diffferent—or are more frequent, or less 
frequent—from those in group I.

1.2.3.4.1. Allophones of /i/
Allophones of /i/ are like those described for group VI.

1.2.3.4.2. Allophones of /u/
Allophones of /u/ are like those described for group VI.

1.2.3.4.3. Allophones of /a/

1.2.3.4.3.1. /a/ in non-raised positions
Allophones of /a/ in non-raised positions are like those described for 
group VI.

1.2.3.4.3.2. Raising of (*)/a/ preceding long stressed vowels
Like in group VI, a is raised in a great number of stress-preceding positions 
in ṬwA, HnA and also �LA:

–  preceding stressed Cī: ǧirīd “palm leaves”, midīnih “town”, digīg “dough”, 
xifīf “light”, ʿirīs “bridegroom”, ḥirīd “parrot fĳish”, and also ʿIlíy “male 
given name *ʿAlī” and verb forms nisīt “I forgot”, ligīt “I found” and even 
1st p. sg. com. imperfect forms of mediae yāʾ verbs išīl “I carry” irīd “I 
want” (see remark * below).

Such raising is not inhibited by any phonetic factors, but is optional, 
as may be concluded from many examples which show a in such posi-
tions as well, e.g. ka�īr “much, many”, kabīr “big; old”, taxīn “thick”, ṭawīl 
“long, tall”, dagīg “dough”, xamīs “Thursday”, ḥadīd “iron”.

–  no instances were recorded of raised a preceding stressed CCī: baṭṭīx 
“watermelon”, sakkīnah “knife”, barmīl “drum”, Katrīn “(St.) Catherine” 
and also garnīṭ “octopus” (similarly in �LA).

–  (preceding stressed Cē): ʿilēḳum “on you (pl. masc.)”, ligēnāh “we found 
him”, mišēt “he walked”, fĳidēt “I sacrifĳiced”. In �LA raising of a preceding 
ē in the sufffĳixed preposition ʿala was not observed: ʿalēha “on her” (but 
there was raising in ʿilúh, see remark *4 in 3.1.16.).

–  (preceding CCē) middēt “I stretched”, suwwēt “I did/made” and istamirrēna 
“we continued”, istaʿiddēt “I prepared”.19

19 Such raising is not consistently reported for ǦbA in Nishio 1992. Among isolated 
examples there, however, is: sǝwwēt “I made” (p. 99 (XIV-37).
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–  (preceding stressed Cā): midāris “schools”, misāfĳih “distance”, fĳilāyik 
iṣṣēd “(small) fĳishing boats (with sails)”, bihāyim “cattle (pl.)”, �ibāyiḥ 
“animals for slaughter”, digāyig “minutes”. In �LA such raising also takes 
place (but is less frequent than in ṬwA and HnA): gibāyil “tribes”, but 
manāṭig “regions”, mašāyix “sheikhs” and ǧawālig “carpets”.

–  (preceding stressed CCā): niǧǧāṛ “carpenter”, tillāǧah “fridge”, zihgānīn 
“fed up (pl. masc.)”, šigṛā “white (sg. fem.)”, �uṛmā “gap-toothed (sg. 
fem.)”, In �LA such raising occurs mainly in neutral environments: 
kislān “lazy”, wiǧʿān “sufffering pain” and suwwāg “driver”, but ʿaṭšān 
“thirsty”, ġalṭān “wrong”, ġalbān “poor, destitute”, fallāḥ “farmer” and 
also (but without apparent phonetic factors inhibiting raising) šabʿān 
“having eaten one’s fĳill”.20

–  (preceding stressed ū): buxūr “incense”, xurūf “lamb”, ǧinūb ~ ǧunūb 
“south” and (with initial *hamzah) uḅūy “my father” and uxūy “my 
brother”, and also 1st p. sg. com. imperfect forms of mediae wāw verbs 
ugūm “I get up”, ugūl “I say” (see remark * below). Similar examples in 
�LA are guʿūd “young male camel”, fuṭūr “breakfast”, lugūḥ “pregnant (of 
a camel)”, ubūh “his father”.

Like raising of a preceding ī, raising of a preceding ū is optional; forms 
like ʿaǧūz “old lady”, ǧanūb “south”, yahūd “Jews” may also be heard. In 
�LA: rasūl “Prophet”, ḥamūlah “animal led to a party for slaughter as a 
present”.

–  (preceding stressed a): ma tiḥatkúṃš “not under you”, ma tiḥáthiš 
“not under her”, ʿiláy “on me”, ǧimáluḳ, “your camel” and in �LA ǧimál 
“camel”.

–  (preceding stressed u): uxušš “I enter”, uguṣṣ “I follow tracks” and in �LA 
ʿilúh “on him” (see remark *4 in 3.1.16.).

–  (preceding stressed i, verb forms) išidd “I pull”, ilifff “I wrap” (see remark 
* below).

In ṬwA and HnA stress in perfect forms of verbal measures n-1 and 1-t is 
inwákal, ittáfag, etc. (see 2.1.1.1.). The article is not stressed in a sequence 
ilCvCv(+) (see 2.1.1.).

20 Some examples of such raising reported for ǦbA in Nishio 1992 are: rijjāl “man” 
(p. 48 (VII-11)), fĳillāḥ “peasant, farmer” (p. 59 (VIII-44)), keslān “lazy” (p. 110 (XV-31)), 
defyān “warm” (p. 123 (XVII-32)), telfān “slender” (p. 125 (XX-25)) and wusxān “dirty” (p. 152 
(XXI-30)), but no raising in ḥallāg “barber”, najjār “carpenter”, ḥaddād “smith” (p. 58 (VIII-37, 
38, 39)), ṭayyāra “aeroplane”, barrād “teapot” (p. 99 (XIV-37)), ġaḍbān “angry” (with ḍ!) 
(p. 116 (XVI-22)) and makkār “cunning” (p. 148 (XXI-8).
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In �LA stress in verbal measures n-1 and 1-t is like in group ṬwA and 
HnA: inwákal, ittáfag, but in �LA the article—like in groups I and VI—is 
stressable in a sequence alCvCv(+), e.g. álǧimal “the camel” and áddawa 
“the medicine”.

Again like in groups I and VI, when a follows stressed i in closed syl-
lable, it is raised in ṬwA, HnA and �LA, as in imperfects of measures n-1 
and 1-t: yín�̣irib “he is beaten”, yíttifĳig “he agrees”.21

* Forms like axušš, aḥuṭṭ, ašidd, alifff etc. may also be heard in ṬwA, 
HnA and �LA, but it is not possible to conclude here whether raising of a 
(> uḥuṭṭ, išidd, etc.) is optional, or whether forms without raising are actu-
ally loans from a dialect where such raising does not take place (like e.g. 
Cairene). The same holds for variation in forms like ugūm–agūm “I rise” 
and išīl–ašīl “I carry”.

1.2.3.4.3.3. Raising of the feminine morpheme (T)
The a of the fem. morpheme is regularly raised in neutral environments 
and reaches a phonetic value near I.P.A. [ıh].22

Such raising is basically a pausal phenomenon. Examples are: . ilkáʿakah 
�iy byaʿaǧinha ʿaǧīn maẓbūṭ xāliṣ “(for) this ka�akah he kneads the dough 
extremely well”, tíšluh šwayyah nihā w šwayyah nihā bitkūn ilʾari�̣©.©.©.�sux-
nat “you take it out, a bit here and a bit here (i.e. there) and the ground 
will have become hot”.

Examples with raising in pause ḥilwah ḥilwah bitna�̣�̣f ilmiʿdih©.©.©.©“good, 
good, it (sg. fem.) cleans the stomach” and lamma btínḥišiy tamiṛ©.©.©.�bingūl 
ʿalēha šannih “when it is stufffed with dates©.©.©.©we call it a basket”. Examples 
in �LA: hā�a kamān gabīlt iʿLēgāt�.©.©.�bar�̣uḳ fa�̣ākih “this is also the �Lēgāt 
tribe©.©.©.©there too” and ʿirf a�̣�̣ēf min biʿīd, ǧāy min iblād �ānyih “he knew 
that the guest came from far, that he had come from another land.”

In velarized environments such raising does not take place, e.g. ʿa 
lḥǟṭah # “on the wall”, nǧāṛah # “carpentry”. txaḷḷha ġalī�̣ah # “you make 
(lit. let be) it (sg. fem.) thick”, nafs ilgiṣṣah # “the same story”.

21 And like in group VI, in the verb forms yín�̣irib and yíttifĳig, the raised a will again 
‘surface’ as a when in closed syllables, e.g. yin�̣árbuw and yittáfguw, see also 3.2.3.1.1.

22 Nishio 1992:XV reports `imālah up to I.P.A. [ɛ] in ǦbA. My impression was that it 
could reach up to [ı] in ǦbA, and often with a following glottal stop when fĳinal [ɛ] repre-
sented fĳinal -ā or –āʾ.
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In ṬwA and HnA raising is not inhibited by the pharyngeals ʿ and ḥ, e.g. 
wāsʿih # “wide (sg. fem.)”, sabʿih # “seven”, ilFātḥih # “the Fātiḥah sūrah”, 
�ibīḥih “animal for slaughter”.

1.2.3.5. Prosodic lengthening of short vowels
To express extra emphasis, such as on long durations of time, long dis-
tances, great quantities and the like, speakers often prosodically lengthen 
short vowels. Examples are: la ḥa��dd sanah xamsih “(I was in school all 
the time) until the fĳifth year” and iysallūh ʿala nnāṛ ki�iy lamma� yanšaf 
“they cook it over the fĳire like this (all the time) until it dries”.

1.2.4. Long vowels and diphthongs

1.2.4.1. Monophthongization of diphthongs *ay and *aw
In positions not influenced by velarization, or preceded by X, older diph-
thongs *ay and *aw have in most cases become monophthongal ē and ō 
with realizations near I.P.A. [e�] and [o�].

Examples of /ē/ for *ay are: i�nēn “two”, bēn “between”, lēlih “evening”, 
sēl “flood”, ǧwēl (dim. of ǧāl) “little side” and examples for ō for *aw are 
mōt “death”, yōm “day”, fōg “above”, sōdíy “black (sg. fem.)”, gōṃah “(man-
ner of) standing up”.

When *ay and *aw are preceded by X or velarized consonants, they 
have been monophthongized to be /ē/ and /ō/ as well, but are usually 
realized a little lower than I.P.A. [e�] and [o�], just above [ɛ�] and [¤�].

Examples are (for /ē/) ʿǟn “eye, �̣ʿǟfīn “little children”, ḥǟṭah “wall”, 
xǟr “good”, ṣǟd “hunting”, �̣ǟf “guest”, ṭǟr “birds”, and verbs ḥaṭṭǟna “we 
placed” and ištaṛǟna “we bought” and (for /ō/) ḥ�ːl “year”, ʿ�ːdah “male 
given name �Ōdah”, x�ːf “fear”, ṣ�ːṭ “sound; voice”, though when h pre-
cedes, /ē/ or /ō/, it is near I.P.A. [e�] and [o�] (resp.), as in Aḅuw Hēb “name 
of a snake charmer (of the Awlād Sa�īd)” and hōdaǧ “camel litter (formerly 
used for the bride in a wedding procession)”.

In a few cases the diphthong *aw has a /ē/ reflex: mēǧūd (though ~ 
mawǧūd, root w-ǧ-d) “present”, mērūs “inherited” (root w-r-�, see remark 
in 1.1.2.) and also mēṛakah (root w-r-k) “leather riding cushion supporting 
the lower leg”.

In some cases monophthongization in neutral environments has not 
taken place, mawǧūd “present (adj.)”, awʿa “watch out!”23 and also taybīs 

23 In ṢwA, ASA and HnA awʿa is conjugated: awʿa tans!, awʿiy tansiy!, etc. “don’t you 
forget!” In the other dialects it was left unconjugated for number and gender, e.g. awʿa 
tansin “don’t you (pl. fem.) forget”. 
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“drying”. The advantage is that arrangement of root consonants in the 
various morphological patterns has remained transparent.

In �LA the form zṛaygān “dark-coloured thoroughbred camel” was 
recorded, which is probably a loan from group I type dialects.24

The sufffĳixed preposition lay “to me” and also bay “with me” are actually 
better interpreted as lay + y and bay + y.

1.2.4.2. Isolating long vowels /ī/, /ū/, /ā/, /ē/ and /ō/ as phonemes
Phonetic overlapping of /ē/ and /ī/ in neutral environments is not charac-
teristic of ṬwA, HnA or �LA.

Minimal pairs to isolate phonemes in group VI also work here:

dēr “monastery”—dīr “turn (trans.)!”—dūr “turn (intrans.)!”—dōr “floor (in 
a building)”—dāṛ “house”

ǧībuh “bring it!”—ǧēbuh “his pocket”—ǧābuh “he brought it”
gōm “enemy tribe”—gūm “get up!”

Sufffĳixed prepositions lay “to me”, ʿalay “on me” and fay “in me” are actu-
ally better interpreted as fĳinal ay + y; fayy must have been formed in anal-
ogy to the former two forms.

In law “if” and aw “or” the diphthong has remained intact.

1.2.4.3. Allophones of ā
Like in the dialect of the Taṛābīn of group I, ā in neutral surroundings is 
realized as near I.P.A. [ɛ�]. Unlike Turbāniy, however, ā in open syllable 
and neutral surroundings does not need Ci following within morpheme 
boundaries for such I.P.A. values to be reached.

In MzA this [ɛ�] for ā is reached also when āC is morpheme-fĳinal, e.g. 
k�ǟr “many (pl. com.)”, šgǟg “compartments of the tent”, ḥbǟl “ropes”, šǟših 
“screen” and also wǟḥid “one”, sǟrḥih “out grazing (goats and sheep)”, nǟgtī 
“my she-camel”.

1.2.4.4. Reflexes of fĳinal *-ā(ʾ)
Like in group VI, the reflex of fĳinal *-ā in neutral environments in ṬwA 
and HnA is often -iʾ. Like in group VI, stress will be on the vowel of a heavy 
sequence that precedes, but in in group VII this inludes vowels that were 
originally anaptyctics and which have become part of the morphophone-
mic base.

24 See Stewart 1990:286 (glossary). A w�̣ayḥān is a light-coloured thoroughbred he-
camel, see ibid. 276. A clue for these forms to be of group I origin is the hypochoristic -ān 
sufffĳix in these names, see De Jong 2000:153. 
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Another diffference is stress in a sequence CaCa(C): CáCa(C) in VI and 
CaCá(C) in VII. Examples of such diffferences in stress are:

group VI and �LA group VII
štiʾ íštiʾ “winter”
ṣalāt íliʿšiʾ, ṣalāt iʿšíʾ ṣalāt ilíʿšiʾ “the evening prayer”

Group VI ʿišíʾ, group VII and �LA ʿášiʾ* “dinner”
* When a directly precedes the reflex of fĳinal *-ā(ʾ) in open syllable, it 
is usually not raised.25 More often, forms are like ilʿášaʾ, ilġádaʾ. Forms 
with raising ʿášiʾ, ġádeʾ were recorded in pause and only in GrA and ṢwA. 
Unraised forms ġádaʾ and ʿášaʾ were heard in sandhi.

Other recorded examples with raised reflexes of fĳinal -ā(ʾ) are: íf ʿiʾ 
“viper”, Wādiy Ísliʾ (stressed on initial I-) “Wādiy Isla” ǧiʾ “he came”, ilbunn 
�iʾ “these cofffeebeans”, tižibhiʾ “you get it (sg. fem.)”, ʿala gadd ḥālniʾ “as 
much as we can affford”, ifṭarniʾ “we had breakfast”. Comparable examples 
in �LA are: ǧiʾ, (i)líf ʿih and also (i)líf ʿiy “the viper”, álwalad �iʾ “this boy”, 
ǧambhiʾ “next to her”, biddniʾ “we want” and ilíkrih “the wages”.

Reflexes of fĳinal *-ā(ʾ) preceded by velarized consonants are not raised, 
have remained long and are often cut offf—especially in pause—by a 
glottal stop. Examples are: (sg. fem. forms of colours) xa�̣rā(ʾ) “green”, 
bē�̣ā(ʾ) “white” and (optionally) raised a in syllable preceding fĳinal ā in 
the examples ziṛgā(ʾ) “black (lit. blue)”, ḥimṛā(ʾ) “red” and ṣifrā(ʾ) “yellow”. 
Similarly, sg. fem. forms of physical defects are ḥamgā(ʾ) “stupid”, �aṛmā(ʾ) 
“gap-toothed”. Such examples are also available for �LA.

When no phonetic factors interfere, raising of fĳinal *-ā(ʾ) in sg. fem. 
forms of colours and physical defects will reach (stressed) -íy, as in e.g. 
(colours) sōdíy “black; bad”, šaḥabíy “sand-coloured”, ġabšíy “dark” and 
(physical defects) ḥōlíy “cross-eyed”, hablíy “dim-witted”, ʿaržíy “limping 
(sg. fem.)”, ʿamyíy “blind” and šōlíy “left-handed”. Such examples are also 
found in �LA.

N.B. “here” is nihā(ʾ) or nihāniy in ṬwA, HnA and �LA, but also híniy was 
recorded in ṢwA, ASA, HnA, (only once in) ḤmA and K-form hina or hínih 
in all dialects.

25 In group I raising of fĳinal -ā(ʾ) is also prevented by a directly preceding in open syl-
lable, see Blanc 1970:124 (13) and De Jong 2000:82.
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In dialects of group I raising (there to fĳinal -íy) is inhibited by (underly-
ing) a preceding in open syllable.26 In group VII raising to -iʾ tends to be 
prevented by a preceding in open syllable (see remark * above in 1.2.4.4.). 
Examples are: iddáwaʾ “the medicine”, issámaʾ “the sky”, (verb forms) fádaʾ 
“he sacrifĳiced”, mášaʾ “he walked”, sáwaʾ “together”, istáwaʾ “it became 
cooked” and also ánaʾ “I”.

In �LA some examples are: áddawa “the medicine”, álʿaša “the dinner”, 
mášaʾ and ána.

The forms with raised fĳinal *-ā (> -iʾ) do not only occur in pause, but 
also in sentence-medial positions. Such raising is therefore concluded to 
have led to morphological restructuring, e.g. iḥna ittaṣalniʾ buh “we con-
tacted him”, ḥatta líf ʿiʾ ma tagdarš tuktulhiʾ “even the viper you cannot 
kill”.

The (often unreleased) glottal stop following the fĳinal vowel is not 
only regular when this vowel is stressed, but occurs also when it is 
unstressed.

When sufffĳixed, raising in the verb form ǧiʾ “he came” will be absent, e.g. 
law ǧāuḳ dixīl “if somebody comes to you as a daxīl”.27 Similarly, when kriʾ 
is sufffĳixed, fĳinal -iʾ will be -ā+, e.g. krāh “his wages” and krāuḳ “your wages” 
(example from �LA).

1.2.4.5. Allophones of long vowels ē, ī, ō, and ū

1.2.4.5.1. Lowering efffect of preceding emphatics on ī and ū
Primary and secondary emphatics will lower the phonetic value of 
following ī and ū towards (resp.) I.P.A. [e�] and [o�] and like in group VI 
such lowering is clearer in the case of following ū; with following ī it is less 
clear, but an on-glide is clearly audible.

Reflexes of *ay and *aw, also when following velarized consonants, 
have been monophthongized to be /ē/ and /ō/, but their realizations tend 
to be lower: nearer to I.P.A. [ɛ�] and [¤�].

1.2.4.5.2. Offf-glide in ē and ī
The same type of offf-glides in /ē/ and /ī/, as described for group VI, may 
also be heard in ṬwA, HnA and �LA.

26 See Blanc 1970:124 (13) and De Jong 2000:82.
27 A daxīl is someone who seeks refuge (e.g. after having commited a crime) in the house 

of someone else. The ‘host’ is then obliged to take care (lodge him, and if necessary, defend 
him) of his daxīl for three days (and one third of a day) and seek legal assistance to have 
the problem of his daxīl resolved.
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1.2.4.5.3. Offf-glide in ō and ū
The same type of offf-glides in /ō/ and /ū/, as described for group VI, may 
also be heard in ṬwA, HnA and �LA.

1.2.4.6. Diphthongs
ṬwA, HnA and �LA have two diphthongs: iy and uw. Older diphthongs *ay 
and *aw have been monophthongized as /ē/ and /ō/.

1.2.4.6.1. Reflexes of *ay and *aw

1.2.4.6.1.1. Reflexes of *ay and *aw in neutral environments
In positions not preceded by or velarized consonants *ay and *aw have 
usually become ē and ō, cf. 1.2.4.1.

1.2.4.6.1.2. Reflexes of *ay and *aw in non-neutral environments

1.2.4.6.1.2.1. Reflexes of *ay and *aw preceded by X.
Cf. 1.2.4.1

1.2.4.6.1.2.2. Diphthongs *ay and *aw preceded by velarized consonants. 
Cf. 1.2.4.1

1.2.4.6.2. Diphthongs -iy and -uw

1.2.4.6.2.1. Reflexes of fĳinal *-ī and *-ū
Final diphthongs -iy and -uw, which in part reflect older *-ī and *-ū are 
best heard in lento speech and occur both in sentence medial as well as 
in sentence fĳinal positions. In allegro forms these diphthongs tend to be 
reduced to -i and -u (I.P.A. [i] and [u], i.e. not lowered [ı] and [ʋ]).

The reinterpretation of morpheme boundaries, as described for group 
VI, has not taken place in ṬwA, HnA or �LA.

Examples of diphthongs iy and uw created by anaptyxis are: mašiy # 
“walking” and # iyxāf “he fears” and ḥašuw # “fĳilling, stufffĳing”, xaṭuwtēn 
“two steps” and # uwlād “children”. In the latter three instances, one may 
also hear the diphthong iw.

Instances of fĳinal -iy as reflexes of *-ī are like those reported for 
group VI.

Like in group VI, many fĳinal yāʾ verbs with an i-type conjugation in the 
perfect have adopted—though often only partially—an a-type perfect in 
ṬwA and HnA. Examples are maša “he walked” (but mišyit “she walked”), 
nása and násat (but also nisyit) and also lígiy ~ laga “he found”, ligyit ~ 
lagat “she found”, etc. (for further detail, see 3.2.2.5.1.). In �LA maša was 
recorded with a regular paradigm of the a-type and ligiy with a regular 
i-type paradigm.
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Final -iy may also reflect older fĳinal *-āʾ in the pattern *CaCCāʾ for 
physical defects: ʿarǧíy “limping (sg. fem.)”, hablíy “simple-minded (sg. 
fem.)”, ʿamyíy “blind” and the sg. fem. pattern for colours (also *CaCCāʾ) 
sōdíy “black”, šaḥabíy “sand-coloured”.28

Apart from nihā (-niy) for “here”, the form híniy is also often heard 
(though not recorded in �LA).

Final -iy reflects fĳinal *-īʾ in bíriy “innocent”, fĳinal *-īy in ṣábiy “boy”, 
gáwiy “strong” and níbiy “prophet”, *-ayʾ in šiy “thing” and also the nisbah-
ending for the sg. masc., e.g. Suʿūdiy “Saudi”.

1.2.4.7. Prosodic lengthening of long vowels and diphthongs
Examples of long vowels being lengthened: (expressing great surprise) yā salāːm 
“my goodness!”, (expressing an extreme degree) ḥayāh ṣiʿbah xāːliṣ “a very dif-
fĳicult life” and in �LA �̣alla nāːyim “he remained asleep (for a long time)”.

2. Stress and Phonotactics

2.1. Stress

2.1.1. Rules for word-stress

Stress in ṬwA and HnA is of the máktabah-type. Rule order is the same 
as in group VI.

Verbal gahawah-forms of the i-type imperfect, like yáḥar�uw “they 
plough”, receive special treatment (see 2.1.2.4.).

The rules for ṬwA and HnA are (for ǦBA there are exceptions like íšštiʾ 
“the winter”):

1.  Like in group VI.
2.  The domain of stress is formed by either:

a.  the last two syllables of a word, also if this includes the article il- as 
the penultimate syllable,

b.  or the last four syllables, when these are without article, or verbal 
pre- or infĳixes, but including sufffĳixes,

c.  or, in the presence of a verbal in- or prefĳix, the last three syllables 
including the vowel of the syllable preceding the in- or prefĳix, but 
only when the verb form is an imperfect or a participle. When the 
verb form is perfect, the vowel of the prefĳix or the vowel preceding 
the infĳix is not stressable.

28 Also in ǦbA 1992, see ?arji (sic.) (a misprint for—in my own transcription—ʿarǧíy) 
on p. 7 (I-61).
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3.  Stress is placed according to the criterion of quantity, i.e. vowels of 
heavy sequences are stressed.

4.  The following types of ‘heavy’ sequences occur: vCC(C) and v�C(C) 
(including v�(h)).

5.  The vowel of the fĳirst heavy sequence from the right is stressed (see 
examples in 2.1.1.1.)

6.  In the absence of a heavy syllable, stress the vowel in the fĳirst syllable 
from the left.

The exception made for resyllabifĳication of CaCaCaCv(C) sequences 
in MzA of group VI is not necessary for ṬwA, HnA or �LA, since such 
sequences are not resyllabifĳied.

In ḤmA the presumably older stress system is being replaced by the 
system described above. The older stress system—much (but not totally) 
like that described for group I—is characterized by the following forms: 
wálad, náxaḷ, kátab, kátabat, ṛágabah, náxaḷah, yáḥari�, yáḥar�uw, álwalad, 
álʿašaʾ, íliʿšiʾ, šnaṭ, áššnaṭ, ánġasal, yínġisil, inġásaluw, áštaġal, yíštiġil, 
ištáġaluw, kátabatuh, ṛágabatuh and yáʿaṛaguw.

In �LA the article is a stressable unit (e.g. álǧamal, but forms like ilǧámal 
were also heard, though less regularly), but unlike other dialects that may 
stress the article, �LA does not allow stressing of initial vowels in the per-
fect of measures n-1 and 1-t. �LA is thus the only dialect in Sinai with a 
stressable article, but which does not allow stress on initial vowels in the 
perfect verbal of measures n-1 and 1-t.

2.1.1.1. Stress in words with heavy sequences
Examples of stress in words with ‘heavy’ sequences are in ṬwA and HnA: 
íšštiʾ “the winter” (ǦbA), ilʿášaʾ “the dinner, ilíf ʿiʾ “the viper” (second 
i is originally anaptyctic), ṣalāt ilíʿšiʾ “evening prayer”, iláʿlab “the tins”, 
mádrasah “school”, ištáġaḷ “he worked”, ittáfag “he agreed”, inġásal “he 
was washed”, ilbáṣal “the onions”, ilwálad “the boy/son”, ittáfaguw “they 
agreed”, inġásaluw “they were washed”, ḥṣiy “rocks”,29 šōlíy “left-handed 
(sg. fem.)” and šaḥabíy “sand-coloured (sg. fem.)”.

As far as stress in reflexes of *CiCa(C) is concerned, �LA appears to be 
in a process of transition; when the fĳirst C is not a sunletter, an anaptyctic 
vowel will separate this C and l of the article, when the article precedes. 
Although stress rules specify that the vowel of the article should then 

29 In �LA the form íliḥṣiʾ “the rocks” was also recorded.
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be stressed (being the vowel in the ‘underlying’ heavy sequence vlCC), 
the anaptyctic may receive stress instead (see scenario 1 below). When 
the fĳirst C is a ‘sunletter’ no anaptyctic appears, since the l of the article 
assimilates to this ‘sunletter’. The vowel of the article is then stressed (see 
scenario 2 below). Schematically:

scenario 1:
*C

m
iCaC > C

m
CaC > vl + C

m
CaC > vlC

m
CaC > vlv

a
C

m
CaC

v́lv
a
C

m
CaC or vlv

s
C

m
CaC

scenario 2:
*C

s
iCaC > C

s
CaC > vl + C

s
CaC > vC

s
C

s
CaC > v́C

s
C

s
CaC

C
s
 = ‘sunletter’ consonant  vl = article il- or al-

C
m

 = ‘moonletter’ consonant  v́ = stressed short v: í or á
v

a 
= anaptyctic vowel colouring with the following vowel

v́
s
 =  originally anaptyctic vowel, after having become stable and part of 

the morphophonemic base, and is therefore stressable

When anaptyctics preceding forms with initial C
m

 have become stable 
and the anaptyctic has become part of the morphophonemic base as the 
initial vowel, this new initial vowel will be stressed if it is part of a heavy 
sequence.

A next, or parallel step in this development is anaptyctics becoming 
stable base vowels where they precede CC; a cluster # CC or C CC needs 
to be resolved, so that an anaptyctic will be inserted preceding the last CC 
of such a cluster. The anaptyctic—colouring with the base vowel of the 
following noun30—can thus become stable, and therefore become part of 
the morphophonemic base and be stressed,31 e.g.

origin elision cluster anaptyxis stress
*�uṛah > �ṛah > C + �ṛah > C v

a
�ṛah > á�ṛah (v

s
�ṛah)

When the article is then prefĳixed, the resulting form will be alá�ṛah “the 
sorghum”, since the new base vowel prevents the prerequisite of contact 
of l and the ‘sunletter’ � for assimilation to take place. Another example 
is alángaṛ “the potholes”.

30 Such colouring of the anaptyctic was also reported for group II in the north, see De 
Jong 2000:270. 

31 In fact, this development is also a more rigorous application of the rule that base 
forms can only have initial C- or (ʾ)v-; there is a phonotactic constraint barring initial CC.
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Forms in �LA are: íšštiʾ, álʿašaʾ, ilíf ʿih, íliʿšiʾ ~ ilíʿšiʾ, áligṛab “the water-
sacks” (but alángaṛ “the potholes”), álabaṛ “the needles” and also alá�ṛah 
“the sorghum”.

Other forms with heavy sequences in ṬwA, HnA and �LA: ṭilíʿna “we 
rose”, waládḳ “your (sg. masc.) son”, waládk “your (sg. fem.) son”, úṃṃuḳ 
“your mother”, štíʾ “winter”, zēn “good”, zēnih “good (sg. fem.)”, zēnīn “good 
(pl. masc.)”.

2.1.1.2. Examples of stress in words without heavy sequences

2.1.1.2.1. Stress in CvCvC(v)
Stress in (C)v

1
Cv(C):32

(ʾ)v
1
CvC: úḳul “eat!”, úgum “stand up!”, íšil “carry!”, ánam “go to sleep!”, 

ábaṛ  “needles” (“I come” is īǧiy). �LA forms are: ḳuḷ, gūḷ, gūm, šīl, nām.33

Cv
1
Cv(ʾ): ʿášaʾ “dinner”, mášaʾ “he walked”, dáwaʾ “medicine” (“stick” was 

recorded as ʿaṣā). The same forms are found in �LA.
Cv

1
CvC: ǧámal “camels”, šáǧaṛ “trees”, ġáṭas “he dived”; wágaf “he stood 

up”, wáṛag “paper” and ṣábiy “boy”, bíriy “innocent”, ṭáriy “moist; soft” (“he 
goes” is yīǧiy, also in �LA). In �LA both types of stress are heard: walád or 
wálad, although the latter stress type is more current.

2.1.1.2.2. Stress in (C)vCvCv(C) and (C)vCvCvCv(C)
(C)vCvCv(C): xášabah “piece of fĳirewood”, �̣árabuw “they hit (perfect)”, 
báladuh “his country”, násatuh “she forgot him”, ma násatuš “she did not 
forget him” (the latter two not in �LA), and gahawah-forms áḥamaṛ “red”, 
náʿaǧih “ewe”, áʿaṛag “I sweat”, áḥari� “I plough”, gáhawah “cofffee”.34

(C)vCvCvCv(C): �̣árabatuh “she hit him”, ma �̣árabatuš “she did not hit 
him”, ṛágabatuh “his neck” and gahawah-forms gáhawatuh “his cofffee”, 
táʿaṛagin “you (pl. fem.) sweat”.

ilxášabah “the piece of fĳirewood”, ilbádawiy “the Bedouin (sg.)”, (gaha-
wah-form) innáxaḷah “the palm tree”, ibtáḥafruw “they dig”, ištáġaḷat “she 
worked”, inbáṣaṭuw “they rejoiced”, ittáfagat “she agreed”, taǧáwwazat 
“she got married”, takállamuw “they spoke”.

32 When v
1
 in this pattern is not preceded by C, it is underlying |a|.

33 Forms of the mediae infĳirmae verbs like guṃ / úguṃ or guṃ / úguṃ were checked, 
but were rejected as not proper �LA.

34 Stress reported for ǦbA in Nishio 1992 is the same, see p. 146 (XX-30 and 33). How-
ever, ibid. p. 7 (I-61) reports (in my transcription) a�raǧ “lame” (without gahawah-vowel). 
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2.1.2. Exceptions to the stress rule

2.1.2.1. Stress on reflexes of *-āʾ and *-ā
Like in group VI (and also in group IV, see De Jong 2000:428), reflexes 
of *-āʾ, which have not been raised due to phonetic factors described in 
1.2.4.4., will be stressed, when they have remained long and thus form a 
heavy sequence, e.g. xa�̣rā(ʾ) “green (sg. fem.)”, ṣifṛā(ʾ) “yellow (sg. fem.)”, 
bē�̣ā(ʾ) “white (sg. fem.)”, girʿā(ʾ) “bald (sg. fem.)”, ʿiwṛā(ʾ) “one-eyed (sg. 
fem.)”. Such stressing is regular in ṬwA, HnA and �LA.35

In phonetically neutral surroundings, fĳinal -āʾ of sg. fem. forms of 
colours and physical defects is raised to -iy (see 1.2.4.4.). Such raised -iy 
reflexes are then stressed, even if (other) heavy sequences precede, e.g. 
sōdíy “black (sg. fem.)”, šadfíy “left-handed (sg. fem.)”, ḥawlíy “cross-eyed 
(sg. fem.)”. Notice however stress in híniy “here”, although more regular for 
“here” is nihā. Also in a gahawah-form, in which the gahawah-vowel has 
resolved the cluster forming the heavy sequence, the reflex of -āʾ receives 
stress: (šaḥbāʾ >) šaḥabíy “sand-coloured (sg. fem.)”. These forms are cur-
rent in ṬwA, HnA and �LA.

Reflexes of fĳinal *-ā(ʾ) that are short -aʾ or -iʾ are stressed in conformity 
with the rules in 2.1.1.2. When no heavy sequences precede, e.g. (forms in 
ṬwA and HnA) (il)ʿášaʾ “(the) dinner”, (il)ġádaʾ “(the) lunch”, (is)sámaʾ 
“the sky”,36 but with heavy sequences available: íšštiʾ “the winter”, ṣalāt 
ilíʿšiʾ (base form is iʿši) “evening prayer”, ilíf ʿiʾ “the viper” and Wādiy Ísliʾ 
(stress on initial I) “Wadi Islah”.

Note: there is variation, however: (only) in ǦbA and ḤmA forms with 
stress on the fĳinal vowel like ṣalāt iliʿšíʾ “evening prayer”, ilif ʿíʾ “the viper”, 
wagt išštíʾ “the winter time” and Ǧabal iGníʾ37 “the mountain of canals/
water ducts (situated in the Maġāṛah area)” were also heard.

Since heavy sequences always precede within word boundaries, raised 
reflexes of pronominal sufffĳixes will not be stressed, e.g. mnākulhiʾ “we eat 
it (sg. fem.)”, šufttiʾ (< šuft + ha) “I saw her”. Verbal endings that devel-
oped from *-ā also remain unstressed, e.g. šufniʾ “we saw” and mášaʾ “he 
walked”. The reflex of fĳinal *-ā(ʾ) will only be stressed if it is the only vowel 
available, e.g. ilwálad �íʾ “this boy”, ǧíʾ “he came”.

35 Nishio 1992 reports the same in terms of stress and raising for ǦbA, see p. 16 (XX-30 
to XX-35), e.g. (in Nishio’s transcription) ḥamrā and sūdī.

36 Nishio 1992 reports the same type of stress in ǦbA, see e.g. p. 119 (XVII-1) sáma, but 
does not indicate stress in ġadɛ and �ašɛ.

37 In Tuṛbāniy dialect this mountain is referred to as Ǧibál iGníy; gniy is a pl. form 
< *qināʾ.
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2.1.2.2. Stress on fĳinal nominal *-īy reflexes in *CaCīy
In ṬwA and HnA, reflexes of the pattern CaCīy are CaCiy or (after rais-
ing the short vowel a) CiCiy are stressed on the penultimate, which is in 
conformity with the rules formulated in 2.1.1.2.

2.1.2.3. Stress in al/il + *CaCīy
Prefĳixing an article to a CaCiy sequence has no consequences for the 
assignment of stress in ṬwA and HnA, e.g. inníbiy or innábiy “the Prophet” 
and iṣṣábiy “the boy”. In ḤmA ánnibiy was recorded and in ǦbA ínnibiy.

ṣabiy (pl. ṣibyān) “boy” with sufffĳixes: ṣabíyyuḳ “your boy”, ṣabiyyī “my 
boy”, ṣabíyyhuṃ “their boy”.

2.1.2.4. Stress in sufffĳixed gahawah-forms
In ṬwA, HnA and �LA stress in gahawah-forms is like in group VI (naxáḷha 
“her date palms”, gáhawatuh “his cofffee” and (i- and u-type gahawah-
imperfect verb forms) yáʿaǧnuh “he kneads it” and táxabṭin “you (pl. fem.) 
knock”.38

Resyllabication of sequences CaCaCatv (> CaCCitv) is not a character-
istic of ṬwA, HnA or �LA.

2.1.2.5. Stress in vCCICv
Like in group VI, a short high vowel is not dropped from a sequence vC

a
C

a-

IC
a
v and stress is placed according to rules in 2.1.1.2., e.g. bitġázzizuh “you 

sow it (of watermellon seed, by inserting each seed into its own hole in 
the soil)”. In this example reduction of the geminate is clearly audible.

An example in �LA is biyballilūha “they make it (sg. fem.) wet”. For 
active participles of the verb taʿaknan “be irritated”, see 2.4.4.

2.1.3. Stress units

2.1.3.1. Stress in combinations with preposition min and negated personal 
pronominals
Like in group I, the preposition min may form one stress unit with the 
following word, as in mín-taḥat “from below”, mín-ki�iy “from this” and 
mín-ihniy “from here” (the latter BWA).

In negated pronominals stress is as follows (recorded in HnA, ṢwA, 
ǦbA, ASA):

38 Nishio 1992 lists many gahawah-forms for ǦbA as well, e.g. (p. 19 (III-31) gahawɛ, 
(p. 28 (IV-25)) faḥam “charcoal” and verbs: (p. 101–102) (XIV-54)) yaxalaṭ “mix”, (p. 102 
(XIV-55)) yaḥafer “dig” and (p. 115 (XVI-19) yaḥazen “be sad”, etc. 
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 sg. pl.
3. masc. mahūš  mahínš
 fem. mahīš  mahúmš
2. masc. mántiš  mantūš
 fem. mantīš  mantínš
1. com. manīš máḥniš

Negated pronominals recorded in ḤmA are: māhū, māhī, mintih, mintiy, 
mānī, miḥna, mintuw, mintin, māhuṃ, māhin.

In GrA direct elicitation yielded the following forms:39 māhū, māhī, 
mantih, mantiy, mānī, māhuṃ, māhin, mantum, mantin, maḥna.

In �LA the single negation with preceding mā is current. Elicited forms 
are: māhū, māhī, mantah, mantiy, mānī, māhuṃ, māhin, mantuw / man-
tum, mantin, maḥna.

2.1.3.2. Enclitically sufffĳixed prepositions l and b

2.1.3.2.1. Enclisis of the sufffĳixed preposition l
Enclitic sufffĳixation of the sufffĳixed preposition l occurs regularly. Examples 
are: yugʿúd-luh šaharǟn }alā}ih “it stays (for itself) two or three months” 
(GrA). ibyāxú�-luh btāʿ sāʿtēn “he spends about two hours” (ǦbA), biyṛūḥū-
luh “they go to him” (ṢwA), aṛawwíḥ-luh giddām ilmīʿād ib yōm aw yōmēn 
“I go to him one or two days before the appointment” (ASA) and naḥafír-
luh “we dig (a hole) for it” (ḤmA).

Such enclitic sufffĳixing was found to be especially current in HnA, e.g.: 
ibyibgā-luh mōsim “there is a season for it” (HnA), innās bitgūm taḥašā-
luh�.©.©.�ḥašiy “people then stufff it (properly)” (HnA), imwaẓẓaf byāxu�-luh 
�ala�mīyt iǧnēh “a civil servant gets (for himself) three hundred pounds” 
(HnA).

An example in �LA is: biyṭallíʿ-luh “he gets out for him”.

2.1.3.2.2. Enclisis of the sufffĳixed preposition b
Enclisis of sufffĳixed preposition b is less current than that of sufffĳixed l, but 
does take place, e.g. mistahtír-buh “making fun of him” (ASA), w inġammís-
buh “and we dip (food) with it”, timšī-buh “you go with him” (HnA), 
ibyihtimmū-buh htimām ǧāmid “they attach great importance to it” (HnA). 
In �LA it was not recorded.

39 Negation in GrA is usually constructed with single mā, without -š(i), see also 3.1.12.3. 
and 4.2.
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2.2. Phonotactics

2.2.1. The gahawah-syndrome

2.2.1.1. The gahawah-syndrome: a-insertion in *aXC sequences
Like in many dialects of Sinai, the gahawah-syndrome is active in ṬwA 
and HnA. Some of many examples are: šáhaṛ “month”, ṣalāt ilmaġarib 
“prayer at sunset”, báʿad ”after”, byaxaṭibha “he gets engaged to her”, aha-
bal “stupid”, aḥawal “cross-eyed”, šaḥabíy “sand-coloured”, taḥat “under”.40

In �LA we see similar forms, but stress may be on the vowel of the sec-
ond syllable, e.g. naxáḷ “palm trees”, Saʿád “male given name”,

2.2.1.2. Morphological categories showing variation
The gahawah-syndrome is active in forms of the past participle (i.e. where 
C

1
 = X: maXC

2
ūC

3
) like maḥafūṛ “dug”, maxaṛūm “pierced”, maḥabūs 

“imprisoned”, maḥaṭūṭ “placed” and maʿagūḷ “reasonable”, maʿadūd “few, 
countable” and maġaṣūb “forced, compelled”, but also maxzūn “stored”, 
Maḥmūd “male given name” and maxṭūbah “engaged (sg. fem.)”.

Exceptions are also found with the pattern maXC
2
vC

3
(ah): maġarib 

“time of sunset”, máxazan “storage place, but also maġrib, maxzan and 
maḥǧar “stone quarry”.

Examples in �LA: maʿarūfīn “known (pl. masc.)”, maxaṛūm “pierced”, 
maxaṭūbah “engaged (sg. fem.)”, maġarib “time of sunset”, but also maḥṭūṭ 
“placed”.

2.2.1.3. Morphological categories in which the gahawah-syndrome is 
not active
In ṬwA, HnA and �LA the gahawah-syndrome is not active in derived ver-
bal measures. Examples are like those listed for group VI.

Examples of the absence of the gahawah-syndrome in elatives are: 
aḥsan “better/best”, aḥla “more/more beautiful, sweeter/sweetest”, aġḷab 
“more/most” (and also aġḷabiyyah “majority”), aġḷa “more/most expen-
sive” and the name Aḥmad.

40 Nishio 1992 cites numerous instances of the gahawah-syndrome for ǦbA too, but 
there are also exceptions, such as a�raǧ “lame” (p. 7 (I-61)), ta�bān “tired” (p. 41 (VI-9)), 
laġwɛ “language” (p. 72 (X-1)), raġwɛ “bubble, foam” (p. 125 (XVII-48)), waḥlǝ “mud” 
(p. 127 (XVII-64)) and verbs like �awaǧ, ya�waǧ “bend” (p. 99 (XIV-41)) and xiliṣ, yaxlaṣ “end” 
(p. 103 (XV-4)) and other forms. N.B. the imperfect of a (there measure 1) verb like �aṭa, ya�ṭi 
“give” listed on p. 82 (XII-1) is best interpreted as an i-type, with here a as transcription of 
the allophonic realisation of i under influence of the ʿayn (in my own transcription this 
would be yiʿṭiy). A similar example is (also measure 1) �azam, ya�zim “invite” (p. 90 (XIII-21)), 
which in my own transcription would be ʿazam, yiʿzim. 
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The gahawah-syndrome also usually remains absent in loans from Stan-
dard Arabic like yaʿniy “that is, it means”, yaḥṣal “it happens” and another 
measure 1 verb yaʿmal41 “he makes, does”.

The fem. morpheme in construct state becomes -at when it follows XaC 
(also where a is a gahawah-vowel), so that the sequence CaXaCat is the 
result. When such a sequence is directly sufffĳixed with a vowel-initial suf-
fĳix, the resulting CaXaCatv sequence is not resyllabifĳied (contrast possible 
resyllabifĳication in MzA of group VI). Examples are naxaḷatī “my palm 
tree” and gáhawatuh “his cofffee”.

2.2.2. Articulatory delay in the realization of alveolar sonorants (liquids l, 
r and n)

2.2.2.1. Articulatory delay in the realization of r: the bukaṛa-syndrome
Examples of bukaṛa-vowels are (underlined): azaṛag “dark brown”, tagaṛa 
lFātḥih “you recite the Fātiḥah”, duġiriy “straight ahead, right away”, 
tzaġiriṭ “she ululates”, ygōṭirin “they (fem.) go”, xu�̣iriy “type of cheap 
green tobacco (smoked in rolled cigarettes)”.

Examples of the bukaṛa-syndrome inhibiting the elision of a preced-
ing high vowel are l āxir innahāṛ “until the end of the day” and indawwir 
ilǧamal “we look for the camel”.

Examples of the ‘greater’ or ‘expanded’ bukaṛa-syndrome creating vow-
els: fĳi lgaṣir42 ibtaxazín-luḳ “in the storage you store it for yourself” and 
fĳi lgidir ib ḥāluh “all of it in the pot” and in �LA Ṣadir ilḤēṭān “name of a 
mountain range, south of Umm I}lah43 pass”.

2.2.2.2. Influence of l
Like r, l may also be involved in inhibiting elision of the short vowel. 
Examples are (preserved vowels underlined) ibyinzil isSwēs “he goes down 
to Suez”, hā�iy btākil ilǧarbūʿ “this one (fem.) eats jerboa” (though also 
ibtākl iṭwēr “it (fem.) eats small birds”) and f-awwil ilwagt “in the begin-
ning”. An example in �LA is gāl yā raǧil ilmasal �iʾ “he said ‘oh man, this 
saying©.©.©.’ ”.

Examples of ‘expanded’ or ‘greater’ bukaṛa-vowels preceding l in san-
dhi (where the vowel is not a cluster-resolving anaptyctic as described in 

41 Much more current for “make, do” is the measure 2 verb sawwa, ysawwiy.
42 gaṣr, pl. gṣūr: a small cave-like hollow in the side of a mountain or katarah (a clay 

mound) used as a safe storage for goods (esp. foodstufffs).
43 The `Uṃṃ `I}lah pass, on the main road from the Aḥmad Ḥamdi tunnel near Suez to 

Nixl, is usually indicated on maps as ‘Mitla pass’, see fn 7, p. 3.
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2.3.2.) are (‘greater’ bukaṛa-vowels underlined): w ilʾakil iyyāmha kamān 
ṣiʿib “food was also difffĳicult (to get) in those days” and itḥuṭṭuh fĳi ssiʿin iw 
yugʿúd-luh yōm “and you put it in the goat skin and it sits (there for itself) 
for a day”.

2.2.2.2.1. The high vowel preceding l in *`ibil and *raǧil
The form bil or ibil was not recorded.

ṛaǧil for “man” was only recorded once in ḤmA and once in �LA, but 
there were numerous instances of yā ṛāǧil. riǧǧāl or raǧǧāl (pl. rǧāl) is 
current for “man”.

2.2.2.3. Articulatory delay in the realization of n
Non-elision of short high vowels preceding n in otherwise eligible positions 
is quite regular, e.g. (here underlined) yōmin iygassim “when he allots” 
and iygūmin anniswān yáḥalbin adduwābb (i.e. not *iygūmn anniswān 
yáḥalibn adduwābb) “the women then (get up and) milk the animals”.

Also, an anaptyctic vowel in sandhi is often inserted in positions not 
covered by the anaptyxis rule (see 2.3. below). Examples are: assamin 
aššīḥiy “the wormwood ghee”, and ibyanfaʿ l albaṭin iw fīh šiǧáṛ l aṣṣadir 
iw fīh šiǧáṛ l iddišbih “it is good for the stomach and there are plants (i.e. 
herbs) for the chest and there are plants for (treating) a cold”.44

2.2.3. Articulatory delay of ʿayn following geminates

Articulatory delay of �ayn following geminates was not noticed as a regu-
lar feature.

2.3. Anaptyxis

Rules formulated for group VI are also valid for ṬwA, HnA and �LA. For 
ǦbA Nishio reports several instances of schwa resolving a consonant clus-
ter C

a
C

a
C

b
 (where C

a
C

a
 is a geminate), e.g. (p. 196) hī biddəhɛ timši “she 

wishes to leave (or walk)”, biddənɛ “we wish” and biddəken “you (pl. fem.) 
wish” and also (p. 56 (VIII-9)) non-elision of high vowels in mdarrəsɛ and 
mdarrəsīn for (respectively) “teacher (fem.)” and “teachers”.

44 dišbih is used for common cold (with coughing), a more severe cold with flu-like symp-
toms is usually referred to as ḥabṣah. Bailey 2009:343 (glossary) lists dishba as “the flu”.
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2.3.1. Word-medial anaptyxis

Word-medial clusters (in bold print below) resulting from high vowel eli-
sion are usually—depending on the relative sonority of the consonants 
involved45—resolved by inserting an anaptyctic vowel preceding the last 
two consonants of the cluster, e.g.

yiktib + uw > *yiktbuw  > yíkitbuw “they write”
yugʿud + uw > *yugʿduw  > yúguʿduw “they sit”46

Also when sufffĳixation results in a cluster, this cluster is resolved, e.g.:

tisg*1 + ha  > *tisgha > tísigha “you water it”

*1 tisg: an apocopated imperfect of 2nd p. sg. masc. (root s-q-y).

2.3.2. Anaptyxis in sandhi

2.3.2.1. Anaptyxis in clusters resulting from ‘colliding’ morphological 
base forms
Examples of sandhi clusters of four consonants. caused by the collision of 
morphological base forms, which are resolved by insertion of an anaptyc-
tic preceding the last two consonant (clusters are in bold print, cluster-
resolving anaptyctics are underlined):

sabʿ snīn47 > sabʿ isnīn “seven years”.
# byasṛaḥ w byi�̣wiy miʿ ǧámaluh > # ibyasṛaḥ w ibyi�̣wiy miʿ ǧamaluh “he 
goes away and comes back at sunset with his camel”.

2.3.2.2. Anaptyxis in #CC and CC#
When speech pause directly precedes or follows CC, the resulting cluster 
#CC or CC# is resolved (anaptyctics underlined), e.g.:

#CC > # iCC: # byasṛaḥ > # ibyasṛaḥ
and
CC# > CiC #:  b irrigľ # > b irriǧil #

45 For the role of relative sonority, see remarks in De Jong 2000:125–26.
46 Nishio 1992 gives numerous instances in which word-medial with subsequent anap-

tyxis does not take place, e.g. imperatives of “write” (sg. fem.) iktibi, (pl. masc.) iktibu and 
(pl. fem.) iktiben (p. 76 (X-27), imperfect forms (pl. masc.) yo�̣robu, (pl. fem.) yo�̣roben, 
etc. (p. 88 (XIII-11) and also imperf. forms (pl. masc.) yinzǝlu and (pl. fem.), yinzǝlen, etc.

47 The base form is with initial consonant, which may be concluded from forms pre-
ceded by the article (its l assimilates to the fĳirst consonant), e.g.: iṣṣġayyir, isSwēs and also 
issnīn (not (i)liṣġayyir, (i)liSwēs or (i)lisnīn).
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An example in �LA is: maṭraḥ ma timis, iris “wherever you are in the eve-
ning, spend the night there (lit. throw out your anchor)” (a saying advising 
not to travel by night); tims is an apocopated imperfect (root m-s-y), irs is 
an apocopated imperative (root r-s-y).

2.3.2.3. Consonant clusters resulting from I-elision in sandhi, with 
subsequent anaptyxis
Some examples of clusters in sandhi after I-elision, eliminated by anap-
tyxis from ṬwA, HnA (intermediate forms with clusters are marked *):

(base forms, high vowel eligible for elision underlined, stress has already 
been placed)

sámnit ilʿanz >
(after elision of unstressed high vowel, cluster in bold print)
* sámnt ilʿanz >
(after stress and anaptyxis, anaptyctic underlined: surface forms)
sámint ilʿanz “the ghee of the goats”

Another example is:

(base forms, high vowel eligible for elision underlined, stress has already 
been placed)

nílḥig iššāz >
(after elision of unstressed high vowel, cluster in bold print)
* nílḥg iššāz >
(after anaptyxis, anaptyctic underlined: surface forms)
níliḥg iššāz “we put the ṣāǧ (on the fĳire)”

A similar example heard in �LA is ú�̣rub ilmiʿzih > * úḏ̣rb ilmiʿzih > ú�̣urb 
ilmiʿzih “hit the goat”.

2.3.2.4. Resyllabication of word-medial CVCCICV, and of CVCCIC VC 
sequences in sandhi
Resyllabication of a word-medial sequence CVCCICV > CVCICCV (e.g. 
yíkitbuw) is compulsary, while resyllabication of a sandhi sequence CVC-
CIC VC > CVCICC VC (e.g. níliḥg iššāz) is optional.

2.3.3. Exceptions to the anaptyxis rule

2.3.3.1. Unresolved consonant clusters
Like in group I, not all clusters are eliminated. Especially clusters of which 
the fĳirst consonant is nasal or a liquid followed by a voiceless second con-
sonant (predominantly stops),48 e.g.: kalthiʾ “I ate it (sg. fem.)”, talgha “you 
will fĳind her”, kāwantnī “you fought me”, fĳihimt? # “did you understand?”

48 For similar phonetic conditioning, see De Jong 2000:123–128.
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Clusters may be left unresolved in sandhi as well, e.g. gult hēhū �iʾ! “I 
said ‘there he is!’” and ʿind bētuh “near his house”.

When assimilation between the fĳirst and second consonant takes place, 
the cluster will remain intact as well, e.g. (in sandhi) xatt bāluḳ “you see?”.

These and other similar examples were recorded in ṬwA, HnA and �LA.

2.3.3.2. The role of sonority of consonants invloved in unresolved clusters
See remarks in De Jong 2000:125–126.

2.3.3.3. Some special cases with regard to anaptyxis

2.3.3.3.1. Consonant clusters with initial geminates
When the fĳirst two consonants of a three-consonant cluster form a 
geminate, this geminate is usually (partially) reduced, e.g. (word-medial) 
biddha “she wants, needs”. Examples listed for group VI may be heard in 
ṬwA, HnA and �LA as well.

2.3.3.3.2. Preposition �ind + C
The sufffĳixed preposition ʿ ind takes vowel-initial allomorphs of the pronominal 
sufffĳixes, e.g. ʿíndaha (ʿíndihiʾ) “with her”, ʿinduḳ “with you (sg. masc.)”, ʿindik 
“with you (sg. fem.)”, ʿínduhuw “with them (pl. masc.)”, ʿíndihin “with them 
(pl. fem.)”, ʿínduḳum (~-uḳuw) “with you (pl. masc.)”, ʿíndikin “with you (pl. 
fem.)” and ʿíndina “with us”. The same forms are heard in �LA.

Clusters in sandhi are left intact, however, e.g.: ʿind wāḥid “with some-
one” and in �LA ʿind ʿaṛbānuh “with his family”.

2.3.3.3.3. The 2nd p. sg. masc. and fem. pronominal sufffĳixes in consonant 
clusters
In ṬwA, HnA and �LA (like in group VI) the pronominal sufffĳixes of the 
2nd p. sg. masc. and fem. -ḳ and -k (resp.) are vowelless when preceded 
by one consonant. This may be concluded from stress assignment, but it 
is difffĳicult to conclude whether an anaptyctic is present or not; especially 
with a voiceless consonant preceding and a vowel following ḳ (in sandhi), 
there may be a voiceless anaptyctic or none at all.

Examples are arkábuḳ ibyōǧʿinnuḳ “your knees hurt you (sg. masc.)”. 
arkábik ibyōǧʿinnik “your knees hurt you (sg. fem.)”. In �LA law aṛwáḥuḳ 
ibyunguz min ʿinduh “if he smells you he jumps from his place”.

When more than one consonant precedes the personal- pronominal 
sufffĳixes take allomorphic shapes -uḳ (for sg. masc.) and -ik (for sg. fem.) 
e.g. xalluḳ gāʿid “remain seated”, ʿinduḳ “with you”.49

49 Nishio 1992:178 (XXV-6) reports ku ~ ok and adds that “in rapid speech the last vowel 
/u/ is reduced to schwa, or often inaudible, in which case the redundant phonetic feature 
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2.3.4. Phonetic quality of the anaptyctic

2.3.4.1. Phonetic quality of word-medial anaptyctics
The phonetic quality of the word-medial anaptyctic vowel is a lax and 
centralized [ı], towards [ə], in front environments and a lax and central-
ized [ʋ], towards a moderately rounded [ə], in back environments.50

2.3.4.1.1. Phonetic quality of word-medial anaptyxis in clusters form “colliding” 
base forms
The situation in ṬwA, HnA and �LA is like in group VI.

2.3.4.1.2. Phonetic quality of anaptyctics in clusters after I-elision
The situation in ṬwA, HnA and �LA is like in group VI.

2.3.4.1.3. Anaptyctics in clusters resulting from elision of i from T
The situation in ṬwA, HnA and �LA is like in group VI.

2.3.4.2. Phonetic quality of anaptyctics in sandhi

2.3.4.2.1. Phonetic quality of word-initial anaptyctics in sandhi
Word-initial anaptyctics tend to have a phonetic value of near a lax and 
centralized [ı].

Examples listed for group VI also illustrate the situation in ṬwA, HnA 
and �LA.

In ṬwA, HnA imperatives of the verbs xá� “take” and kál “eat” are úḳuḷ, 
# uḳḷíy, # uḳḷúw, # uḳḷín and úxu�̣, # ux�̣íy, # ux�̣úw, # ux�̣ín.51

In �LA the sg. masc. is ḳuḷ and (velarized) xu�, but the other imperatives 
are the same.

2.3.4.2.2. Phonetic quality of word-fĳinal anaptyctics
Anaptyctics resolving word-fĳinal clusters have a phonetic quality near 
I.P.A. [ʋ] in labial and/or velarized environments. Anaptyctics in neutral 
environments will be near (centralized) [ı]. Examples listed for group VI 
can also be heard in ṬwA, HnA and �LA.

of aspiration might become relevant”. I did not notice any relevant degree of aspiration. 
For the conclusion drawn here of /ḳ/ and /k/ as separate phonemes see 1.1.1. and 3.1.12.3.1. 

50 This is the same as described for group I in De Jong 2000:128.
51 Nishio 1992:91 (XIV-2) lists oxo� ~ xo�, oxo�i ~ xo�i, oxo�u ~ xo�u, oxo�en ~ xo�en, 

but okul ~ kul. okli, oklu and oklen for ǦbA. In the majority of cases Nishio indicates 
non-elision of the short high vowel reflexes of CiCaC, e.g. zubab “penises” (p. 7 (I-54)), 
kusas “vulvas” (p. 7 (I-56)), šowak “ploughs (p. 36 (V-25)), šonaṭ “bags” (p. 38 (V-35)), turab 
“graves” (p. 44 (VI-29)), sikak “roads” (p. 69–70 (IX-24)), geṣaṣ “stories” (p. 74 (X-14)), nogaṭ 
“points” (p. 143 (XX-11)), ḥeṭaṭ “places” (p. 154 (XXII-1)), nimar “numbers” (p. 173 (XXIV-48)) 
and also dora (p. 17 (III-11)), gora “villages” (p. 55 VIII-1)).
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2.3.5. Stressed original anaptyctics

In the reflex of the pattern CICaC (i.e. CuCaC or CiCaC) in ṬwA (except 
ǦbA) and HnA originally anaptyctic vowels have become part of the mor-
phophonemic base. Stress is then placed in conformity with rules described 
in 2.1.1. In most cases the phonetic value of the vowel is coloured in by the 
vowel already present in the pattern.

Examples are (for the pattern *CICaC) (with initial a-) árkab “knees”, 
ášnaṭ “suitcases, bags”, áštal “seedlings”, áḥgan “injections”, ánxaṛ “noses”, 
áwṛaš “workshops”, ángaṛ “pits, álma�̣ “lamps (sg. lamḅah), ágṛab “water 
skins”, áʿlab “tins; packets”, áṣwar “pictures”, áxṣaʾ “testicles” and (with 
initial i-) íštiʾ “winter”, íʿfĳiʾ “viper”, ṣalāt íʿšiʾ “evening prayer”.

Forms recorded in ǦbA are more like those heard in group I (apart 
from the fact that the article is not stressed in ǦbA) e.g. hāt iligráb “bring 
the waterskins”, (i)liḥgán “the injections”, iššnáṭ “the suitcases, bags” and 
comparable stressing in the form ṣalāt iliʿšíʾ “the evening prayer” (though 
also ilíʿšiʾ was heard).52

In �LA there is a development in progress; in some cases the new pat-
tern aCCaC has already come into use (e.g. áḥgan, ángaṛ), in other cases 
the pattern CCaC is still being used (see also remarks in 2.1.1.1.), e.g. álgṛab 
“the waterskins” (not (a)lágṛab).

See also stress patterns in imperative forms of the verbs (3.2.2.3.) “eat” 
and “take”.

Notice that the development of original anaptyctics becoming stress-
able and colouring with the base vowel has taken place in dialects of the 
Samā�nah and �Agāylah in the north of Sinai (group II) as well, see De Jong 
2000:270–271.

Examples of plurals with *ʾ as the fĳirst radical are (ʾ)ábaṛ “needles”53 and 
(ʾ)áwa�̣ “rooms”.

Plurals ending in *-īy have reflexes -iy like in: gniy “bunches of dates”,54 
ḥṣiy “rocks”,55 rḥiy “hand mills” and ʿṣiy “sticks”.

52 See also remarks in 1.2.4.4. above.
53 See also Nishio 1992:16.
54 From the context it is clear that the pl. of “date bunches” is meant here. Compare 

also diffferences in stress and pronunciation in Bīr iGníʾ / Bīr iGníy / Bīr Ignah (the latter 
stressed on I) (located at appr. 28.51.51 North and 33.43.35 East). Compare this to the difffer-
ent pronunciations of Wādiy Sliʾ, Wādiy Sliy, or Wādiy Islah / Aslah (cf. 1.2.4.4. and 3.1.5.). 

55 In �LA a form íliḥṣiʾ was recorded, which must reflect the coll. ḥaṣan (root ḥ-ṣ-y). I do 
not have an explanation for the raising of fĳinal -ā preceded by the emphatic ṣād.
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In ṬwA (however, for remarks on ǦbA see 3.1.16.) and HnA the prepo-
sition m(i)ʿ followed by a vowel-initial sufffĳix will be stressed as follows, 
e.g. ímʿuh, ímʿuḳ, ímʿik, except stress is on the fĳinal (long) vowel in imʿī. 
Negated forms are stressed má-mʿuš, ma míʿḳuš, ma míʿkiš and (more pre-
dictably) ma mʿīš.

In �LA the sufffĳixed preposition mʿ will be stressed on the vowel of a 
vowel-initial sufffĳix, e.g. mʿúḳ “with you” and mʿúh “with him” (for more 
remarks on stress in sufffĳixed prepositions see 3.1.16.).

2.4. Elision of Short Vowels

ṬwA, HnA and �LA are ‘diffférentiels’ in terms of short vowel elision.56 The 
rule is like that already formulated for group VI. The rules for morphopho-
nemic elision are compulsary.

2.4.1. Morphophonemic I-elision

Rules given for group VI are valid here as well.

2.4.2. I-elision in sandhi

Like in group VI, morphophonemic elisions of short high vowels i and u 
are compulsary, but comparable elisions in sandhi are optional.

2.4.3. Cyclic anaptyxis rule in sandhi

The optional I-elision rule in sandhi may be applied after the execution 
of the anaptyxis rule, e.g. (the cluster is underlined and in bold print, the 
anaptyctics are in bold print and the high vowel eligible for sandhi-elision 
is underlined):

1) bitṭalliʿ + ʿyūn > bitṭalliʿ �yūn > bitṭalliʿ iʿyūn > bitṭallʿ iʿyūn “it (sg. fem.) 
grows flower buds”.

In this fĳirst example the cluster ʿʿy is resolved, after which the high vowel 
i preceding it lands in open syllable (thus becoming eligible for elision) 
and is dropped.

Like in group VI, the I-elision rule may also be re-applied after execu-
tion of the rule for anaptyxis, as in the example: urbuṭ ḥzāmuḳ > urbuṭ 
iḥzāmuḳ > urbṭ iḥzāmuḳ > úrubṭ iḥzāmuḳ “fasten your seat belt”.

56 See Cantineau 1936:49.
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In this second example the cluster ṭḥz is resolved, after which the high 
vowel u preceding ṭ is in open syllable (thus becoming eligible for elision) 
and is dropped, creating a new cluster rbṭ, which is then eliminated by 
insertion of another anaptyctic u.

Such examples are also found in �LA.

2.4.4. Exceptions to the I-elision rule

When C
a
 and C

b
 in C

a
C

a
IC

b
 are phonetically close or identical, I is not 

dropped. An example is bitġázzizuh “you sow it (of watermellon seed, by 
inserting each seed into its own hole in the soil)”.

Another exception to the high vowel elision rule was found through 
direct elicitation in ṢwA, ḤmA and HnA with the act. participles (sg. 
fem.) mtaʿákninih, (pl. masc.) mtaʿakninīn and (pl. fem.) mtaʿaknināt “irri-
tated”. In ASA the i-elision does take place (with immediate subsequent 
anaptyxis) mtaʿakinnih, -īn, -āt and in ǦbA and �LA both mtaʿákninih and 
mtaʿákinnih (and mitʿakninīn / mitʿakinnīn, mitʿaknināt / mitʿakinnāt) 
were recorded.

2.5. Assimilation

Three types of contact assimilations can be identifĳied: regressive (partial 
or total), progressive (partial or total) and reciprocal (total).57

Apart from contact assimilations of l of the article il- or al- to ‘sunlet-
ters’, l is also—more regularly so than in group VI—assimilated to follow-
ing ǧ, as in iǧǧild “the skin”, iǧǧizzāṛ “the butcher”, iǧǧism “the body” and 
iǧǧamr “the live embers” and iǧǧimʿah ǧǧāyih “the next Friday”. This type 
of assimilation may be regularly heard in ṬwA, HnA and �LA. Assimilation 
of l to initial k was not recorded.

Assimilations listed for group VI are current in ṬwA, HnA and �LA as 
well. Some additional examples are:

Regressive total:
t + s > ss ssūg “you drive”
t + ṣ > ṣṣ ṣṣall “you pray”
t + �̣ > �̣�̣ bi�̣�̣all “you stay/keep on”

An example of regressive total assimilation with reduction of the preced-
ing geminate is (recorded in �LA):

57 For remarks on contact assimilation involving the spread of velarization cf. 1.1.7.
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ll + n > nnn (I.P.A. [n�]) xannī “let me”

Instances of regressive partial assimilation were also recorded in ṬwA, 
HnA and �LA.

Progressive total assimilation of initial h- of pronominal sufffĳixes to pre-
ceding voiceless consonants is regular in ṬwA, HnA and �LA, as well as 
reciprocal total assimilations of the type reported for group VI, e.g. ʿarīssa 
“her bridegroom”, maṣlaḥatta “her department”, taslaxxa “you skin it (sg. 
fem.)”.

In a number of instances the mutual influence of hissing sounds has 
resulted in a metathesis. Examples in the dialects discussed here are ṣāǧ 
(or ṣāž) > šāz “iron baking sheet”, sīǧih (or sīžih) > šīzih “game of sīǧah”. 
In ǦbA I heard both šizn and siǧn “prison” and bitsaǧǧil and bitšazzil “you 
record”, but in ASA I heard only basaǧǧil “I record”.

Another example of the mutual influence of hissing sounds in all dia-
lects is: šamš “sun”, but in all dialects šaǧaṛ “trees” is current.

3. Morphology

3.1. Nominal Morphology

3.1.1. Raising of a

3.1.1.1. Raising of *a in C
1
aC

2
īC

3
(ah)

Raising of a in the nominal pattern C
1
aC

2
īC

3
(ah) occurs regularly, but is 

optional. Although such raising is much less regular when X precedes or 
follows a, it does take place in such positions. The high vowel that results 
from such raising is not elided.58

To illustrate, some forms that were recorded with and without raising 
in ṬwA, HnA and �LA are: ka�īr ~ ki�īr “many; much”, kabīr ~ kibīr “big; 
old”, garīb ~ girīb “relative (related person)”, gadīm ~ gidīm “old”, dagīg ~ 
digīg “flour”, ʿarīs ~ ʿirīs “bridegroom”, ʿaǧīnih ~ ʿiǧīnih “dough”, baʿīd ~ biʿīd 
“far”, taxīn ~ tixīn “thick, fat”, xafīf ~ xifīf “light (in weight)”, xamīs ~ ximīs 
“Thursday”, ġalī�̣ ~ ġilī�̣ “fat”, na�̣īf ~ ni�̣īf “clean”.

58 This situation is the same as what was described for group II in the north, see De Jong 
2000:272–273. Nishio 1992, however, lists several instances of elisions of this vowel, as in 
e.g. }gīl “heavy” (p. 176 (XXIV-74), k}īr “many, much” (p. 176 (XXIV-74), etc. See also remark 
*2 on (non-) elision of ‘underlying a’ in 3.2.2.1. and in verbs like nisiy and ligiy in 3.2.2.5.1. 
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Some forms recorded only without raising are: ḥadīd “iron”, dalīl “list 
(of persons)”, ṭarīg “road”, gaṭīrah “boat”, ṣaḥīḥ “correct”, raxīṣ “cheap”, 
laʾīm “mean person”, (ʾ)akīd “certain”.

Some forms recorded only with raising are: midīnih “town”, yimīn “right 
(direction)”, miʿīz “goat”, sirīr “bed”, fĳisīx ”salted fĳish”.

3.1.1.1.2. Raising of a in *CaCīy (C
3
 = y)

Raising of a preceding *CaCīy (C
3
 = y) occurs often, but variation is still 

heard as well. Examples are: bíriy “innocent”, gúwiy “strong”, ṭíriy “moist; 
soft”, wíliy ~ wáliy “saint”, ʿIliy ~ ʿAliy “name” and níbiy ~ nábiy “Prophet”. 
A form recorded in �LA is guwíy.

3.1.1.2. Raising of a in open syllable preceding stressed í
No remarks for TwA and HnA.

3.1.1.3. Raising of a in CaCCīC(-ah)
Raising of a in CaCCīC(-ah) was not recorded, e.g. baṭṭīx “watermelon”, 
kabrīt “matches”, barmīl “drum”, Katrīn “(St.) Catherine”, zambīl “basket 
for sand”, sakkīnah “knife” and garnīṭ “octopus”. Also verbal nouns of mea-
sure 2 do not show such raising, e.g. taǧlīb “throwing out (of a line, fĳish-
ing)” and (�LA) tašnīn “taking aim”.

3.1.1.4. Raising of a in CaCCāC
Raising of a in the pattern CaCCāC in ǦbA and GrA is almost without excep-
tion when it concerns patterns C

1
aC

2
C

2
āC

3
 and C

1
aC

2
C

3
ān. These patterns 

have been morphologically restructured as C
1
iC

2
C

2
āC

3
 and C

1
iC

2
C

3
ān.

Examples in ṬwA and HnA: šiġġāl59 “busy, functioning”, riǧǧāl “man”, 
siyyāl “acacia tree”, millāḥ “salty type of herb”, niǧǧāṛ “carpenter”, tillāǧah 
“fridge”, willāʿah “lighter”, ḥissās “sensitive”, ḥiǧǧāriy “pickaxe”, milyān 
“full”, siyyāṛah “car”, ġilṭān “mistaken”, diblān “wrinkled (of skin of fruit)”, 
although also ġalṭān and raǧǧāl were recorded.60

In �LA comparable forms show that morphological restructuring has 
not taken place, but that raising is optional: šabʿān “satiated”, raddāḥah 
“roast pit”, raggāṣah “dancer (fem.)”, ʿaṭšān “thirsty”, ġalṭān “mistaken”, 

59 In ǦbA ġġ in šaġġāl was several times pronounced with very little friction, and 
sounded more like velarized gg.

60 Nishio 1992 also lists several instances of such raising in ǦbA, but mainly in neutral 
environments, e.g. tilfān “thin, lean” (p. 41 (VI-8)), wuǧ�ān “ill” (p. 41 (VI-11)), riǧǧāl “(adult) 
man” (p. 48 (VII-11)), but also naǧǧār “carpenter” (p. 58 (VIII-38)) and kaslān “lazy” (p. 149 
(XXI-9)). Nishio usually transcribes a in positions influenced by emphatics or back spi-
rants, e.g. baṭṭāniyɛ “blanket” (p. 29 (IV-35)), na�̣�̣āra “glasses” (p. 33 (V-3)), �aryān “naked” 
(p. 13 (II-4)), �̣amyān and �aṭšān (both) “thirsty” (p. 23 (III-53)), šaġġāl “servant” (p. 53 
(VII-43)) and also ǧa�ān “hungry” (root ǧ-w-�) (p. 23 (IIII-53)).
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ġalbān “poor, destitute”, fallāḥ “farmer”, Sallām “male given name”, rawyān 
“well-watered” and (raising in) kislān “lazy”, wiǧʿān “sufffering pain”, siyyāl 
“acacia”, suwwāg “driver”, tillāǧah “fridge”, buṛṛād “kettle” and wayyāh ~ 
wiyyāh “with him”.

Also in other patterns a is often raised in ṬwA and HnA when it pre-
cedes CCā, e.g.: ḥibbāyāt “corns, seeds”, miṛṛāt “times” and also in the pat-
tern for sg. fem. adjectives of colours and physical defects (*CaCCāʾ), as 
in �irmāʾ “gap-toothed (sg. fem.)”, girʿāʾ “bald (sg. fem.)”, ʿiwṛāʾ “one-eyed 
(sg. fem.)”, gilbāʾ “stupid (sg. fem.)” and ḥimṛāʾ “red (sg. fem.)”, ṣifṛāʾ “yel-
low (sg. fem.)”, zirgāʾ “black (lit. blue, sg. fem.)” and also xi�̣rāʾ “green (sg. 
fem.)”. Though forms like xa�̣rāʾ and ḥamṛāʾ were also recorded. In �LA 
examples are: xa�̣rāʾ, ḥamṛāʾ, samṛāʾ, but also zirgāʾ, �iṛmāʾ “gap-toothed 
(sg. fem.)”.

Notice that raising of a in the pattern for sg. fem. for colours and physi-
cal defects may only take place when fĳinal -ā(ʾ) has not been raised to -íy, 
e.g. ʿarǧíy “limping (sg. fem.)”, and also the gahawah-form šaḥabíy “light 
coloured (sg. fem.)”.

In ASA, ṢwA, ḤmA and HnA similar raising may take place, but there it 
is optional and X preceding a usually constitutes an inhibiting factor, e.g. 
Naṣṣār ~ Niṣṣār “male given name”, raǧǧāl ~ riǧǧāl “man”, niǧǧāṛ “carpen-
ter”, Silmān “male given name”, ṣiyyād “fĳisherman” (but ṣayyādiyyah “dish 
with fĳish”), biṭṭāniyyah “blanket”, kislān “lazy”, wiǧʿān “sufffering pain”, 
šibʿān “sated, full”, zihgānīn “fed up (pl. masc.)”.

Variation or no raising in ġalṭān “mistaken”, ġaḷbān “poor, wretched”, 
ʿayyān “ill”, taʿbān “tired”, malyān “full”, ʿiṭšān ~ ʿaṭšān “thirsty” and in sg. 
fem. adjectives for colours and physical defects: zirgāʾ ~ zargāʾ “black (lit. 
blue, sg. fem.)”, ḥimṛāʾ ~ ḥamṛāʾ red (sg. fem.)”, raddāḥah ~ riddāḥah “trap 
net (used to catch birds)”, ṣafrāʾ “yellow (sg. fem.)”, ḥamgāʾ “stupid, silly (sg. 
fem.)”, maṛṛāt “times”, ḥabbāt “corns, bits” and miʿnāt + “the meaning of”.

The conclusion for ḤmA, ṢwA, ASA and HnA is that, just like in �LA, 
such raising has not led to morphological restructuring, but is optional in 
neutral environments.

3.1.1.5. Raising of a in �.�.�.CaCāC�.�.�.
Raising of a preceding Cā is current, but is concluded to be optional, since 
it is often absent in more careful speech.

Some of many examples are: gināyāt “small water courses”, ǧināyin “gar-
dens”, zimān “in the past”, gizāz “glass”, �imānīn “eighty”, midāris “schools”, 
misāfĳih “distance”, mišākil “problems”, fĳilāyik iṣṣēd “(small) fĳishing boats 
(with sails)”, bihāyim “cattle (pl.)”, �ibāyiḥ “animals for slaughter”, digāyig 
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“minutes”, šimāl “north”, kimān “also”, dirāhim “money”, ma mišāš “he did 
not go”, ilifāʿiy “the vipers”.61

In labial environments, raising of a may als be towards [u], as in 
šuwārib “lips”, muwāʿīn “receptacles”, fuwākih “(diffferent types of) fruit” 
and kumān “also”.

Examples without raising are: kamān “also”, banāt “girls”, tamām “excel-
lent”, makān “place”, kabābiy “cups”, ganāh “small water course”, šamāl 
“north”, ṭamāṭim ”tomatoes”.

Here too, raising occurs less when l or r follows a, or X precedes, e.g. 
malāyīn “millions”, ṣalāh “prayer”, �alā�ah “three”, xalāṣ “ready”, salām 
“peace”, Garāršah “name if tribe”, farāšīḥ “thin loaves of bread baked on 
a šāz (i.e. a ṣāǧ)”, maṛākib “boats”, faṛāʿnah “Faraos”, and ʿašān “because”, 
ḥaṣāh “rock”, xawāǧih “foreigner”, Ḥamā�̣ah “name of tribe”, ḥayāh “life”, 
ġazāl “gazelle”. Also when ʾ precedes, raising is not regular, e.g. (ʾ)amākin 
“places”, (ʾ)aṣābiʿ “fĳingers; toes”. Such examples may also be heard in �LA.

This raising of a in open syllable directly preceding stressed ā was 
found to be much less current in the dialect of the Ṣawālḥah (ṢwA) than 
in the other ṬwA dialects.

3.1.1.6. Raising of a in �.�.�.CaCá�.�.�.
Given the diffferent rules for stress in groups VI and VII (CaCáC and CáCaC 
resp.), a in open syllable preceding stressed á is not as regular as in group 
VI. However, when a is found in this position and in neutral environ-
ments, raising may occur like in group VI, but only optionally so, e.g. 
ʿiláy “on me”, ǧimáluḳ “your camel”, tiḥáthiʾ “under her”, ma tiḥáthiš “not 
under her”.

Such raising only occurs on a limited scale, however; examples of non-
raising are numerous, e.g.: �abáḥtuh “I slaughtered it”, ṛagabátuḳ “your 
neck”, katábt “I wrote” and also gahawátḳum “your (pl. masc.) cofffee”.

Since the stress pattern CaCáC is current in �LA, many more instances 
were to be expected of this type of raising. Its occurrence is, however, 
limited. Examples are: ǧimál “camel”, ǧibál “mountain” and muṭár “rain”.

3.1.1.7. Raising of a in open syllable preceding stressed A
Like in group II of the north, raising of a towards I.P.A. [ı] preceding Cā 
is current, but similar raising of a preceding stressed Cá is not regular 
in ṬwA and HnA, although in �LA a limited number of instances of such 
raising were recorded.

61 Compare C.A. af ʿan, pl. afāʿin (root f-ʿ-y).
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3.1.1.8. Raising of a in CaCūC(ah)
Like raising of a towards I.P.A. [ı] in open syllable preceding Cī, a in open 
syllable is also often raised—usually towards I.P.A. [ʋ]—when it precedes 
Cū. Examples are: buxūr “incense”, xurūf “lamb”, ǧinūb ~ ǧunūb “south”, 
ġumūs “food dip”, ʿurūs “bridegroom”, fuṭūr “breakfast”, yuhūd “Jews” and 
(with initial hamzah) uḅūy “my father” and uxūy “my brother”, and also 
1st p. sg. com. imperfect forms of mediae wāw verbs ugūm “I get up”, ugūl 
“I say”. These forms may be heard in ṬwA, HnA and also in �LA. Some 
additional �LA examples are lugūḥ “pregnant (of a she-camel)” and guʿūd 
“young male camel”.

Like raising of a preceding ī, raising of a preceding ū is optional; forms 
like ʿaǧūz “old lady”, ǧanūb “south”, ʿarūsah “bride”, ḥamūlih “animal led 
to a party to be slaughtered”, yahūd “Jews” may also be heard. Such forms 
were recorded in ṬwA, HnA and �LA.

Notice also the form (in HnA) ʿabūr in the name madrasat ilʿAbūr “the 
Crossing62 School”. Since u of the fĳirst syllable in the MSA loan ʿubūr is 
not dropped in pronunciation, which would result in ʿbūr (compare e.g. 
ʿyūn < ʿuyūn for “eyes”, see 3.1.5.), it appears to be interpreted as raised a 
(which is not dropped in such positions) and the base form is concluded 
to be ʿabūr. Since raising of a in such positions is however only optional, 
one may also hear a form like ʿabūr. Similar reasoning would lie behind 
the form (also loaned from MSA) ḥakūmah “government”.

Notice also that some surface forms of the type CaCūC are actually 
underlying CāCūC, with reduced ā; such shortened a for ā is not raised, 
examples are māʿūn (maʿūn) “container”, nāmūsiyyih (namūsiyyih) “mos-
quito net”.

A gahawah-vowel in open syllable preceding Cū is not raised, e.g. 
maxaṭūb “engaged”, maʿaṛūf “known”, maḥafū�̣ “well-kept”, maʿadūs “len-
til soup” (such forms were recorded in ṬwA, HnA and �LA).

3.1.1.9. Raising of a in open syllable preceding stressed u
a in open syllable preceding stressed ú is found much less often in group 
VII than in group VI. Although this may be partly due to diffferences in 
stress patterns (Cv́CvC in ṬwA and HnA as opposed to CvCv́C), such �LA 
forms (which also stresses CvCv́C) are few.

62 The ‘crossing’, C.A. ʿubūr, refers to the crossing of the Suez Canal of the Eyptian army 
into Sinai during the 1973 Arab-Israeli War (also referred to as Ramadan War, October War 
or Yom Kippur War). 
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Some instances of u-type verbal perfects are ġulu�̣t “I grew fat”, ġulu�̣tin 
“you (pl. fem.) grew fat”.

A form quite typical for �LA (i.e. it was only heard sporadically in ḤmA 
and not in the other dialects discussed here) is ʿilúh, which also appears 
without raising as ʿalúh “on him” (see remark *4 in 3.1.16.). Notice here that 
in the absence of velarization or labialization, raising is towards i, even 
though the stressed vowel following is u.

3.1.1.10. a-raising rules combined
Combining the rules for raising of a described in te paragraphs above, we 
may summerize as follows:

a > I / C
a
__C

b
ĪC

Ī = long vowel ū or ī
I  = short high vowel u if Ī is ū; short high vowel i if Ī is ī
C

b  
= consonant capable of carrying velarization in case of raising to u

Notice the diffference with the rule formulated in De Jong 2000:150; the 
provision of C

a
 ≠ *ʾ made for the group I dialects described there is not 

made here, i.e. preceding “*hamzah” does not inhibit such raising in the 
dialects described here.

3.1.2. Reflexes of *C
1
aC

2
C

3
(ah)

For reflexes of CaCC(-ah) the following forms were recorded in ṬwA: 
badw “Bedouin”, táḥat “under” (also �LA), fáḥam “coal”, waḥdah (~ wiḥdih 
in ǦbA, ḤmA and �LA) “one (sg. fem.)”, naḥyih “direction”, ṣáʿab “difffĳi-
cult”, šakl “shape”, ṣáḥan “dish, plate” (also �LA), ǧady “kid goat” (also �LA), 
ṣadr “chest”, waḳl “food” (also �LA), karš “(fat) belly”, kalb “dog” and ǧidd 
“grandfather” (also �LA) and ǧifn “eyelid”.

3.1.3. Reflexes of *CaCiC(ah)

wirk “thigh”,63 kitf “shoulder”, kilmih “word”, širkih “company”.

3.1.4. Reflexes of C
1
uC

2
C

3
(ah)

Some reflexes of C
1
uC

2
C

3
(ah) are: bunn “cofffee beans”, rizz “rice”, kull “all; 

every” (also �LA), uṃṃ “mother” (also �LA), uxt “sister” (also �LA), Ǧimʿih 
“male given name” (also �LA), muddih “period”, ḥuṛmah “woman” (also 

63 For ǦbA wilk, wlāk is reported in Nishio 1992:7 (I-58). 
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�LA), zibdih “butter” (also �LA), rikbih “knee”, hinnih “they (fem.)” (also 
�LA), šuggah “a woven length of a tent (about 1 m. wide)”.

3.1.5. Absence of I in open syllables preceding stress

As is the case in all dialects of Sinai, a high vowel i or u in open initial syl-
lables of the type CIC(V) preceding stress (on V) is dropped.

When V is a long vowel, an initial CC cluster is the result, e.g.: snīn 
“years”, ʿyūn “eyes” and ǧnēh “pound (money)”, ǧbāl “mountains”, gṣayyir 
“short”. Such forms are regular in ṬwA, HnA and �LA.

When V is a short vowel, the anaptyctic vowel which precedes the CC 
cluster ‘on the surface’ has become part of the morphological base.64 The 
phonetic value of this anaptyctic is steered by the vowel that was already 
part of the base. Examples with short vowels are: árkab “knees”, áḥgan 
“injections”, íf ʿiʾ “viper”, íštiʾ “winter”. Such forms are regular in ṬwA and 
HnA, but in �LA forms like ḥgan, šnaṭ “suitcases” and ʿnab “grapes” are 
predominant, although also forms íf ʿiy ~ íf ʿih are heard.

Exceptions to such elisions are often found in MSA loans, e.g.: niẓām 
(all dialects) “system”, bidāyithiʾ “its (sg. fem.) beginning”, xumūl “tired-
ness” (ǦbA), nihāʾiy “fĳinal” (ǦbA), siyāḥah “tourism” (ḤmA), ʿibāṛah ʿan 
“consisting of” (ṢwA) and gizāz “glass” (although perhaps better inter-
preted as underlying |gazāz|) (�LA).

Verb forms listed for group VI are also current in ṬwA and HnA. The 
verb “come” however has imperfect forms with a long base vowel ī, e.g. 
yīǧiy “he comes”, which is again like forms in group II of the north (see De 
Jong 2000:307, contrast with groups I and VI, see 3.2.2.6.1.).

3.1.6. Diminutive patterns

The usual diminutives expressing ‘littleness’, ‘shortness’, ‘narrowness’ etc. 
were recorded as e.g. gṛayyib “near”, ṣġayyir “small; young”, ṛfayyiʿ “nar-
row”, �̣ʿayyfĳih “weak (sg. fem.)”, gḷayyil “few; little”, kwayyis “good”, šwayyih 
“a bit” and (as a common dim. used to euphemistically refer to women) 
ḥṛayyim “women”.

64 The implication of such elisions is that stress was CICáC, and that it must have 
shifted in the course of time.
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In ṢwA the viper (ilíf ʿiʾ) was also referred to as swēd illēl, lit. “the 
(little) blackness of night”. Other diminutives are: rišrēš maṭar65 “a few 
drops of rain”, ibtākl iṭwēr “it (sg. fem.) eats small birds”, zrēgān “dark-
coloured thoroughbred camel”, yā-ḅuw ṣḥayybī “my little friend (as a form 
of address)”.

Except in the form zrēgān, the hypochoristic -ān sufffĳix, which was 
recorded in some of the dialects of group I,66 was not heard in ṬwA and 
HnA.

3.1.7. Pattern aC
1
C

2
aC

3

The pattern used for colours and physical (and sometimes mental) defects 
is (for sg. masc.) aC

1
C

2
aC

3
 (e.g. abya�̣) and aC

1
aC

2
aC

3
 (e.g. áḥamaṛ, stressed 

on the fĳirst syllable) where C
1
 = X. Other examples are like those listed for 

group VI.
The sg. fem. forms have a C

1
aC

2
C

3
ā pattern, with a fĳinal -ā that has 

remained long and which is often in pause followed by an unreleased glot-
tal stop (e.g. bē�̣āʾ, ḥamṛāʾ). There is an additional a following C

2
 when 

it is X and fĳinal -ā is raised to -íy when C
3
 is neutral (e.g. šaḥabíy). Other 

examples are like those listed for group VI.
In the pl. com. forms for coulours and physical defects all dialects 

(including �LA) show C
1
uC

2
C

3
 as the pattern, i.e. like in MzA of group VI. 

Only in ǦbA both ʿimy and ʿumy for “blind” were heard.
Plural forms for “black” and “white” are sūd (C

2
 = wāw) and bī�̣ 

(C
2
 = yāʾ).

3.1.8. The elative patterns aC
1
C

2
aC

3
, aC

1
aC

2
C

3
 and aC

1
C

2
a

The elative patterns are like in group VI: aC
1
C

2
aC

3
, e.g. ak�aṛ “more; most”, 

aC
1
aC

2
C

3
, e.g. agaḷḷ “less; least” and aC

1
C

2
a (without gahawah-vowel), e.g. 

aḥla “sweeter; sweetest”.

65 Notice reduplication of the biconsonantal root r-š-š with its general meaning of 
“spray, spatter, splash” to express. See also EALL 2009 (Vol IV):50–53.

66 See De Jong 2000:153.
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3.1.9. Initial a

3.1.9.1. The article and the relative pronoun
The article is il- in all dialects and the relative pronoun is illiy. The article 
is not a stressable unit (see 2.1.1.), except in ḤmA, where the (stressable) 
article al- is used parallel to the (unstressable) article il-. Examples in ḤmA 
are álʿašiʾ ~ ilʿášaʾ “the dinner”, álġadaʾ ~ ilġádaʾ “the lunch”, álġanam ~ 
ilġánam “the sheep”.

Examples in other dialects of ṬwA are: ilǧámal “the camel”, táʿaǧn 
ilʿaǧīnah �iyyih “you knead this dough”.

The relative pronoun is illiy. Examples are: fīh amākin ġaṭs ḥilwah nihā 
fĳi "áhab.w illiy biyṛawwḥ Uḅuw lHōl67 “there are beautiful dive sites here in 
�ahab. And there are those (lit. sg.) who go to the Blue Hole” and ḥasab 
kimmīyt illaban illiy ʿinduḳ ʿād “depending on how much milk you have, 
of course”.

An example of how il- and al- may appear side by side in ḤmA: nasṛaḥ 
b ilġánam w iḥna ṣġayyrīn. ingōṭir ilbaṛṛ yā salām iyṭubb álmuṭar©.©.©.©“we 
used to roam around with the small cattle when we were young, we used 
to go to the desert, oh my gooodness, and (then) the rain would fall©.©.©.”.

Only in ǦbA and ḤmA l of the article assimilates to štiʾ, as in f-íšštiʾ “in 
(the) winter”. In other dialects one will hear fĳi líštiʾ. Similarly (in ḤmA) 
hāt áššnaṭ “go get the bags!”, where the other dialects have ilášnaṭ.68 An 
example from ASA is hatíǧib iláṣwar walla tánam ʿilēhin “are you going to 
bring the photos or keep them (fem.) for yourself (lit. sleep on them)?”.

‘Specifying’ ha- was heard used only in adverbial halḥīn “now”, e.g. fīh 
buʿṛān bitxāf̣ halḥīn law nizilt iššāriʿ, bitxāf̣ mi lʿaṛabiyyih “there are camels 
that are afraid, if you would now go out on the street, they would be afraid 
of a car”.

In �LA the preference is for al- and alliy, but il- and illiy have also been 
recorded. The article il- (with initial i) is heard mainly when preceding 
a noun with a high vowel, as in e.g. ṣalāt ilmiġrib “the sunset prayer”, 
ilíkri(ʾ) “the wages”, but also álfaras ~ ilfáras “the horse”. When the article 
is stressed, the vowel is usually a (e.g. álġadaʾ “lunch”, álʿašaʾ “dinner”, 

67 Aḅuw lHōl—literally “the Sfĳinx”—is the local name for the dive site known in English 
as (almost homophonic) the “Blue Hole”. The dive site is located at approximately 28.34.20 
North and 34.32.13 East, see Google Earth.

68 For diffferences in stress inside ǦbA (i.e. spoken near the monastery or in Wādiy 
aš-Šēx near aṭ-Ṭarfa) see remarks below in 3.1.16. 
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álgṛab “the watersacks”), but sometimes colours with the vowel of the 
noun, as in ṣalāt íliʿšiʾ “evening prayer” and íliḥṣiʾ “the rocks”.

3.1.9.2. Other instances of initial a
Forms in ṬwA and HnA are: uṃṃ “mother”, uxt “sister”, iḥna “we”, (ʾ)ábaṛ 
“needles” and (ʾ)áwa�̣ “rooms”. Forms recorded in �LA are uṃṃ, uxt, álabaṛ 
and álawa�̣.

For a-initial plurals for the *CICaC pattern (e.g. ágṛab “water skins” and 
áṣwar “pictures”; in �LA álgṛab was heard), see 2.3.5.

3.1.10. The feminine morpheme (T) in genitive construction

T in genitive construction is treated like in the dialect of the Samā�nah 
of group II in the north:69 T preceded by any sequence –CaC (including 
C + gahawah-vowel a + C) in genitive construction becomes –CaCat. The 
rule is:

T > at / ©.©.©.©CaC__ + gen.
C = any consonant
a = any a, including a produced by the gahawah-syndrome

Nishio 1992:XV, however, describes a situation for ǦbA in which the pho-
netic quality of the T-vowel is basically phonetically conditioned: “[t]he 
reflex of the Classical Arabic feminine ending -ah (tāʾ marbūṭa) is -ɛ (cf. 
in the possessive construction, [-ɛt] ~ [-et] ~ [-t] except when after the 
emphatic consonants, or /r/, /x/, /ġ/, /ḥ/, /�/.”

3.1.10.1. T in genitive construction preceded by a in open syllable
Like in group VI, the feminine morpheme -ah ~ -ih in construct state 
becomes -at when aC directly precedes. Examples of aCT + sufffĳix: (dual) 
sanatēn “two years” and ṛagabatuh “his neck”.

Notice that resyllabication of a sequence CaCaCTv does not take place 
in ṬwA or HnA (contrast MzA of group VI), whether these are sufffĳixed ver-
bals or nominals, e.g. ṛágabatuh “his neck” and also verb form �̣árabatuh 
“she hit him”.

3.1.10.2. The rule for T not directly preceded by aC or v#
Like in group VI when not preceded by aC, the fem. morpheme -ah 
becomes -it (or -t when a long vowel v� directly precedes, see 3.1.10.4.) in 
construct state.

69 See De Jong 2000:279–281.
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The i of the ending -it may then be subject to the rule for high vowel 
elision, after which often an anaptyctic is inserted. Examples listed for 
group VI may also illustrate the situation in ṬwA and HnA.

3.1.10.3. T preceded by the gahawah-vowel a
Forms in which a gahawah-vowel a directly precedes T in open syllable 
are treated in the same way as forms in which such a preceding a is 
‘historical’.70 Examples are: gahawatī “my cofffee”, gáhawatuh “his cofffee”, 
gahawátuḳ “your cofffee” and naxaḷatī “my date palm”, naxaḷáthuṃ “their 
date palm” and naxaḷátik “your (sg. fem.) date palm”, etc.

3.1.10.4. T following ā
T preceded by ā yields -āh, e.g. ṣalāh “prayer” and when in construction, 
T > -t, as in ṣalāt ilíʿšiʾ “the evening prayer”.

3.1.10.5. Nominal ending -it in construction vs. verbal 3rd p. sg. perf. ending -at
The high vowel i of the nominal ending -it is dropped when it is in open 
unstressed syllable, e.g. nāgtuh “his she-camel”.

The low vowel a in verbal forms of the 3rd p. sg. perf. is not dropped, 
e.g. šāfatuh “she saw him” and ma šāfatuš “she did not see him”.

3.1.11. Genitive marker

The genitive marker is šuġḷ, but in ǦbA also ḥagg was recorded in spon-
taneous text. Informants who claimed (when asked) that ḥagg was used 
in their dialects too were speakers of ASA and HnA. ḥagg does not appear 
to be current in GrA, ṢwA and ḤmA.

Apart from šuġḷ and ḥagg, K-form btāʿ is often used.71

The paradigms for šuġḷ and ḥagg are like those listed for group VI, 
except the 3rd and 2nd p. pl. masc. sufffĳixes, which are -huw and -ḳuw in 
group VI: see 3.1.12. for the sufffĳixes in ṬwA and HnA.72

A preference for the construct state instead of indirect annexation 
could not be concluded from the available data.

70 For a diffferent situation in group I, see De Jong 2000:158–160.
71 Nishio 1992:192–194 (XXVII-8) reports the same three possibilities for ǦbA.
72 In Nishio 1992:192–194 (XVII-8) transcribes a as T vowel in closed syllables in šoġlat 

+ C and ḥaggat + C (e.g. šoġlatnɛ and ḥaggatnɛ “our”) and ət for T in open syllables: (with 
T-vowel not elided!) šuġləti and ḥaggəti “my” (though elision of the ə is given as an option 
in e.g. marr(ə)tēn “twice” (p. 173 (XXIV-49)), but e in e.g. bta�etnɛ “ours” and the T-vowel 
elided in open syllables, e.g. in bta�ti “my”. 
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3.1.12. Personal pronominals

3.1.12.1. Independent pronominals
In ṬwA and HnA the following independent pronominals are used:

  sg. pl.
3. masc. hū / huwwa73 huṃ(ṃa)74

 fem. hī / hiyya75 hin(na)76

2. masc. intah77 / intih intuṃ / intuw78

 fem. intiy79 intin80

1. com. ána81 iḥna82

In ṢwA, HnA, ǦbA and ASA the following negated pronominals are used:

 negated*
  sg. pl.
3. masc. mahīš mahúṃš
 fem. mahūš mahínš
2. masc. mántiš mantūš
 fem. mantīš mantínš
1. com. manīš máḥniš 

* In GrA direct elicitation yielded: māhū, māhī, mantih, mantiy, mana, 
māhuṃ, māhin, mantuṃ, mantin and maḥna.

In ḤmA and (additional forms in) ǦbA the forms recorded are: mānī, 
mintih, mintiy, māhū, māhī, miḥna, mintuw / mintuṃ, mintin, māhuṃ, 
māhin.

3.1.12.2. Pronominal sufffĳixes
In ṬwA, HnA and �LA the following pronominal sufffĳixes are used:

  sg. pl.
3. masc. (C)C-u(h), v�-(h)*1 -huṃ*5

 fem. -ha / -hi(ʾ)*2 -hin*5

73 Nishio 1992:179 (XXV-13) gives “hū (~ hūwa cf. < Cl.A or Cairene Ar.)”.
74 Nishio 1992:180 (XXV-17) gives “hummo (~ humma cf. < Cairene Ar. Young people 

prefer this form.)” for ǦbA. 
75 Nishio 1992:179 (XXV-15) gives “hī (~ hīye ~ hīya < Cl.A or Cairene Ar.)” for ǦbA.
76 Nishio 1992:180 (XXV-19) gives “hennɛ“ for ǦbA.
77 Nishio 1992:178 (XXV-3) only gives inta for ǦbA.
78 Nishio 1992:179 (XXV-9) only reports the form “intu (~ intow cf. [intów])”, without 

fĳinal -m.
79 Nishio 1992:178 (XXV-5) gives “inti (~ intey cf. [intéy])” for ǦbA.
80 Nishio 1992:179 (XXV-11) gives inten for ǦbA.
81 Nishio 1992:178 (XXV-1) also gives ana for ǦbA.
82 Nishio 1992:178 (XXV-3) also gives iḥna for ǦbA.
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2. masc. C-uḳ, CC-uḳ, v�-uḳ*3 -ḳuṃ*6 ~ -ḳuw
 fem. C-k, CC-ik, v�-k*3 -kin*6

1. com. (C)C-ī, v�-y (poss.) -na / -ni(ʾ)*2

  -nī (obj.)*4

Initial h of the sufffĳixes (in 3rd sg. fem and 3rd pl. masc. and fem.) often 
assimilates to a voiceless preceding consonant, e.g. bēttuṃ “their house”.83

For allomorphs used with the preposition ʿind, see below 3.1.16.

*1 Like in group VI, ṬwA, HnA and �LA have the -u(h) sufffĳix for the 3rd p. 
sg. masc. (contrast with -ah/-ih in group I, see De Jong 2000:164–165).

Some examples are: ṭáʿamuh ḥiluw “its taste is sweet”, udugguh “I pound 
it”, saḷaxnāh “we skinned it”.84

*2 Endings in -iʾ occur mainly in pause and in neutral environments.85

*3 For remarks on the use of superscript u, see remark *2 of 3.1.12.2. of 
group VI in chapter II. For a likely development of these sufffĳixes see the 
note below these remarks.
*4 Sufffĳixes -ī and -nī for the 1st p. sg. com. are stressed. Unstressed
-i and -ni also occur.86

*5 Parallel to independent pronominals, the 3rd p. pl. masc. sufffĳix is 
formed with -ṃ, rather than with -w (the latter being characteristic of 
group VI).87

*6 Like in the speech of older men of the Samā�nah of group II of the north 
(see De Jong 2000:282–286), fĳinal -ṃ is regular for the 2nd p. pl. masc.88

See also verbal endings in -ṃ in 3.2.1.1. and 3.2.1.2. below.

NOTE
The sufffĳixes -ḳ and -k as pronominal sufffĳixes for the second person sg. (resp.) 
masc. and fem. are likely to have developed in the following manner:

83 Such assimilations are also reported for ǦbA, see Nishio 1992:180.
84 For ǦbA Nishio 1992:179 (XXV-14) gives consonant + o and long vowel v� + (h).
85 Nishio 1992:178–179 (XXV-4 and 16) only gives hɛ for the 3rd p. sg. fem. And nɛ for 

the 1st p. pl.com. in ǦbA.
86 These stressed and unstressed forms are also reported in Nishio 1992:178 (XXV-2) for 

ǦbA.
87 Nishio 1992:178–179 (XXV-8) gives k ~ ek for the 2nd p. sg. fem. and ken for the 2nd 

p. pl. fem.
88 Nishio 1992:179 (XXV-10) for ǦbA also lists fĳinal -m in kom. For the pl. fem. form 

Nishio 1992:179 (XXV-12) gives ken.
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In the verbal system of these dialects the endings -uw and -in are current 
for the pl. forms for masc. and fem. (resp.). This is the case in both the 
second person and the third person, e.g. (for the third p. pl.) (imperf.)

y-íkitb-uw and y-íkitb-in and (perf.) katab-uw and katab-in, and (for the 
second p. pl.) (imperf.) t-íkitb-uw and t-íkitb-in and (perf.) katab-t-uw and 
katab-t-in.

In the forms above I have ‘split’ the endings of the second person pl. in 
the perfect forms into two separate morphemes, since we are dealing here 
with a reinterpretation of morpheme boundaries in which -uw signals ‘pl. 
masc.’ and -in signals ‘pl. fem.’. Logically then, the -t- preceding these pl. 
morphemes, just like in sg. forms, signals ‘second person’ (apart from the 
fact that sg. com. also has -t).

Parallel to this reinterpretation the pronominal system was reinter-
preted as -uw signalling ‘pl. masc.’ and -in signalling ‘pl. fem.’. The -h- of 
the third person was then interpreted as signalling ‘third person’ (masc. 
-h-uw and fem. -h-in), while -k- was taken to be signalling ‘second person’ 
in the pronominal system, like -t- in the plural sufffĳixes of the perfect in 
the verbal system.

This reinterpretation could take place only after velarization/ pharynge-
alization of the preceding k (due to the influence of following -uw on this 
-k-) had become stable, which resulted in the second person endings pl. 
masc. -ḳuw and pl. fem. -kin. ‘Subtracting’ the reinterpreted new pl. mor-
phemes -uw and -in (just like in the verbal system) then resulted in second 
person pronominal sufffĳixes to be used for the sg.: (masc.) -ḳ and (fem.) -k.

In dialects of group VI this reasoning by analogy (though presumably 
not a conscious process) was taken a step further; since -h- signals ‘third’ 
person, adding pl. sufffĳixes -uw and -in resulted in the pronominal sufffĳixes 
for the pl. (masc.) -h-uw and (fem.) -h-in.89

Since the reinterpretation of morpheme boundaries resulted in a pro-
nominal system that is internally quite logical,90 even dialects that use a 
diffferent system may copy this new logical system—wholly or partially—
into their own systems.

Notice that in dialects of group VII where we have pronominal suf-
fĳixes -huṃ and -hin and verbal second person pl. sufffĳixes -tum and -tin (if 
these are indeed ‘original’ verbal endings of the second p. pl.) comparable 

89 See also De Jong 2000: 169, remark *3).
90 If we accept that ‘internal logic’ of a system signifĳicantly contributes to chances of 

this system to be copied by speakers of dialects with a diffferent system.
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 reasoning by analogy has resulted in verbal perfect and imperfect endings 
-um (or -uṃ) and -in, as in perfect (masc.) katab-um and (fem.) katab-in, 
and imperfect (masc.) y-íkitb-um and (fem.) y-íkitb-in. One of my �Lēgiy 
informants explained that the -uṃ endings are used in more formal set-
tings, such as court sessions.

3.1.12.3. Pronominal sufffĳixes and negation
When forms with pronominal sufffĳixes are negated with the compound 
negation ma©.©.©.. -š, we have the following forms:

“want need”91

  negated
  sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc. bidduh biddhuṃ ma bídduš* ma biddhúṃš
 fem.  biddhiʾ biddhin ma bíddhiš* ma biddhínš
2. masc. bidduḳ biddḳuṃ /-ḳuw ma biddúḳš ma biddḳúmš /-ḳūš
 fem. biddik biddkin ma biddíkš ma biddkínš
1.  com. biddī biddniʾ ma biddīš ma bíddniš*

* Notice that negated forms do not show lengthened vowels and stress 
does not shift (like in e.g. Cairene Arabic: ma šuftūš “I did not see him”, ma 
šuftahāš “I did not see her”, ma šuftināš “you did not see us”), and that the 
-š is simply afffĳixed to the fĳinal vowel, even if this vowel has been raised. 
For this reason (i.e. the absence of lengthening), it seems fair to assume 
that -ḳum is the ‘original’ pron. sufffĳix rather than -ḳuw, since one would 
not expect lengthening of a fĳinal vowel (-*ū < -u(w)) with afffĳixed -š (i.e. -ūš 
as in -ḳūš) in a system where other vowels are not lengthened when they 
precede afffĳixed -š. A form comparable to the unlengthened forms in ma 
bídduš, ma bíddhiš and ma bíddniš would have been •ma bíddkuš.

Some examples of negated verb forms are:

 negated
kátabatuh  “she wrote it (sg. masc.)” ma kátabatuš
katabáttiʾ  “she wrote it (sg. fem.)” ma katabáttiš
katábtuh  “I wrote it (sg. masc.)” ma katábtuš
katábttiʾ  “I wrote it (sg. fem.)” ma katabttiš

91 Nishio 1992:196–197 (XXVII-21) also lists bidd, but indicates with a schwa that a cluster 
dd + C is resolved, as in e.g. hī biddəhɛ timši “she wishes to leave (or walk)” and biddənɛ 
“we wish”. Also in verb forms the high vowel tends not to be dropped when preceded by a 
geminate but is reduced to schwa (“in rapid speech”) in Nishio’s material on ǦbA, it seems, 
e.g. Nishio 1992:96 (XIV-27) ydawwəru, ydawwəren “they (masc., fem.) search”, etc. Such 
forms were not heard in my recordings.
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iʿiṭnī yyāh  “give it (sg. masc.) to me” ma tiʿiṭnīš iyyāh
iʿṭūnī yyāh  “give (pl. masc.) it to me” ma tiʿṭūnīš iyyāh
iʿṭīhi yyāh  “give (sg. fem.) it (fem.) to her” ma tiʿṭīhiš iyyāh
iʿṭūha  “give (pl. masc.) it to her”  ma tiʿṭūhaš iyyāh*
iʿṭinhiʾ  “give (pl. fem.) it to her” ma tiʿṭínhiš iyyāh*
iʿṭínnuh  “give (pl. fem.) it to him” ma tiʿṭínnuš iyyāh

* Notice the diffference in phonetic quality of the vowels preceding -š; the 
(originally) pausal vowel is directly sufffĳixed with -š.

Other such examples are: ukúlhiʾ “eat (sg. masc.) it (sg. gem.)”, (negated) 
ma tākúlhiš “don’t eat (sg. masc.) it (sg. fem.)”, uḳḷīhiʾ “eat (sg. fem.) it 
(sg. fem.)” is negated as ma tāḳḷīhiš “don’t eat (sg. fem.) it (sg. fem.)”, but 
uḳḷūha “eat (pl. masc.) it (sg. fem.)” is negated as ma tākḷūhaš “don’t (pl. 
masc.) eat it (sg. fem.)”.

 negated
išílhiʾ “take it (sg. fem.) away” ma tišílhiš / ma tšīlhiš
íšluh “take it (sg. masc.) away” ma tíšluš / ma tšīluš
(i)šīlūha “take (pl. masc.) it (sg. fem.) away” ma tšīlūhaš
(i)šīlinnuh “take (pl. fem.) it away” ma tšīlínnuš
(i)šīlūh “take (pl. masc.) it (sg. masc.) away” ma tšīlūš*

* Notice that this form is homophonic with the negation of unsufffĳixed (i.e. 
without object sufffĳixes) forms:

 negated as
(i)šīluw “take (pl. masc.) away”  ma tšīlūš

Other such examples are:

ux�īh “take (sg. fem.) it”  both negated as
úx�iy “take (sg. fem.)” ma tāx�īš

and

ux�ūh “take (pl. masc.) it” both negated as
úx�uw “take (pl. masc.)” ma tāx�ūš

Similarly, the vowel in the pronominal sufffĳix -na is not lengthened when 
it is in turn sufffĳixed with -š, e.g. šāfniʾ “he saw us”, (negated) ma šāfniš “he 
did not see us” and šālūniʾ “they carried us”, (negated) ma šālūniš “they 
did not carry us”.

N.B.
This treatment of the pl. com. pronominal sufffĳix -na difffers from treat-
ment of the verbal sufffĳix -na: in contrast to the vowel of the pronominal 
sufffĳix, the vowel of the verbal sufffĳix is lengthened before -š, e.g. šufna “we 
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saw” is negated as ma šufnāš “we did not see”, and also sufffĳixed šufnāh “we 
saw him” is negated as (homophonous) ma šufnāš “we did not see him”. 
Similarly, the negated 3rd p. sg. masc. form of the verb “come” is ma ǧāš 
“he did not come”, not •ma ǧiš (cf. 3.2.2.6. below).

These remarks do not apply to �LA, since �LA hardly uses compound nega-
tion; negating sufffĳixed verbs in �LA is done with preceding mā, e.g. mā 
byaḥašūh “they do not stufff it (sg.fem.) (i.e. of food)” and mā yākilha “he 
does not eat it” and mā byibnūh “they do not build it” (see also remarks in 
3.1.16. and 4.2. of this chapter).

3.1.13. Demonstratives

3.1.13.1. Near and far deixis
Near deixis*1:

 sg. pl.*3

masc. (hā-)�ah*2 (hā-)�ill(-ih)*4 
fem.  (hā-)�iy

*1 Forms without initial hā- are much more regular than in group I. In dia-
lects other than ḤmA, the forms with initial hā- occur mainly in the sg.
*2 In pause, and at times also sentence-medially often �iʾ or �ih.
*3 In HnA the pl. forms (masc.) innās �uw and (fem.) iliḥṛayyim �inn(-ih) 
were also recorded.
*4 In ḤmA also hā�ōl(-ah) can be heard. Forms with prefĳixed hā- (also in 
far deixis) are more regular in ḤmA.92

In �LA the form �uṃ (~ �illih) was also elicited (but a conceivable •�in 
for the pl. fem was rejected when suggested).

Nishio 1992:181 (XXV-24) gives �ell ~ �ōl (the latter being more used 
among younger speakers) and �ellet for the fem. in ǦbA.

Notice the absence of velarization in these pl. demonstrative forms. 
These forms are strongly reminiscent of forms ha�ella and ha�elle reported 
by Bergsträßer93 for the �Amārīn near Wādiy Mūsa.

Far deixis*1

 sg. pl.
masc. �āḳ(-ah)*2 �aḷḷāḳ(-ah)*2

fem. �īk(-ih)

92 Bernabela 2009:27 reports several instances of �̣ōl for the pl. masc. and one instance 
of �̣illah for the pl. fem. 

93 Cf. Bergsträßer 1915. Cf. also the remark in Palva 1991:164. 
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*1 Like in near deixis, also in far deixis ḤmA tends to have forms with 
initial hā-: hā�āḳ(-ah), hā�īk(-ih) and hā�aḷḷāḳ(-ah).

For ǦbA Nishio 1992:181–182 (XVV-25 and 26) lists �āka ~ ha�āka for sg. 
masc., �īke ~ ha�īke for sg. fem. and �allāka for pl. masc. and �allāket for 
pl. fem. and adds that in the pl. the masc. form is often used “when used 
as subject”.
*2 Velarization present in the forms for far deixis, but absent in the forms 
for near deixis, is likely to be the result of spreading from velarized ḳ.

Like in group VI, “there he/she is (lit.: has come)” or “there they are (masc./
fem.) (lit. have come)” is hēhū ǧiʾ, hēhī ǧāt, hēhuṃ(ṃa) ǧuw and hēhin(na) 
ǧin.

In ǦbA also the following forms were elicited:

iliḥṛummah hikín(nih) “those women (there)”
innās hukúṃ(ṃa) “those people (there)”
ilwálad hukúw(wah) “that boy (there)”
ilbint hikíy(yih) “that girl (there)”

The k may also be doubled. Forms recorded in ǦbA and ASA are:

hukkū ǧiʾ “there he has come”, hikkī ǧāt “there she has come”, hukkuṃ(ṃah) 
ǧuw “there they have come”, hikkin(nah) ǧin “there they (fem.) have come”.

The origin of these presentatives is probably hāk + hū or huwwa, after 
which k + h was assimilated to kk and ā of hāk was shortened and harmo-
nized with the vowel of the sufffĳixed pronominal.

3.1.13.2. Specifying ha-
Specifying ha- was heard only in halḥīn “now”.

3.1.14. Interrogatives

Interrogatives for 1) “who?”, 2) “what?”, 3) “why?”, 4) “when?”, 5) “where?”, 
6) “which?”, 7) “how?”, 8) “how much?”, 9) “how many/much?”.

1) mīn, 2) ēš / ēh, 3) lēš / lēh, 4) (i)mtēh (mtēn in ḤmA and ASA and (i)mtēn ~ 
mitēn in ǦbA) and wagtēš (less regular wagtēh), 5) wēn, 6) iyyāt + sg., 7) kēf*, 
8) kam + sg. “how many?”, ku�ṛǟš / ku�rēš “how much?”, 9) gaddēš / giddēš.

Nishio 1992 lists the following forms for ǦbA: 1) mīn (p. 183 (XXV-30)), 
2) ēš ~ ē (p. 183–184 (XXV-31)), 3) lēš ~ lē (p. 184 (XXV35)), 4) mitēn (~ imta 
from Cairene Arabic) (p. 184 (XXV-36)), 5) wēn (~ fēn from Cairene Arabic) 
(p. 184 (XXV-34)), 6) ayyu (p. 184 (XXV-32)), 7) kēf (~ izzay from Cairene 
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Arabic) (p. 184 (XXV-33)), bkam (p. 185 (XXV-38)), 9) kam (XXV-37)) 
and translates gaddēš ~ gadrēš as “how far” (p. 185 (XXV, 39)).

* Bernabela 2009:21 (and in also his texts) reports several instances in 
ǦbA of izzāy or izzayy ~ azzayy (no instances of kēf or kīf ) which I attri-
bute to adaptation by the speaker to the speech of the interviewer (who 
spoke Cairene).

3.1.15. Adverbs

3.1.15.1. Adverbs: “there”, “over there (far away)”, “here”, “thus”, “now”, 
“still”, “afterwards, after that”
“Here” is nihā(ʾ) or nihāniy*1 (fĳi �iʾ is also used) K-form hínih also appears 
and perhaps the original form is híniy, “there” is hnūtiy or hnōtiy*2 ( fĳi 
�āḳ(-ah) is also used, hnuh occurs less), ġād, sometimes ġādiy (both 
with open ā) is used for “over there (far away)” (the opposite being ǧāy 
“nearby”). “Thus” is kí�iy or ki�iyyih, “now” is halḥīn, “still” is lissāʿ (and 
K-form lissa) and “afterwards, after that” is baʿadēn.

*1 nihāniy was not heard in ǦbA. Like in group VI, when the preposition 
min precedes nihāʾ, one syllable is haplologically dropped, e.g. mi-nhā(ʾ) 
or mi-nhāniy “from here; this way (in this direction)”. Bernabela 2009:28 
reports hnīt and nihīniy and a shortened form nihiy for ǦbA. Nishio 1992:182 
(XXV-28), however, does report nhāni and (as a form from Cairene?) heni 
(~ hena) for ǦbA.

As a possible origin for the locative adverb nihā, one could think of 
*hinā or *hunā followed by the (postpositioned, see 3.1.9.1. of chapter 
III) deictic element hā, producing *hināhā or *hunāhā (stressed on fĳinal 
syllable), after which ā of the second syllable was shortened (> *hinahā 
or *hunahā, see 1.2.24.), the resulting short a was raised (> *hinihā or 
*hunihā, see 3.1.1.5.) and the fĳirst syllable was dropped. On the historical 
order of these developments it can only be stated with relative certainty 
that shortening of ā and consequent raising of the resulting a must have 
taken place in that order.
*2 Nishio 1992:182 (XXV-28) reports henōt (i.e. without fĳinal -i(y)) and (as 
a form from Cairene?) hnāk (~ henāk) for ǦbA.

3.1.15.2. “maybe”
For “maybe” no forms based on the root x-w-f (e.g. xōf aḷḷah) or k-w-d (e.g. 
kūd) were recorded, but only yimkin “maybe, possibly”.
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3.1.15.3. bilḥēl “at all”
bilḥēl “very, extremely” was heard in ǦbA only in combination with a nega-
tion in the meaning of “at all”: baṭlaʿ mašiy ʾana. bass b ilǧamal ma ṭiliʿtiš. b 
iṣṣaṛāḥah, miš b ilḥēl ilbuʿṛān ma barīdhinš “I go out on foot, but I have not 
gone out with a camel. Frankly, I don’t like camels at all”. Another example 
is ṛawwaḥt iddēr, iw fataḥna ṣṣubiḥ. issuwwāḥ māš ilǧimʿah suwwāḥ b ilḥēl 
“I went to the monastery, and we opened up (i.e. their souvenir shop) in 
the morning. There are no tourists, on Friday there are no tourists at all”.

3.1.15.4. bišwēš “slowly, carefully”
Adverbial bišwēš was not recorded in ṬwA, nor in HnA or �LA. Instead, a 
construction like šwayyih šwayyih “bit by bit” is used.

3.1.15.5. min xōf “lest”
min xōf in the sense of “lest” (see De Jong 2000:179) was not recorded.

Instead, a construction with aḥsan was recorded in HnA: bitsawwha, 
mumkin itxallha ġalī�̣ah, bass in tabga ṛfayyʿah tabga ēh? aḥsan ibtístiwiy 
“you make it, you could make it thick, but if it is thin it what? Otherwise 
(lest) it becomes cooked”.

3.1.16. Prepositions + pers. pronominal sufffĳixes

Sufffĳixed prepositions recorded in ṬwA, HnA and �LA (unless explicitely 
stated otherwise) are: (sufffĳixes -ha and -na are usually -hiʾ and -niʾ in neutral 
environments and in �LA 2nd p. pl. masc. fĳinal -uw varies with fĳinal -uṃ)

 l+*1 ʿala+*4 (i)m(i)ʿ +*6

  sg. pl. sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc. luh lēhuṃ ʿilēh ʿilēhuṃ ímʿuh miḥḥuṃ
 fem. lēha lēhin ʿilēha ʿilēhin  miḥḥa miḥḥin
2. masc. luḳ*2 lēuḳuṃ ʿilēuḳ ʿilēuḳuṃ ímʿuḳ miʿḳuṃ
 fem.  lik*2 lēkin ʿilēk ʿilēkin ímʿik miʿkin
µ1. com.  lī*3 lēna ʿaláy(y)*5 ʿilēna imʿī miʿna

*1 The preposition l + sufffĳix may in turn again be enclitically sufffĳixed, e.g. 
biyṭallíʿ-luh “he takes out for himself”. This was however only observed 
with a sufffĳix -uh.94

*2 In ḤmA lēuḳ and lēk or lēkiy.

94 In forms like gāḷ luḳ or gāḷ luh it is not possible to conclude enclitic sufffĳixing; ‘proof’ 
of such enclisis would be stress shift or lengthening of a directly preceding vowel, as in 
e.g. Cairene gibtū-luh “I brought it for him” or ʾalít-lu “she said to him”. Examples of such 
vowel lengthening or stress shift were not recorded in these dialects. 
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*3 In ASA and �LA lay.
*4 In �LA direct elicitation yielded (sg.) ʿluh, ʿlēha, ʿluḳ, ʿlik, ʿlay and (pl.) 
ʿlēhuṃ, ʿlēhin, ʿlēḳuṃ / -uw, ʿlēkin, ʿlēna but in spontaneous texts only 
forms like ʿalúh ~ ʿilúh (and also ʿalēh), ʿalēha, ʿalēḳuw / -uṃ etc. occurred. 
In ḤmA both ʿalēh ~ ʿilēh and less regularly ʿalúh ~ ʿilúh can be heard.
*5 In ǦbA both ʿaláy and ʿilēy (compare īdēy “my hands”) were recorded.
*6 In GrA full paradigmatic levelling has produced variant forms (for 
consonant-initial sufffĳixes) ímiʿha, ímiʿhuṃ, ímiʿhin, ímiʿḳuṃ, ímiʿkin and 
ímiʿna, leading to the conclusion that the underlying morphological base 
is |im�| in this case.

In ǦbA near the monastery and in �LA forms without stressed original 
anaptyctic are current: (sg.) mʿuh, mʿuḳ, mʿik and mʿī. In Mrēr (in Wādiy 
aš-Šēx) ǦbA forms are like those listed in the paradigm above (ímʿuh, 
etc.).

In ḤmA 3rd p. sg. masc. was recorded as mʿuh, and 2nd p. sg. masc. and 
fem. as míʿuḳ and míʿik resp.

  fĳi+  fōg+*3  min+
  sg. pl. sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc.  fīh fīhuṃ fōguh fōghuṃ minnuh minhuṃ
 fem. fīha fīhin fōgha fōghin minha minhin
2. masc.  fīuḳ fīuḳuṃ fōguḳ*4 fōgḳuṃ minnuḳ*5 minḳuṃ
 fem. fīk*1 fīkin fōgik*4 fōgkin minnik*5 minkin
µ1. com. fī*2 fīna fōgī  fōgna minnī minna

*1 In �LA fīkiy.
*2 In ASA, ǦbA and �LA fīnī.
*3 For “above” also min ḥard+ pron. sufffĳix is used: min ḥardī, min ḥarduḳ 
etc.
*4 Since in negated forms (see below) the high vowels i and u are stressed, 
I have not interpreted these as anaptyctic vowels, but as morphophone-
mically present vowels (hence their notation is not superscript).
*5 Notice doubling of the n here indicating that the sufffĳixes are vowel-
initial in these cases: -uḳ and -ik.

  waṛa+  ʿind+
  sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc.  waṛāh waṛāhuṃ ʿinduh ʿínduhuṃ
 fem. waṛāha*1 waṛāhin ʿíndaha*5 ʿíndihin
2. masc.  waṛāuḳ*2 waṛāḳuṃ ʿinduḳ ʿínduḳuṃ
 fem. waṛāk*2 waṛākin ʿindik ʿíndikin
µ1. com. waṛāy*3 waṛāna*4 ʿindī ʿíndina
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In the following notes below a few remarks follow on negated sufffĳixed 
forms. These remarks do not apply to �LA, since �LA does not use compound 
negation; negating sufffĳixed prepositions in �LA is done with preceding mā, 
e.g. mā waṛāha, mā ʿindī, etc. (see also remarks in 3.1.12.3. and 4.2.).

*1 In ASA waṛāha (negated ma waṛāhaš), but in ǦbA waṛahiʾ and (negated 
ma waṛāhiš).
*2 Negated forms in ṢwA were recorded as (sg. masc.) ma waṛāuḳš and 
(sg. fem.) ma waṛākš. Other dialects have negated forms (sg. masc.) ma 
waṛāuḳuš and (sg. fem.) ma waṛākiš (compare negated ʿala+ below).
*3 Negated ma waṛāyš.
*4 Negated ma waṛāniš.
*5 When the fĳinal vowel is raised, the vowel preceding h will be raised as 
well: ʿíndihiʾ.

Other examples of negated sufffĳixed prepositions in ṬwA and HnA are (not 
in �LA):

negated:
  ʿala+*1  fōg+
  sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc. ma ʿilēš ma ʿilēhúṃš ma fōguš ma fōghúṃš 
 fem. ma ʿilēhiš ma ʿilēhínš ma fōghiš ma fōghínš
2. masc. ma ʿilēuḳuš*2 ma ʿilēuḳúṃš ma fōgúḳš*4 ma fōgḳúmš
 fem. ma ʿilēkiš*2 ma ʿilēkínš ma fōgíkš*4 ma fōgkínš
µ1. com. ma ʿaláyš*3 ma ʿilēniš ma fōgīš ma fōgniš

*1 Like in group VI, raising of short a to i in open syllables preceding 
stressed ē (as indicated here) is optional, but very regular.

As independent prepositions both ʿala and ʿa (not only when preceding 
the article) are current, e.g. ʿa ǧamb “aside”.
*2 In ṢwA negated forms are ma ʿalēuḳš and ma ʿalēkš.
*3 In ǦbA ma ʿilēyš was also recorded.
*4 On the status of high vowels i and u in these forms, see remark *4 to 
paradigm fōg+ above.

  (i)m(i)ʿ+  min+
  sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc. má-mʿuš ma miḥḥúṃš ma mínnuš ma minhúṃš 
 fem. ma míḥḥiš ma miḥḥínš ma mínhiš ma minhínš
2. masc. ma mʿúḳš ma miʿḳúṃš ma minnúḳš ma minḳúmš
 fem. ma mʿíkš ma miʿkínš ma minníkš ma minkínš
µ1. com. ma mʿīš ma míʿniš ma minnīš ma mínniš
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3.1.17. Numerals and counted plurals

3.1.17.1. Cardinal numbers 1–10
Independent cardinal numbers in ṬwA, HnA and �LA are (forms that pre-
cede counted nouns follow in brackets):95 wāḥid / wiḥdih*1, �nēn / �intēn*2, 
�alā�ih (�ála�), aṛbaʿah (aṛbaʿ), xamsih (xams), sittih (sitt), sabʿih (sabʿ), 
�amānyih (�áman), tisʿih (tisʿ), ʿašaṛah (ʿašaṛ).

*1 wāḥid and wiḥdih may follow the counted noun as adjectives for extra 
emphasis, e.g. walad wāḥid “one boy” and bint wiḥdih “one girl”.
*2 �nēn and �intēn may follow the counted dual form of the noun as adjec-
tives for extra emphasis, e.g. waladēn i�nēn “two boys” and īdēy i��intēn or 
īdēy �intēnhin “my two hands”.

Some plural forms of nouns are counted with proclitic t- (a remnant of 
the fem. morpheme in construct state), e.g. ʿašaṛ t-infāṛ “ten people”, �ala� 
t-iyyām “three days”.

3.1.17.2. Ordinal numbers 1–10
Only three ordinals were recorded in ṬwA, HnA and �LA: awwil, �āniy, 
�āli�.

3.1.17.3. Numerals: 11 and up
Numerals recorded in ṬwA, HnA and �LA are:

iḥdāṣ̌aṛ*1, iṭnāṣ̌aṛ, �alaṭṭāṣ̌aṛ, aṛbaʿṭāṣ̌aṛ, xamisṭāṣ̌aṛ, siṭṭāṣ̌aṛ, sabaʿṭāṣ̌aṛ, 
�amanṭāṣ̌aṛ, tisaʿṭāṣ̌aṛ*2, ʿišrīn, �alā�īn, arbaʿīn, xamsīn, sittīn, sabʿīn, �amānīn, 
tisʿīn, miyyih, miyytēn, �uli�miyyih, ṛubiʿmiyyih, xumismiyyih, suttmiyyih, 
subiʿmiyyih, �uminmiyyih, tusiʿmiyyih, alf, alfēn, �alat t-ālāf, xamis t-ālāf, 
arbaʿ t-ālāf, sitt t-ālāf, sabiʿ t-ālāf, �aman t-ālāf, tisiʿ t-ālāf, ʿašaṛ t-ālāf, mīt alf, 
miyytēn alf, milyōn*3 (and �ala� malāyīn).

*1 In �LA ḥidāšaṛ
*2 Forms recorded in HnA have endings in -āṣ̌ir. In ṢwA also shorter forms 
like sitṭāʿiš, sabiʿṭāʿiš and �amanṭāʿiš were recorded in allegro speech. 
Informants for ASA claimed endings in -ạ̄ʿ iš are more current than those 
ending in -āṣ̌ir or -āšaṛ.
*3 In HnA and �LA malyōn.

Some plurals recorded with proclitic t- are: �ala� t-iškāl “three shapes”, 
�ala� t-ālāf “three thousand”, ʿašaṛ t-iyyām “ten days”, xamis t-ušhur “six 

95 For numerals recorded in ǦbA in Nishio 1992 see pp. 169–175 (XXIV-2 to XXIV-71).
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months”, aṛbaʿ t-írbiʿ “four descent groups (of a tribe)”, �aman t-infāṛ “eight 
persons”.

Months are usually referred to by numbers, but in ṢwA also šahaṛ Imšīr 
was mentioned (the Coptic month of Amshir, 6th month of the Coptic 
calender).

3.1.18. The dual

Sufffĳixing -ēn (or -ǟn) to the sg. form of a noun forms the dual, e.g. nuṣṣǟn 
“two halves”, šahaṛǟn “two months”, marrtēn “two times”, xaṭiwtēn “two 
steps”.

Older forms of the dual are used in expressions for body parts, e.g. 
riǧlēy “my (two) legs”, riǧlēuḳ “my (two) hands” and īdēy “my (two) hands” 
and īdēuḳ “your (two) hands”.*

* In ǦbA forms with initial a- were recorded: adēy and adēuḳ and also 
adēhuṃ “their hands” (pl. adēn).96

3.2. Verbal Morphology

In the dialects of the Ḥamā�̣ah (ḤmA) and �Lēgāt (�LA) several instances 
of -um (~ -uw) endings in perfect and imperfect for the 2nd and 3rd p. 
pl. masc. were recorded. The remarks on perfect and imperfect forms in 
3.2.1.1. and 3.2.1.2. should be extrapolated for the entire verb system.

3.2.1. Regular verbs

3.2.1.1. Regular verbs perfect
In ḤmA and also �LA the verbal ending of the 2nd p. ending -tum is also 
often heard as a variant.

In some, but fewer instances, the ending -um was also heard being used 
as a variant to the ending -uw for the 3rd p. pl. masc., both in the perfect 
and in the imperfect. Such verbal endings are reminiscent of verbal end-
ings recorded in the dialect of the Samā�nah of group II in the north.97

The fĳinal -m is also heard in the 2nd p. pl. masc. pronominals intum 
and the sufffĳix -ḳum, and these pronominals are also current—though 

96 Nishio 1992:5 (I-36) gives sg. yīd and pl. yīdēn/yidēn, e.g. xamsɛ yidēn.
97 See De Jong 2000:297–298.
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 co-occurring with intuw and -ḳuw—in surrounding dialects of group VII 
GrA, ṢwA, ǦbA, ASA and HnA.98

Of the two variant verbal endings of the perfect -tuw and -tum the latter 
appears to be losing ground to the former, while -um as a variant for -uw 
has almost entirely disappeared.

Like in group VI, the 2nd and 3rd p. pl. fem. ending is -in (including 
the a- and i-types of the tertiae infĳirmae). The perfect ending of the 3rd 
p. sg. fem. may be -at or -it, depending on the vowel-type of the perfect 
(contrast group VI in chapter II).

Perfects of measure 1 verbs come in three types: C
1
aC

2
aC

3
, C

1
iC

2
iC

3
 and 

C
1
uC

2
uC

3
. The paradigms are:

  a-type perfect*1 i-type perfect*2

  sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc. kátab kátabuw*4 šírib šírbuw*4

 fem. kátabat kátabin šírbit*3 šírbin
2. masc. katábt katábtuw*4 širíbt širíbtuw*4

 fem. katábtiy katábtin širíbtiy širíbtin
µ1. com. katábt katábna širíbt širíbna

*1 a may be raised to i in pre-stress syllables, e.g. kitábtiy, but such raising 
is less regular than in group VI.
*2 The short high vowel i of the fĳirst syllable is actually underlying |a| and 
is therefore not dropped in open unstressed syllables (so e.g. not šribt, 
šribtiy, etc.).

Nishio 1992, however, almost invariably indicates instances of such high 
vowel elision from the unstressed fĳirst syllable in ǦbA, e.g. smi�t “I heard” 
(p. 11 (I-76)), lbist “I got dressed” (p. 13 (II-2)), šribt “I drank” (p. 21 (III-46)) 
and also ǧrīt “I ran” (p. 67 (IX-17)) as a form used by younger speakers, lgīt 
“I found” (p. 96–97b (XIV-28)), etc.
*3 Notice the ending -it instead of -at used in group VI.
*4 In ḤmA (and also in �LA) often katabtum and širibtum. Notice that sim-
ilar forms were recorded in the dialect of the Samā�nah in northern Sinai 
(see De Jong 2000:298). -um endings in the 3rd p. pl. masc. perfect forms 
were also recorded in ḤmA (like the situation in SaA), but were rarer, e.g. 
ḥaṭṭum “they placed”, ištárum “they bought”, lāgum “they found”. Notice 
that also in the dialect of Cairo both katabu ~ katabum and katabtu ~ 

98 The same verbal endings were recorded in the speech of older members of the 
Samā�nah of group II in the north, see De Jong 2000:296–301. In this dialect of group II, 
older speakers also used the ending -um for 2nd and 3rd pl. masc. forms in the imperfect, 
see remarks in 3.2.1.2. below. 
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katabtum can be heard, of which the forms in –m are characterized as 
“sub-standard” (see Woidich 2006:75) (see also remarks on imperfect 
forms in 3.2.1.2. below).

3.2.1.2. Regular verbs imperfect
Like in many dialects in Sinai, the imperfect is characterized by vowel 
harmony in the verbal prefĳixes. Like in group VI, this vowel harmony is 
also found in the 1st. p. sg. com. of i- and u-type imperfects (contrast e.g. 
group I, where we have initial a- for 1st p. sg. com. in all (three) vowel 
types, see De Jong 2000:299).99

There are three imperfect patterns: yaC
1
C

2
CaC

3
, yuC

1
C

2
CuC

3
 and yiC

1
C

2
iC

3
. 

The paradigms for ṬwA, HnA and �LA are identical to those listed for group 
VI, but for ḤmA and �LA the following remarks should be added:

For ḤmA several (spontaneously produced) instances of -um (but 
~-uw) were recorded for the 3rd and 2nd p. pl. masc., e.g. yḥuṭṭum “they 
place”, tḥuṭṭum “you (pl. masc.) place”, yíštirum “they buy”, yafdum “they 
sacrifĳice”, tafdum “you (pl. masc.) sacrifĳice”, yrīdum “they want”, trīdum 
“you (pl. masc.) want”. When such forms were checked separately (i.e. on 
another occasion with another speaker), they were rejected, and forms 
with -uw endings were accepted only.

Also in �LA some instances (but less regularly than in ḤmA) of -um 
endings for 2nd and 3rd pl. masc. imperfect forms were heard. One �Lēgiy 
informant explained that -uw endings were used in ‘faster’ speech, while 
-um endings would be used in more formal speech, e.g. by a gā�̣iy “judge”. 
Notice that similar forms were also recorded in the dialect of the Samā�nah 
in the Gaṭyah oasis in the north (cf. De Jong 2000:296–309 and map 54 in 
the appendix). See also NOTE in 3.1.12.2.

Measure 1 verbs i-type (e.g. yaḥari�) and a-type (e.g. yaʿaṛag) with C
1
 = 

X have the same paradigms as group VI. Perfects and participles of these 
verbs ḥára� and ʿírig are like kátab and šírib (see 3.2.1.1.).

3.2.1.3. Reflexes of older *C
1
aC

2
uC

3
, *yaC

1
C

2
uC

3

u-type perfect*1
“grow fat”
  sg. pl.
3. masc. ġúlu�̣ ġul�̣uw
 fem. ġul�̣it ġul�̣in

99 Nishio 1992 reports the possibility of vowel harmony for the fĳirst person sg. com. in 
i- and u-type imperfects in ǦbA too, e.g. a�̣rob ~ o�̣rob “I hit” (p. 88 (XIII-11)) and enzil “I 
descend” (p. 107 (XV-15)).
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2. masc. ġulu�̣t ġulu�̣tuw
 fem. ġulu�̣tiy ġulu�̣tin
µ1. com. ġulu�̣t ġulu�̣na

The Classical Arabic ‘Eigenschafts’ verb-type (which expresses a certain 
personal characteristic) may have C

1
uC

2
uC

3
, yuC

1
C

2
uC

3
 reflexes (imperfect 

paradigm is like that of yú�̣rub in MzA and BWA, see 3.2.1.2. in chapter 
II). This appears to be the case when the perfect is velarized. When velar-
ization is absent, the perfect tends to be C

1
iC

2
iC

3
 and the imperfect then 

yaC
1
C

2
aC

3
.

A paradigm elicited in ASA is: (sg.) túxun, túxnit, tuxínt, tuxíntiy, tux-
ínt and (pl.) túxnuw, túxnin, tuxíntuw, tuxíntin, tuxínna. The imperfect is 
yutxun.

In ǦbA, ṢwA, ḤmA, GrA and HnA also ġulu�̣ (~ ġili�̣ in ǦbA) (and 
imperf. yuġlu�̣, in �LA ġili�̣, yuġlu�̣), but tíxin (imperfect yatxan) and kibir 
(imperfect yakbaṛ).

The short vowel of the fĳirst syllable in the perfect may be i or u, but it 
is not dropped, and is therefore best interpreted as underlying |a|.

3.2.1.4. Regular verbs participles
Like in group VI, active participles in ṬwA, HnA and �LA are formed 
with the patterns C

1
āC

2
iC

3
, C

1
āC

2
C

3
ah/-ih (sg. fem.), C

1
āC

2
C

3
īn (pl. masc.), 

C
1
āC

2
C

3
āt (pl. fem.).

When the sg. fem. participle is sufffĳixed with an object, it is in construct 
state with this sufffĳix. Examples are: ʿāwiztuh “she wants/loves him” and 
(in �LA) ṛāyidtuh “she wants him”. In HnA a form ʿāríftha “she knows her” 
was recorded several times, instead of expected ʿārfítha.

3.2.1.5. Regular verbs imperatives
Imperatives of regular verbs in ṬwA, HnA and �LA are like in group VI, e.g. 
áftaḥ, áftaḥiy, áftaḥuw, áftaḥin “open!”, úgʿud, úguʿdiy, úguʿduw, úguʿdin 
“sit down!” and ínzil, ínzliy, ínzluw, ínzlin “come down!”.

3.2.2. Irregular and other verbs

3.2.2.1. Verbs C
1
 = w (primae wāw)

Imperfect, perfect, and imperative paradigms for measure 1 verbs C
1
 = w 

are like in group VI, e.g. yōrid and yōgaf.
In ḤmA “stand” was recorded with an i-type imperfect: yōgif “he stands”, 

yōgfuw “they stand”, etc.
In two instances in ASA verbs without the wāw, i.e. with an initial short 

vowel, were recorded: tálid “she gives birth” and yísig bēhuṃ “he trusts 
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them”. The latter of these is probably a loan, of which s for *� (root w-�-q) 
is indicative (see 1.1.2.).

awʿa may in some dialects be left unconjugated and be used more as 
a general particle of warning, e.g. (in GrA) awʿa tans, awʿa tansiy, awʿa 
tansuw and awʿa tansin “don’t you forget! (for sg. masc., sg. fem., pl. masc. 
and pl. fem. resp.)”.

But imperative forms were also recorded in ṬwA, HnA and �LA: awʿa 
ṛāsuḳ, awʿiy ṛāsik, awʿuw ryūsḳuṃ, and awʿin ryūskin (although the pl. of 
ṛās in HnA and �LA is rūs).

In ǦbA: awʿa ṛāsuḳ, awʿa ṛāsik, awʿa ṛūsḳum, awʿa ṛūskin.
In ṢwA a particle awʿ was also recorded with pronominal sufffĳixes for the 

person addressed: awʿuḳ tans, awʿik tansiy, áwuʿḳuṃ tansuw, áwiʿkin tansin 
(notice also the insertion of anaptyctics in the last two examples).100

Participles:
Active participles have a C

1
āC

2
iC

3
 pattern, e.g. (with velarized fĳirst syl-

lables) wārid, wardih, wārdīn, wārdāt “having watered”.
The passive participle for the root w-ǧ-d was recorded as mawǧūd in all 

dialects, but in ǦbA and ṢwA the form mēǧūd was also heard, and in ǦbA 
also the form mērūs “inherited” (see remark on root w-r-� above).101

3.2.2.2. Verbs C
1
 = y (primae yāʾ)

Like in group VI, the only verb recorded with C
1
 = y is yibis, yēbas “dry 

(intransitive)” in ṬwA, HnA and �LA.

3.2.2.3. Verbs C
1
 = *ʾ (primae hamzah)

The two verbs “eat” and “take” have similar conjugations. Both have a 
limited, but clear degree of velarization in the imperfect and all dialects 
have u as the imperfect vowel, as in yāḳul and yāxu�), but in ḤmA also 
i was elicited, as in yāḳil and yāxi�. In ASA both yākil and yākul were 
recorded, but the base vowel u appeared to be conditioned by its phonetic 
environment; u only appeared when luḳ “for you” followed, as in (several 

100 These anaptyctic vowels also cause the w to become vowel-initial in the surface 
form. In these cases the diphthong aw is clearly not treated like its product of monoph-
thongization ō. For an interesting discussion on the topic of mono- or poly-phonemicity of 
diphthongs ay and aw in Old Arabic and in the modern Arabic dialects, see Fischer 1967. 

101 Compare also the form mīǧūd reported in Blanc 1970:25, fn 42 and the form mayǧūd 
heard in the dialect of the Masā�īd in the north of Sinai (see De Jong 2000:194). Henkin in 
EALL 2008:362 also reports mawlūd ~ maylūd “born” in Negev Arabic. 
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instances of) yākul luḳ “he eats for you” (an instance of the ethical dative, 
see 4.14.3.). The perfect forms are all without initial a-: kal and xa�.

The sg. masc. imperative may be with initial stressed ú- in all dialects 
except ḤmA and �LA as in úḳul and úxu�, but was also recorded as ḳul and 
xu� in all dialects, except in ṢwA and ASA (compare with the sg. masc. 
imperatives of mediae geminatae in 3.2.2.4.2.).

The sg. fem. appears with initial stressed ú- (úḳliy) in ṢwA, GrA, ASA 
and HnA. In ǦbA it is ḳliy or úḳliy and in ḤmA it is ḳliy.

Similarly, plural forms are úḳluw (masc.) and úḳlin (fem.) in ṢwA, GrA, 
ASA and HnA. In ǦbA co-occurring forms are ḳluw, ḳlin and úḳluw and 
úḳlin102 and in ḤmA forms are only without initial u-: ḳluw and ḳlin. Like 
in ḤmA, imperatives in �LA are ḳul, ḳliy, ḳluw, ḳlin and xu�̣, x�̣iy, x�̣uw 
and x�̣in.

Compare this to the occurrence of stressed original anaptyctics (in 
2.3.5.) and the absence of a stressed original anaptyctic in the sufffĳixed 
preposition m(i)ʿ as opposed to its presence in other dialects of this group 
(see 3.1.16.).

Active participles in ṬwA, HnA and �LA are with initial m-: māxi�, 
māx�ih, māx�īn, māx�āt and mākil, māklih, māklīn and māklāt.

The verbal noun in ṬwA and HnA is waḳl “eating” (also “food”) and the 
passive verb “be eaten” is inwákal, yínwikil, but in ǦbA also intákal, yíntikil 
was recorded.

3.2.2.4. Verbs C
2
 = w or y (mediae infĳirmae)

3.2.2.4.1. Verbs C
2
 = w or y (mediae infĳirmae) perf. and imperf.

Like in group VI, in ṬwA and HnA a short base vowel is characteristic for 
the 2nd p. sg. masc. imperfect and imperative forms of mediae infĳirmae 
verbs, although forms with long base vowels may also be heard.

The perfect and imperfect paradigms are like in group VI (except for 
the ending -tum, see above in 3.2.1.1.), but instead of sg. masc. imperfect 
forms t(u)gúṃ tgūṃ heard in group VI, in ṬwA and HnA we hear túguṃ / 
tgūṃ and also tíšil / tšīl and tánam / tnām.

However, during direct elicitation, my ḤmA informants rejected sug-
gested forms like túgum and tánam and only accepted the form tíšil with 
difffĳiculty. Some of my ǦbA informants rejected tánam, but forms like tíšil, 

102 Nishio 1992:91 (XIV-2) lists oxo� ~ xo�, oxo�i ~ xo�i, oxo�u ~ xo�u, oxo�en ~ xo�en, 
but (p. 20–21 (III-43)) okul ~ kul. okli, oklu and oklen for ǦbA.
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túguḷ, túguṃ were produced spontaneously, e.g. túgum tíǧib illaban “you 
then (get up) and get the milk”.

When such shorter 2nd p. sg. masc. imperfect forms are sufffĳixed, we get 
forms like e.g. tišluh “you carry it (sg. masc.)”, ma tíšluš “don’t carry it!”, 
ma tišílhiš “don’t carry it (sg. fem.)”, bitǧíbha “you bring her” and btuʿúzha 
“you want it (sg. fem.)”.

N.B. Imperfect and imperative forms for the 2nd p. sg. masc. with a short 
base vowel are not characteristic of �LA. If �LA speakers use such forms, 
this is attributed (by other �LA speakers) to the influence of speakers of 
other dialects. Forms claimed as proper �LA are (imperfect) tšīl, tnām, tgūḷ 
and (imperative) šīl, nām, gūḷ. Sg. fem. and pl. masc. and fem. forms are 
like those described for ṬwA and HnA, e.g. šīliy, šīluw, šīlin; gūḷiy, gūḷuw, 
gūḷin and also nāmiy, nāmuw, namin.

Participles in ṬwA, HnA and �LA are like in group VI, e.g. šāyil, šāylih, 
šāylīn, šāylāt.

The perfect of the verb šāf, yšūf was recorded in ṬwA and HnA with 
short vowel u only: šuft “I saw” (not recorded in �LA).

Verbs C
2
 = y are like in group VI as well, e.g. šāl, yšīl (and šilt) (for a 

remark on originally measure 4 verb ṛād, yrīd, see 3.2.3.7.2.).

3.2.2.4.2. Verbs C
2
 = w or y (mediae infĳirmae) imperatives

Like in the imperfect, imperatives of the 2nd p. sg. masc. often have short 
base vowels. They may also have an initial short vowel (recorded in ǦbA) 
šil ~ íšil “carry!”, guḷ ~ úguḷ “say!” and also nam ~ ánam “go to sleep!”.103 In 
ǦbA the sg. masc. imperative with a short base vowel may or may not 
have an initial vowel as well (contrast with other dialects in this group, 
see below). This is concomitant with comparable imperative forms of 
primae hamzah verbs in ǦbA, see 3.2.2.3.

The other imperatives (for sg. fem, pl. masc. and pl. fem. resp.) are: šīliy, 
šīluw, šīlin; gūliy, gūluw, gūlin and nāmiy, nāmuw, nāmin.104

When the forms for the sg. masc. are sufffĳixed, resulting forms are like: 
šíluh (ǦbA), íšluh and (i)šílhiʾ. Dialects that have initial u- in imperative 

103 For ǦbA Nishio 1992:30 (IV-37) for “sleep” gives nām, nām (sic.), nāmu and nāmen 
and for “say” (p. 72–73 (X-6)) ogol ~ gol ~ gūl, gūli, gūlu and gūlen.

104 For ǦbA Nishio 1992:31 (IV-41) gives gom ~ gūm ~ ugūm, gūmi ~ ugūmi, but for the 
pl. only gūmu and gūmen. 
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forms for “eat” and “take” (see 3.2.2.3.), also have initial short vowels in 
imperatives of mediae infĳirmae verbs.

In some dialects, the initial short vowel spread through the whole para-
digm (paradigmatic levelling): in ṢwA, for instance išl iššwāl “carry the 
sacks!”, išīlīhiʾ ~ šīlīhiʾ “carry (sg. fem.) them (sg. fem.)!”, išīlūha ~ šīlūhaʾ 
“carry (pl. masc.) them (sg. fem.)!” and išīlinnuh ~ šīlinnuh “carry (pl. fem.) 
it (sg. masc.)”. In GrA, ASA and HnA imperative forms recorded were 
úgum or gūm, ugūmiy, ugūmuw, ugūmin for “stand up!”. In these dialects 
(i.e. GrA, ṢwA, ASA and HnA) a short base vowel does not appear after 
an initial vowel (compare this to sg. masc. imperatives in ṢwA and GrA of 
primae hamzah verbs in 3.2.2.3.). In ḤmA the sg. masc. does not have an 
initial vowel, but the form is gum or gūm.

Imperatives used with the verb ǧāb, yǧīb “bring” are: hāt, hātiy, hātuw, 
hātin.

For a remark on the absence of shortened long base vowels in the 2nd 
p. sg. masc. imperfect and imperative forms in �LA, see 3.2.2.4.1. above.

3.2.2.4.3. Verbs C
2
 = w or y (mediae infĳirmae) participles

Active participles of measure 1 in ṬwA , HnA and �LA are formed with the 
patterns C

1
āyiC

3
 or C

1
āyC

3
ih, C

1
āyC

3
īn and C

1
āyC

3
āt.

A passive partiple recorded for gāḷ, ygūl is magyūḷ “said, spoken” (in 
ASA and ṢwA) and for ṛād, yrīd is maryūd “wanted” (ASA).

3.2.2.5. Verbs C
3
 = y (tertiae infĳirmae)

3.2.2.5.1. Verbs C
3
 = y (tertiae infĳirmae) perfect

Many informants for ṬwA and HnA produced mixed paradigms for the 
perfect of tertiae infĳirmae verbs.

In �LA informants kept the a-type and i-type perfects apart better.
Unmixed paradigms for the a- and i-type perfects are:

perfect
  “walk” (ǦbA)*1 “fĳind” (ǦbA)*2

  sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc. mášaʾ mášuw lígiy ligyuw
 fem. mášat mášin ligyit ligyin
2. masc. mišēt mišētuw ligīt ligītuw
 fem. mišētiy mišētin ligītiy ligītin
µ1. com. mišēt mišēna ligīt ligīna

*1 The same paradigms were recorded in ṢwA and �LA (maša is also a-type 
perfect there).
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Raising of a preceding ē, as is reflected in the paradigm above, is cur-
rent in the a-type perfect, e.g. mišēt < mašēt. Such raising is however 
optional.105

*2 Similar paradigms were recorded for yansa, nísiy “forget”, and these 
were also recorded in �LA.

The high vowel i of the fĳirst syllable is to be interpreted as a raised 
‘underlying’ a, since it is not dropped in unstressed positions. Such raising 
of a presumably began in positions preceding stressed ī, after which the 
resulting i became stable—i.e. such raising was no longer optional—and 
then spread through the paradigm (paradigmatic levelling) to replace a 
in all positions.

A mixed paradigm for the perfect of the verb “forget” was recorded in 
ASA:

perfect
  “forget” (ASA)
  sg. pl.
3. masc. násaʾ nisyuw
 fem. násat/nisyit nisyin
2. masc. nisīt nisītuw
 fem. nisītiy nisītin
µ1. com. nisīt nisīna

One of the GrA informants had similar difffĳiculties with the perfect of the 
verbs mášaʾ / míšiy. The paradigm he produced was: (sg.) míšiy / máša, 
mášat, mišēt, mišētiy, mišēt and (pl.) míšyuw / mášuw, mášyin / mášin, 
mišētuw, mišētin, mišēna. He also produced a mixed paradigm for lígiy 
“fĳind” (forms were: (sg.) lígiy, lígyit, ligīt, ligītiy, ligīt and (pl.) lígyuw, lígyin, 
ligētuw / ligītuw, ligītin, ligēna).

Also in HnA forms of both the i-type and of the a-type may be heard 
used for the perfect in verbs like laga / ligiy and nisiy / nasaʾ. The verb 
maša is, however, clearly a-type in HnA (for a remark on measure 1 verbs, 
which were originally measure 4 verbs in HnA, see 3.2.3.7.1).

Paradigms for “fĳind” recorded in ASA and ḤmA were exactly like those 
listed for ǦbA (above).106 Also nisiy and mišiy are clearly i-types in ḤmA.

105 Nishio 1992:66 (IX-16) gives fĳinal -ɛ (as in mašɛ) in the 3rd p. sg. masc., does not 
indicate glottalization of fĳinal -a in this position nor raising of a in open syllable preced-
ing stressed ē. 

106 Nishio 1992:112 (XVI-5) lists nisi “forget” as an i-type perfect.
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Notice that perfect conjugations in which a- and i-types have mixed 
also occur in groups I and VI.

Nishio 1992, however, does list many forms with such elision in ǦbA, see 
remark *2 in 3.2.1.1. above. This was not observed in ǦbA by myself107 (cf. 
also remark in fn to 3.1.1.1. on (non-) elision of ‘underlying’ a in CaCīC).

N.B. Although 2nd p. sg. masc. imperfects and imperatives with short-
ened long base vowels (of mediae infĳirmae verbs) are absent from �LA 
(see 3.2.2.4.1.), apocopated imperfect and imperative forms for the 2nd p. 
sg. masc. of tertiae infĳirmae verbs are current in �LA. �LA thus occupies a 
middle position between group VII dialects (which show both base vowel 
shortening and apocopation of tertiae infĳirmae) and TAṢ (Tuṛbāniy of Ṛās 
Ṣadr) (which shows none of these).

3.2.2.5.2. Verbs C
3
 = y (tertiae infĳirmae) imperfect

Tertiae infĳirmae verbs in ṬwA, HnA and �LA are:

imperfect
  “fĳind”*1   “walk”
  sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc. yalga yalguw yimšiy yimšuw
 fem.  talga yalgin timšiy yimšin
2. masc. talg*2 talguw timš*2 timšuw
 fem. talgiy talgin timšiy timšin
µ1. com. alga nalga imšiy nimšiy

*1 The type of raising of fĳinal -a (e.g. yansiʾ) heard in group VI is not cur-
rent here.
*2 Apocopated imperfects for the 2nd p. sg. masc. are very regular.108

Sufffĳixed examples recorded in ṬwA, HnA and �LA are: algāuḳ “I fĳind you”, 
(apocopated) talgnī “you fĳind me”, hayalgūnī “they will fĳind me”, hayalgūḳ 
“they will fĳind you”, hayalginnuḳ “they (fem.) will fĳind you”. In the lat-
ter example, i of the verbal ending may colour (towards I.P.A. [u]) with 
velarization of the pronominal sufffĳix, i.e. yalgunnuḳ “they (fem.) fĳind you”. 
Forms with measure 1: (apocopated) hatalghiʾ “you (sg. masc.) will fĳind 

107 Bernabela 2009 heard ligēt “I found” (p. 66), ligīhum “he found them” (p.79) and 
also maligitš “I did not fĳind”. He recognizes that ligēt is probably an a-type (with raised a 
in the fĳirst syllable). The paradigm of the i-type without elision of the fĳirst vowel is listed 
on p. 50.

108 Also reported for ǦbA in Nishio 1992, e.g. tagr “you read” (p. 76 (X-28)), tiǧr “you run” 
(p. 66–67 (IX-17)).
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her”, hatilgāhiʾ (with prefĳix vowel a raised > i) “she will fĳind her”, hatalgīhiʾ 
“you (sg. fem.) will fĳind her” (for sufffĳixed measure 3 forms, see 3.2.3.6.1.).

3.2.2.5.3. Verbs C
3
 = y (tertiae infĳirmae) imperatives

Like apocopated imperfect forms for the 2nd p. sg. masc., apocopated 
imperative forms for sg. masc. are currrent in ṬwA, HnA and �LA, e.g. irm 
(írim #) “throw”, irmuh “throw it (away)” and imš “walk; go!”. The other 
forms are irmiy / imšiy, irmuw / ímšuw and írmin / ímšin.109

3.2.2.5.4. Verbs C
3
 = y (tertiae infĳirmae) participles

Active participles have the patterns C
1
āC

2
iy, C

1
āC

2
yih, C

1
āC

2
yīn and 

C
1
āC

2
yāt. Examples are fādiy, fādyih, fādyīn, fādyāt “having sacrifĳiced”.

3.2.2.5.5. Verbs C
3
 = y (tertiae infĳirmae) verbal nouns

A verbal noun of a verb C
3
 = y (tertiae infĳirmae) is mašy.

3.2.2.6. The verb “come”

3.2.2.6.1. The verb “come” perfect and imperfect
The verb “come” was recorded in ḤmA as (diffferences with paradigms 
for the other dialects are given in notes; apart from these diffferences, 
paradigms for this verb are the same in ṬwA, HnA and �LA) :

  perfect  imperfect*4

  sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc. ǧiʾ*1 ǧum*2 yīǧiy yīǧuw
 fem. ǧāt ǧin*3 tīǧiy yīǧin*3

2. masc. ǧīt ǧītum*2 tīǧiy*4 tīǧuw
 fem. ǧītiy ǧītin*3 tīǧiy tīǧin*3

µ1. com. ǧīt ǧīna īǧiy nīǧiy

*1 When sufffĳixes follow, fĳinal -iʾ will be ā as in ǧāuḳ “he came to you” and 
ma ǧāš “he did not come” (see also remark N.B. in 3.1.12.3.).
*2 Instead of fĳinal -m of ḤmA, other ṬwA dialects and HnA have fĳinal -w: 
ǧuw and ǧītuw (which are also parallel forms in ḤmA).

In �LA only ǧuw was heard, but given the several instances of 3rd p. pl. 
masc. perfect forms with fĳinal -m (e.g. kátabum “they wrote”), it seems 
safe to assume that the form ǧum will also be heard in �LA, just as ǧītuw 
co-occurs with ǧītum (see also remarks in 3.2.1.1. and 3.2.1.2. above). For a 
remark on the development of the verbal sufffĳix -um see NOTE in 3.1.12.2.

Notice that the form gum is also current in Cairene Arabic.

109 Also reported in ǦbA by Nishio 1992, e.g. er� “see” (p. 9 (I-73)), aǧr “run” (p. 76 (X-28)), 
but only imši “go” (p. 66 (IX-16)) and “run” eǧri (p. 67–67 (IX-17)).
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*3 When sufffĳixed with consonant-initial sufffĳixes, the fĳinal -n is doubled, 
e.g. ǧītinnuh “you (pl. fem.) came to him”, (and examples for ṬwA and �LA) 
ma ǧinnuš “they (fem.) did not come to him” and ma tīǧínnuš “don’t (pl. 
fem.) go to him!”.
*4 Notice the long vowel ī in the imperfect paradigm. In ǦbA both long vowel 
ī and short vowel i were recorded in this verb: yīǧiy ~ yíǧiy, nīǧiy ~ níǧiy, īǧiy 
~ íǧiy, but only tiǧ as the apocopated form for the 2nd p. sg. masc.110

GrA, ṢwA, ASA and HnA have long ī in the imperfect, except in GrA, ṢwA 
and ASA, where also tiǧ occurs as the shortened and apocopated form. In 
HnA and �LA only the apocopated form tīǧ was heard.

3.2.2.6.2. The verb “come” imperatives
Imperatives used with the verb “come” are: taʿāl, taʿāliy, taʿāluw and taʿālin.111 
In one instance in ḤmA taʿāluw īǧuw “come (pl. masc.)” was recorded.

In �LA the 2nd p. sg. masc. imperative was recorded as (without fĳinal -l) 
taʿā (other forms in �LA are like those listed above).

3.2.2.6.3. The verb “come” participles
Participles of the verb “come” are: ǧāy, ǧāyih, ǧāyīn, ǧāyāt in ṬwA, HnA 
and �LA.

3.2.2.7. Verbs C
2
 = C

3
 (mediae geminatae)

3.2.2.7.1. Verbs C
2
 = C

3
 (mediae geminatae) perfect and imperfect

Mediae geminatae verbs in ṬwA, HnA and �LA have the following 
paradigms:

  perfect*1  imperfect
  sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc. xašš xaššuw yxušš yxuššuw*2

 fem. xaššat xaššin txušš yxuššin
2. masc. xiššēt xiššētuw txušš txuššuw*2

 fem. xiššētiy xiššētin txuššiy txuššin
µ1. com. xiššēt xiššēna uxušš nxušš

*1 Raising of a preceding ē is regular in ṬwA, HnA and �LA (like in group 
VI and in the dialect of Biliy in the north, see De Jong 2000:205) and is not 

110 The same paradigms for perfect and imperfect (but only with long base vowel ī) are 
reported for ǦbA in Nishio 1992:62 (IX-2), but parallel to ǧum the forms jū and jow are also 
listed, and parallel to the 2nd p. sg. masc. imperfect form tīji the apocopated form listed 
there is tīj. The 2nd p. pl. masc. perfect form listed there is without fĳinal -m: jītu.

111 The same forms are listed for ǦbA in Nishio 1992:62 (IX-2). 
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prevented by preceding x, although such raising does not take place when 
a is preceded by ḥ (see remark below).112

When the geminate is velarized, the ē of the ending is lowered (indi-
cated here as ǟ, near I.P.A. [ɛ�]), but not diphthongal ay. E.g. ḥaṭṭǟt “I 
placed” and in ḤmA ḥaṭṭum “they placed” and ḥaṭṭǟtum “you (pl. masc.) 
placed” (notice that a is not raised, so not •ḥiṭṭǟt or •ḥuṭṭǟt, or something 
similar). In �LA ḥaṭṭǟtum was elicited.
*2Forms elicited in ḤmA are (pl. masc.) yḥuṭṭum and tḥuṭṭum. In �LA 
tḥuṭṭum was elicited.

3.2.2.7.2. Verbs C
2
 = C

3
 (mediae geminatae) imperatives

Imperatives of mediae geminatae verbs in ṬwA, HnA and �LA are like 
in group VI, e.g. limm, limmiy, limmuw, limmin “gather!” and with base 
vowel u: xušš, xuššiy, xuššuw, xuššin “enter!”.

3.2.2.7.3. Verbs C
2
 = C

3
 (mediae geminatae)

Active participles of medial geminate verbs in ṬwA, HnA and �LA are e.g.: 
lāmm, lāmmih, lāmmīn, lāmmāt “having gathered”.

Passive participles may be subject to the gahawah-rule when C
1
 = X, e.g. 

maḥaṭūṭ “placed”, maxaṛūm “pierced”, maʿaṛūfah “known (sg. fem.)”, etc.

3.2.3. Derived measures

3.2.3.1. Measure n-1

3.2.3.1.1. Measure n-1 sound roots
In ṬwA, HnA and �LA the vowel in the preformative of measure n-1 is not 
stressable in the perfect, but may be stressed in the imperfect. The underlying 
patterns are: (i)nC

1
aC

2
aC

3
, yinC

1
aC

2
iC

3
. The a in the imperfect is raised to i in 

open syllables, but ‘reappears’ in closed syllables. Paradigms are:

“be beaten”
  perfect  imperfect
  sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc.  (i)n�̣árab (i)n�̣árabuw yín�̣irib yin�̣árbuw
 fem.  (i)n�̣árabat (i)n�̣árabin tín�̣irib yin�̣árbin
2. masc.  (i)n�̣arábt (i)n�̣arábtuw tín�̣irib tin�̣árbuw
 fem. (i)n�̣arábtiy (i)n�̣arábtin tin�̣árbiy tin�̣árbin
µ1. com. (i)n�̣arábt (i)n�̣arabna ín�̣irib nín�̣irib

112 Nishio 1992 does not report comparable raising for ǦbA, e.g. lafffēt “I turned around” 
(p. 65 (IX-10)), addēt “I gave” (p. 82 (XII-1)), zaggēt “I pushed” (p. 94 (XIV-13)), lammēt “I 
gathered” (p. 98 (XIV-36)), etc.
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Participles are: mín�̣irib, min�̣árbih, min�̣arbīn, min�̣arbāt.

3.2.3.1.2. Measure n-1 C
2
 = C

3
 (mediae geminatae)

Patterns for perfect and imperfect of measure n-1 of medial geminate 
verbs in ṬwA, HnA and �LA are: (i)nC

1
aC

2
C

2
 and yinC

1
aC

2
C

2
, e.g. inḥaṭṭ, 

yinḥaṭṭ “be placed”.

3.2.3.1.3. Measure n-1 C
2
 = y or w (mediae infĳirmae)

The patterns for perfect and imperfect of measure n-1 of medial weak 
verbs are: inC

1
āC

3
 and yinC

1
āC

3
. Paradigms in ṬwA, HnA and �LA are like 

those listed for group VI, e.g. inšāl, yinšāl “be carried (away)”.

3.2.3.1.4. Measure n-1 C
2
 = y or w (mediae infĳirmae) participles

Participles are shaped on the pattern minC
1
āC

3
 and are like those listed for 

group VI.

3.2.3.2. Measure t-1
Only one instance of measure t-1 was recorded in ṢwA: títḥirig “it (sg. fem.) 
is burnt”.

3.2.3.3. Measure 1-t

3.2.3.3.1. Measure 1-t sound roots
Underlying patterns for measure 1-t are: (i)C

1
taC

2
aC

3
 yiC

1
taC

2
iC

3
, with a of 

the imperfect being raised to i in open syllables (e.g. níǧtimiʿ “we gather”), 
but ‘reappearing’ as a in closed syllables (e.g. yiǧtamʿuw “they gather”).113 
Like in measure n-1, raised a is found in the unstressed syllables of the 
surface form for the imperfect, e.g.: (i)štáġal, yíštiġil “work”, (i)ttáfag, 
yíttifĳig “agree” and (i)stáwa, yístiwiy “ripen; be cooked (of food)”.

Paradigms in ṬwA, HnA and �LA are:

“buy”
  sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc.  yíštiriy yíštiruw*2 ištáṛa ištáṛuw*2

 fem.  tíštiriy tíštirin ištáṛat ištáṛan
2. masc.  tíštir*1 tíštiruw*2 ištaṛǟt ištaṛǟtuw*2

 fem.  tíštiriy tíštirin ištaṛǟtiy ištaṛǟtin
µ1. com.  íštiriy níštiriy ištaṛǟt ištaṛǟna

*1 Notice again the apocopated form, also reported for ǦbA in Nishio 
1992:83–84 (XII-4).

113 Nishio 1992 does not report such ‘reappearing’ a in closed syllables in ǦbA, e.g. 
(p. 105 (XV-11) yijtim�u “they gather”. 
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*2 In ḤmA also forms (imperfect) yíštirum and tíštirum and (perfect) 
ištáṛum and ištaṛǟtum were recorded.

Participles are: míštiriy, mištaryih, mištaryīn, mištaryāt.
Imperatives are: ištir (apocopated),114 íštiriy, íštiruw, íštirin

3.2.3.3.2. Measure 1-t C
2
 = w or y (mediae infĳirmae)

An example of a medial weak measure 1-t verb is ištāg, yištāg (l) “long 
(for)”.115

3.2.3.3.3. Measure 1-t C
2
 = C

3
 (mediae geminatae)

Examples of medial geminate measure 1-t verbs are iltamm, yiltamm “gather, 
assemble (of people)” and imtadd, yimtadd “stretch out (in surface)”.

3.2.3.3.4. Measure 1-t participles
Patterns for measure 1-t participles in ṬwA, HnA and �LA are miC

1
tiC

2
iC

3
 

(underlying miC
1
taC

2
iC

3
) miC

1
taC

2
C

3
ah/ih, miC

1
taC

2
C

3
īn, miC

1
taC

2
C

3
āt.

Examples are: mištiġil “working”, miftarsih “predatory (of animals)”, 
míštiriy “having bought (sg. masc.)”, mištaryih “having bought (sg. fem.)”, 
míttifĳig “agreed (sg. masc.)”, mittafgāt “agreed (pl. fem.)”.

Examples of participles of medial geminate and medial weak verbs are: 
mištāg lēha “longing for her”, miltammīn “having gathered (pl. masc.)”, 
mimtaddih “stretching out (in surface) (sg. fem.)”.

3.2.3.4. Measure ista-1

3.2.3.4.1. Measure ista-1 sound roots
Like measure 2, measure ista-1 has alternating short vowels: a in the 
perfect and i in the imperfect. The paradigms in ṬwA, HnA and �LA are 
like those listed for group VI.116

3.2.3.4.2. Measure ista-1 C
2
 = y (mediae infĳirmae)

No perfect or imperfect forms of measure ista-1 verbs of medial weak roots 
were recorded.

114 Also reported for ǦbA in Nishio 1992:83–84 (XII-4) (there: eštir).
115 Nishio 1992:109 (XV-24) reports e.g. xtāt (sic.), yixtār “choose, select”.
116 Alternating vowels are also reported for ǦbA in Nishio 1992, e.g. p. 109 (XV-27) and p. 

113 (XVI-11) and p. 95 (XIV-22) sta�mal yista�mel “use”, but not in e.g. (p. 22 (III-50) stafraġ, 
yistafraġ “vomit”.
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3.2.3.4.3. Measure ista-1 C
3
 = y (tertiae infĳirmae)

Measure ista-1 verbs of fĳinal weak roots were not recorded in ṬwA or HnA. 
In �LA a verb istagda (1st p. sg. com. istagdēt), yistagdiy (3rd p. pl. masc. 
yistagduw) “take up a new habit by following an example” was recorded.

3.2.3.4.4. Measure ista-1 verbs C
2
 = C

3
 (mediae geminatae)

Patterns for medial geminate measure ista-1 verbs are: istaC
1
aC

2
C

2
, 

yistaC
1
iC

2
C

2
, e.g. (i)staʿadd, yistaʿidd “prepare oneself”.117 Forms (reflecting 

optional raising of a preceding stressed ē) recorded in �LA are: (sg.) istaʿadd, 
istaʿaddat, istiʿiddēt, istiʿiddētiy, istaʿiddēt and (pl.) istaʿadduw, istaʿaddin, 
istaʿiddētuw, istaʿiddētin istiʿiddēneʾ, see also remark in 3.2.2.7.1.

3.2.3.4.5. Measure ista-1 participles
Participles of measure ista-1 verbs have the pattern mistaC

1
C

2
iC

3
, e.g. 

mistaġrib “fĳinding strange”.
For measure ista-1 verbs of medial weak roots the pattern is mistaC

1
īC

3
: 

mistaḥīl “impossible, absurd” and (a clear MSA loan) mistaqīmih 
“straight”.

For mediae geminatae the pattern is mistaC
1
iC

2
C

2
: mistaʿidd “having 

prepared oneself, ready”.

3.2.3.5. Measures 2 and t-2
In ṬwA, HnA and �LA the patterns for measure 2 are: (perfect) C

1
aC

2
C

2
aC

3
, 

(imperfect) yC
1
aC

2
C

2
iC

3
.

Measure t-2 has morphologically fĳixed a. The patterns are (perfect) 
taC

1
aC

2
C

2
aC

3
, (imperfect) ytaC

1
aC

2
C

2
aC

3
.

3.2.3.5.1. Examples of measure 2 sound roots
Like in other groups, the high vowel i of imperfect measure 2 may be elided 
in open syllables. The inital geminate of the resulting cluster may then be 
reduced. Examples of morphophonemic elisions are: biyfaḥḥmuw “they 
make charcoal”, biyḥammsuh ʿa nnāṛ “he roasts it on the fĳire”, txazznuh 
“you store it”.

Examples of sandhi elisions: twallʿ innāṛ “you light the fĳire” and bitṭallʿ 
iʿyūn “it (sg. fem.) grows buds (of a plant)”.

r following the high vowel i may inhibit its morphophonemic elision, 
e.g. imwaxxirih “pushing back (sg. fem.)” and an example in sandhi biykab-
bir ilʿa�̣im “the bones grow”. Examples with l in a similar elision-inhibiting 
role were not recorded.

117 For ǦbA Nishio 1992:104 (XV-6) reports e.g. stamarr, yistimirr “continue”.
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When C
2
 = C

3
, the elision of i does not take place, but the geminate may 

be reduced, e.g. bitġázzizuh “you sow it (of watermellon seed, by insert-
ing each seed into its own hole in the soil”. A similar example from �LA is 
biyballilūha “they moisten it (sg. fem.)”.

3.2.3.5.2. Measure 2 tertiae infĳirmae
Paradigms for measure 2 tertiae infĳirmae verbs in ṬwA, HnA and �LA are 
like those listed for group VI.

  perfect  imperfect
  sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc. sawwa sawwuw ysawwiy ysawwuw
 fem. sawwat sawwin tsawwiy ysawwin
2. masc. suwwēt suwwētuw*1 tsaww*2/-iy tsawwuw
 fem. suwwētiy suwwētin tsawwiy tsawwin
µ1. com. suwwēt suwwēna asawwiy nsawwiy

*1 In ḤmA and �LA ~ -tum. Suggested perfect forms sawwum and imper-
fect ysawwum for the 3rd p. pl. masc. were not accepted in ḤmA (not 
checked in �LA).
*2 An example of sufffĳixation of an apocopated form is twarrha-yyāh “you 
show it (sg. fem.) to her”. For ǦbA Nishio 1992 also reports apocopation, 
e.g. twarr “you show” (p. 97 (XIV-29)).

3.2.3.5.3. Examples of measure 2 primae hamzah
The verb “feed” is wakkal, ywakkil “give food”, e.g. itwakkl ilġánam “you feed 
the sheep” (in �LA itwakkl álġanam) and wadda, ywaddiy “bring, take to”, 
e.g. ywaddūh Maṣir “they take him to Egypt (i.e. the mainland)”.

3.2.3.5.4. Measure t-2 imperfect and perfect
In measure t-2 the vowel a is morphologically fĳixed for the perfect 
and imperfect. Patterns in ṬwA, HnA and �LA are taC

1
aC

2
C

2
aC

3
, 

ytaC
1
aC

2
C

2
aC

3
.

Like in group VI, the ta- prefĳix in the perfect and imperfect of measure 
t-2 is stable and is only rarely reduced to (i)t-.118

Reduction of initial tta- > ta- in the imperfect is regular like in group 
VI.119 The paradigms are:

118 Nishio 1992:105 (XV-8) however lists many instances of such reduction for ǦbA, e.g. 
p. 105 (XV-8) tḥarrak, yitḥarrak “move, be in motion”, p. 72 (X-3) tḥarraf, yitḥarraf (ma�) 
“speak with” and tballal, yitballal “be(come) wet”. 

119 Nishio 1992 does not report such reduction in ǦbA (see also preceding fn), e.g. on 
p. 113 (XVI-8) tit�allam.
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“have dinner”
  perfect  imperfect
  sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc. taʿašša taʿaššuw ytaʿašša ytaʿaššuw
 fem. taʿaššat taʿaššin taʿašša ytaʿaššin
2. masc. taʿaššēt taʿaššētuw taʿašš taʿaššuw
 fem. taʿaššētiy taʿaššētin taʿaššiy taʿaššin
µ1. com. taʿaššēt taʿaššēna ataʿašša ntaʿašša

Like in group VI, unstressed a of the preformative ta- preceding stress may 
be raised, e.g. tiʿaššēt.

3.2.3.5.5. Measures 2 and t-2 verbal nouns
Verbal nouns for measure 2 have a taC

1
C

2
īC

3
 pattern, e.g. (MSA loan) 

taʾǧīl “postponement”, taʿlīg “hanging up” and a gahawah-form taʿawīr 
“wounding” and a form tašnīn “taking aim” in �LA.

A C
3
 = y verbal noun was not recorded, nor a verbal noun for measure t-2.

3.2.3.5.6. Measures 2 and t-2 participles
In ṬwA, HnA and �LA active participles of measure 2 have a mC

1
aC

2
C

2
iC

3
 

(-ih/ -ah, -īn, -āt) pattern. Passive participles have a mC
1
aC

2
C

2
aC

3
 (-ih/ -ah, 

-īn, -āt) pattern. Examples are like those listed for group VI.
Like in group VI, the ta- preformative of measure t-2 is often reduced 

to t- in participles in ṬwA and HnA (though less so in �LA!), so that both 
patterns for t-2 active participles mtaC

1
aC

2
C

2
iC

3
 (-ih/-ah, -īn, -āt) and mit-

C
1
aC

2
C

2
iC

3
 (-ih/-ah, -īn, -āt) occur, e.g. mtaǧawwiz ~ mitǧawwiz “married” 

and for C
3
 = y) mtaġaddiy ~ mitġaddiy “having eaten lunch”.

3.2.3.6. Measures 3 and t-3
Measure 3 has morphologically alternating vowels in ṬwA, HnA and �LA: i 
in the imperfect and a in the perfect. Patterns for measure 3 are: C

1
āC

2
aC

3
, 

yC
1
āC

2
iC

3
.

Also in ṬwA, HnA and �LA, measure t-3 has morphologically fĳixed a 
in the perfect and imperfect, and like in measure t-2, reduction of the 
ta-preformative to t- does occur, but is not very regular. Patterns for mea-
sure t-3 are: taC

1
āC

2
aC

3
, ytaC

1
āC

2
iC

3
. Like in measure t-2, intitial tt- in the 

imperfect is reduced to t- (see examples in 3.2.3.6.1.).120

3.2.3.6.1. Examples of measures 3 and t-3
Paradigms for measure 3 are like those listed for group VI. Also paradigms 
for a measure 3 C

3
 = y verb are like those listed for group VI.

120 Nishio 1992:3 (I-23) lists ta}āwab, yta}āwab “yawn” without reduction of the ta- pre-
formative. 
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Examples of apocopated imperfects of tertiae infĳirmae verbs are: b 
ilʿaṛabiyyah twāṭ ʿilēh “with the car you go down on it (to crush it, i.e. a 
snake)”. Another example is: tlāg ilwalad, itlāguh “you fĳind the boy, you 
fĳind him” (the latter example also in �LA).121

The verb lāga, ylāgiy is often used alongside ligiy, yalga, without 
apparent diffference in meaning: hanlāgīhiʾ or hanilgāhiʾ “we’ll fĳind her” 
and hatlāghin or hatalghin “you (sg. masc.) will fĳind them (fem.)”. Other 
forms recorded through direct elicitation are: (measure 3) hatlāgīh “you 
(sg. fem.) will fĳind him”, hatlāginhin “you (pl. fem.) will fĳind them (fem.)”, 
hatlāgūhuṃ “you (pl. masc.) will fĳind them (masc.)” (for sufffĳixed measure 
1 examples, see 3.2.2.5.2.).

Examples for measure t-3 are: iytašāgaluw ššwāl “they throw the sacks 
together”, ta�̣āyag “he became angry”, tanāwaš (< ttanāwaš) “you pick 
(of fruit from a tree)”, taṣāfa (< ttaṣāfa) lṃayyah mn illaban “the water 
becomes cleared from the milk”.

An example in �LA is biytadāwalūh “they exchange it (among them-
selves)”.

3.2.3.6.2. Measures 3 and t-3 participles
Active participles of measure 3 have the pattern mC

1
āC

2
iC

3
 (-ih / ah, -īn, 

-āt), e.g. mwāfĳig “agreeing”, mlāgyih “having found (sg. fem.)”, mkāwnīn 
“fĳighting (pl. masc.)” and in �LA mʿāwid “returning” and mlāgīuḳ “fĳinding/
meeting (sg. masc.) you”.

A passive participle (pattern mC
1
āC

2
aC

3
) is the origin for the loan 

mwāṣalāt “public transport”.
Active participles of measure t-3 have the pattern mtaC

1
āC

2
iC

3
 or 

mitC
1
āC

2
iC

3
 (-ih / ah, -īn, -āt). Not enough instances of participles of mea-

sure t-3 were recorded to draw conclusions on reduction of the ta- prefor-
mative, i.e. initial mta- > mit-. An elicited example is mitkāwnīn “fĳighting 
(pl. masc.)”.

3.2.3.6.3. Measures 3 and t-3 verbal nouns
A verbal noun for measure 3 that was recorded is mmāṛasat ilḥayāh 
“experience in life”. Verbal nouns of the type tC

1
ēC

2
iC

3
 were not recorded.

3.2.3.7. Measure 4

3.2.3.7.1. Measure 4 sound roots perfect and imperfect
Like in many Bedouin dialects of Sinai, measure 4 is active in ṬwA, HnA 
and �LA as well.

121 Similar apocopation in ǦbA.
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In HnA, however, several originally measure 4 verbs have joined mea-
sure 1, or co-occur as measure 1 with measure 4, e.g. aʿṭa ~ ʿaṭa, yiʿṭiy (and 
participles miʿṭiy ~ ʿāṭiy, míʿiṭyih ~ ʿāṭyih, etc.) “give”. Examples of its use 
as measure 1 are ʿaṭuw “they gave” and hinnih ʿaṭinnuh “they (fem.) gave 
him”. The paradigm for the perfect ʿaṭa is thus a measure 1 a-type, i.e. 
like maša in HnA: (sg.) ʿáṭa, ʿáṭat, ʿaṭǟt, ʿaṭǟtiy, ʿaṭǟt and (pl.) ʿáṭuw, ʿáṭin, 
ʿaṭǟtuw, ʿaṭǟtin, ʿaṭǟna. In �LA the verb is still full measure 4: aʿṭa (1st. p. sg. 
com. aʿṭǟt), yiʿṭiy and participles miʿṭiy, míʿiṭyih, miʿiṭyīn, miʿiṭyāt.

Other verbs are fáṭar, yifṭir “have breakfast” (paradigms like kátab, yik-
tib, see 3.2.1.1.) and �̣áwa, yi�̣wiy “return home before sunset with goats 
and sheep”. The measure 1 participles of these verbs co-occur with mea-
sure 4 participles: fāṭir ~ mifṭir and �̣āwiy ~ mi�̣wiy.122 In �LA these verbs 
are (measure 1) �̣awa, yi�̣wiy with participle �̣āwiy, and (measure 4) afṭar, 
yifṭir and participle mifṭir.

The patterns are aC
1
C

2
aC

3
 for the perfect and yiC

1
C

2
iC

3
. The paradigms 

are like those listed for group VI, including raising of unstressed initial 
a > i, e.g. ifṭárt “I had breakfast”. Such raising of unstressed initial a is also 
heard in �LA, e.g. iʿṭǟt “I gave”.

The imperfect paradigm for yifṭir is like that of yiktib, see 3.2.1.2.

3.2.3.7.2. Measure 4 C
2
 = w or y (mediae infĳirmae) perfect and imperfect

In all dialects described here the verb “want” has become measure 1. This 
is to be concluded from the shape of the participles: ṛāyid, ṛāydih, ṛāydīn, 
ṛāydāt and passive participles maryūd, -ih, -īn and -āt, e.g. (�LA) iza māhī 
ṛāyidtuh ibtušrud ʿinnuh “if she doesn’t want (to marry) him, she flees from 
him”.

Only one instance of a participle of a media infĳirma measure 4 verb was 
recorded (in ASA): mġīr “running fast”.

3.2.3.7.3. Measure 4 C
3
 = y (tertiae infĳirmae) perfect and imperfect

Like in group VI, aʿṭa, yiʿṭiy is a measure 4 verb in most dialects (in ASA, 
GrA, ṢwA and ḤmA). In HnA only measure 1 ʿaṭa was recorded (see remark 
above) and in ǦbA only idda, yiddiy was heard for “give”, e.g. biddik tiddīnī 
lmiftāḥ “you (sg. fem.) need to give me the key” and (apocopated) bidduḳ 
tiddnī lmiftāḥ “you (sg. masc.) need to give me the key”.

The perfect and imperfect paradigms for aʿṭa, yiʿṭiy are:

122 In e.g. the dialect of the Taṛābīn of group I, these verbs are all clearly measure 4: aʿṭa, 
yiʿṭiy, afṭar, yifṭir and a�̣wa, yi�̣wiy with matching participles miʿṭiy, mifṭir and mi�̣wiy. Also 
in ǦbA, ḤmA: �̣awa, yi�̣wiy and particples �̣āwiy, �̣āwyih etc.
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“give”
  perfect  imperfect
  sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc. áʿṭa áʿṭuw yiʿṭiy yiʿṭuw
 fem. áʿṭat áʿṭin tiʿṭiy yiʿṭin
2. masc. aʿṭǟt aʿṭǟtuw tiʿṭ* / -iy tiʿṭuw
 fem. aʿṭǟtiy aʿṭǟtin tiʿṭiy tiʿṭin
µ1. com. aʿṭǟt aʿṭǟna iʿṭiy niʿṭiy

* Notice the presence of the apocopated 2nd p. sg. masc. forms in mea-
sure 4 as well.

3.2.3.7.4. Measure 4 C
1
 = w (primae wāw) perfect and imperfect

A measure 4 prima wāw (and also tertia yāʾ) verb recorded in ǦbA is awfa 
yūfĳiy, as in gaḅil ma yūfĳiy ilaṛbaʿ sāʿāt “before 4 hours have (fully) passed”.123

3.2.3.7.5. Measure 4 C
2
 = C

3
 (mediae geminatae) perfect and imperfect

Verb forms of measure 4 C
2
 = C

3
 (mediae geminatae) were not recorded, 

or not recognized as such.
Examples of imperatives for measure 4 sound roots are like imperatives 

for the i-type imperfect (see: 3.2.1.5.).
Imperatives of C

3
 = y roots are: (apocopated) iʿṭ, iʿṭiy, iʿṭuw, iʿṭin.

Sufffĳixed examples are: íʿiṭh-iyyāha “give it (sg. fem.) to her”, íʿṭuh luh 
“give it to him”.

3.2.3.7.7. Measure 4 participles
The particples for sound roots have a miC

1
C

2
iC

3
 pattern, e.g. mifṭir, mífĳiṭrih, 

mifĳiṭrīn, mifĳiṭrāt “having eaten breakfast”.
For mediae infĳirmae there are participles of the type mC

1
īC

3
, like mġīr, 

-ih, -īn, -āt “running fast”.

3.2.3.8. Measure 9
Paradigms for measure 9 in ṬwA, HnA and �LA are the same as for group 
VI, except the diphthong ay in the endings of the perfect are monoph-
thongal ē (with velarized consonants preceding ē is lowered to ǟ, i.e. I.P.A. 
[ɛ�]) in group VII, e.g. iḥmaṛṛǟtuw “you (pl. masc.) turned red”, participles 
are miḥmaṛṛ, -ah, -īn, -āt.

123 The verb awfa, yūfĳiy was also recorded in group I in the north, see De Jong 
2000:219.
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3.2.3.9. Quadriliteral verbs
Like measure 2, quadriliteral verbs have morphologically alternating 
vowels in the imperfect (vowel i) and perfect (vowel a).124 The paradigms 
listed for group VI zaġraṭ, yzaġriṭ “ululate” are the same in group VII. 
Other examples are: biykarikmūh “they add curcumin to it”, bitġáribluh 
“she sieves it”.

The typically Bedouin verb type with inserted wāw between C
1
 and C

2
: 

C
1
ōC

2
aC

3
, yC

1
ōC

2
iC

3
 has the following paradigms:

 “go”
  perfect  imperfect*
  sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc. gōṭar gōṭaruw ygōṭir ygōṭuruw
 fem. gōṭart gōṭarin tgōṭir ygōṭirin
2. masc.  gōṭart gōṭartuw tgōṭir tgōṭuruw
 fem. gōṭartiy gōṭartin tgōṭiriy tgōṭirin
µ1. com. gōṭart gōṭarna agōṭir ngōṭir

* The superscript vowels in this paradigm are bukaṛa- vowels.

An example of such a verb recorded in �LA is (with diphthong!) biyṛawbʿuw 
nnās “people perform the maṛbū�ah”.125

Quadriliteral verbs may also have a ta- preformative. The stem vowel of 
the perfect and imperfect is then fĳixed a.

“be irritated, annoyed”
  perfect  imperfect
  sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc. taʿaknan taʿaknanuw ytaʿaknan ytaʿaknanuw
 fem. taʿaknanat taʿaknanin taʿaknan ytaʿaknanin
2. masc.  taʿaknant taʿaknantum/-uw taʿaknan taʿaknanuw
 fem. taʿaknantiy taʿaknantin taʿaknaniy taʿaknanin
µ1. com. taʿaknant taʿaknanna ataʿaknan ntaʿaknan

Participles: mtaʿaknin, mtaʿakninih, mtaʿakninīn / mtaʿakinnīn, mtaʿaknināt/ 
mtaʿakinnāt. Notice that elision of the the short high vowel i does not 
necessarily take place (compare this to the non-elision of high vowels in 
measure 2 verbs of mediae geminatae, see 2.1.2.5. and 3.2.3.5.1.).

For the verbal noun tʿiknin126 was recorded.

124 Nishio 1992, however, reports a number of instances with ‘fĳixed’ a in perfect and imper-
fect, e.g. (p. 62 (IX-1) gōṭar, ygōṭar “leave”, and also (p. 72 (X-3) dardaš, ydardaš “debate”.

125 During night time festivities older men stand in a square (maṛbūʿah) and improvise 
verse to each other. 

126 See remark in Stewart 1990:8 (text 1), fn 55 on the form tširriṭ formed on a pattern 
for verbal nouns used for both measure 2 and t-2 verbs. See also Abul Fadl 1961:286 on 
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A quadriliteral verb with C
4
 = y is tagahwa, ytagahwa and has the fol-

lowing paradigms:

“drink cofffee/tea”
  perfect  imperfect
  sg. pl. sg. pl.
3. masc. tagahwa tagahwuw ytagahwa ytagahwuw
 fem. tagahwat tagahwin tagahwa ytagahwin
2. masc.  tagahwēt tagahwētuw tagahw* tagahwuw
 fem. tagahwētiy tagahwētin tagahwiy tagahwin
µ1. com. tagahwēt tagahwēna atagahwa ntagahwa

* When in pause, tagáhuw #.

An apocopated imperative for the sg. masc. is tagahw “drink tea / cofffee!”. 
Participles are mtagahwiy, mtagáhiwyih, mtagahiwyīn, mtagahiwyāt.

4. Remarks on Phraseology

4.1. Nunation

Tanwīn is not a feature of ṬwA, HnA and �LA, but in loans from MSA and 
in poetry nunation does occur. Recorded examples are: (all loans from 
MSA) ṭabʿan “of course”, masalan “for instance”, ʿāmmatan “in general”, 
dāyman “always” (< MSA dāʾiman), ḥāliyyan “currently”, aḥyānan “now 
and then” and tagrīban “approximately”.

4.2. Negation

In ṬwA and HnA a verb is usually negated with compound mā + verb 
form + -š. Examples are dawwir dawwir iza mā ligītiš ʾarǧáʿ-luh �āniy “keep 
looking (for it), (and) if you don’t fĳind any, go back to him”, ma bingaṭṭíʿiš 
siyyāl “we don’t cut down acacia trees”, ma farašáttiš (< ma farašat + hiʾ + 
š) “she did not spread it out”, ma naʿaṛáfhaš “we don’t know her” (for more 
detail on negated pronominals and negated verb forms with pronominal 
sufffĳixes, see 3.1.12).

A negated sufffĳixed preposition is ma luḳš daʿawah “it is no concern of 
yours”. For more detail on negation of sufffĳixed prepositions, see 3.1.16.

A single negation with only mā preceding the verb form may also be 
heard, but is much less frequent, and seems to be reserved for more emphatic 

verbal nouns of measure t-2 tuḥussun “Besserung”, tuʿuhhud “Verpflichtung” and tukubbur 
“Hochmut”.
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negation, often accompanied by xāliṣ “at all”. Examples are w Aḷḷāh mā ǧāni 
“By God, he did not come to us” and bi��akkirna la ḥāǧāt mā naʿarifffa “you 
remind us of things we don’t know (i.e. had forgotten about)”.

In �LA verbs are regularly negated with single preceding mā (the com-
pound negation is the exception in �LA). Also negated pronominals, 
prepositions etc. are negated with preceding mā. Examples in �LA are: 
mā ṭallágitheʾ “I had not divorced her”, fīh nās halḥīn ibyākl-álbalaḥ iw hū 
ṭāzah mā byaḥašūh “there are people now who eat the dates while they’re 
fresh (and who) don’t stufff them”, iza mā ʿinduh ḥalāl “if he doesn’t have 
small cattle (for slaughter)”, gāl aḅuw lbint ‘māhī maxaṭūbāh’ “the father 
of the girl said ‘she is not engaged’”.

4.3. The b-imperfect

The originally sedentary feature of the b-imperfect to express the habitual 
present tense is also current in ṬwA, HnA and �LA. Some examples in ṬwA 
are āywah biyḥuṭṭūh f-ágṛaḅ “yes, they put it in goat skins”, ma bingaṭṭiʿš 
siyyāl “we don’t cut down acacia trees”, innāgah biysībūha©.©.©.�ibtimšiy l 
waḥadha fĳi ṣṣaḥaṛa. iw kull šahaṛ aw šahrēn wāḥid bišūfffĳiʾ “the she-camel, 
they let her go©.©.©.©she goes alone in the desert. And every month or two 
months somebody sees her”. yōm akbaṛ, mumkin iykūn ʿinduh sanah 
biyǧībuh©.©.©.�ʿinduh fĳi lbēt iw huwwa ēš? biyṭabbʿuh. yaʿniy biyrabbīh “when 
it is older, it could be a year old, (then) he gets it©.©.©.©(and keeps it) with 
him in his house, while he what? He trains it, that is, he raises it”.

Two examples from �LA are: baʿadēn uḅūh©.©.©.�biyrawwiḥ l arriǧǧāl©.©.©.�aḅuw 
lbint©.©.©.�iw biyxarrfuh “after that his father©.©.©.©goes to the man©.©.©.©the father 
of the girl©.©.©.©and speaks to him”, biyšūf bint ibtíʿiǧbuh “he sees a girl that 
he likes”.

4.4. Future Marker

To express “volition” or “need” bidd + pron. sufffĳix may be used in ṬwA, 
HnA and also in �LA.

Often not only volition or need is expressed, but also a sense of futurity 
of the action expressed in the following verb. Examples are: (futurity/voli-
tion) biddī-gūl luḳ ʿala ḥāǧih [©.©.©.] ilgaṣalah �iy©.©.©.�halḥīn xallēt Maḥmūd 
iyǧawwiz bintī©.©.©.©“I want to/shall tell you something©.©.©.©this twig.©.©.©. I have 
now (agreed to) let Maḥmūd marry my daughter”.

To express futurity. the imperfect form may also have prefĳixed ha-, e.g. 
hantaṣarraf lēha fĳi lġamūs©.©.©.©“we’ll make do with it in the (preparation of) 
food dip” and iw baʿad ki�iy btáġasluh©.©.©.�ġasīl ǧāmid xāliṣ. hatlāgīh ṭiriy 
“and after that you wash it thoroughly, and you’ll fĳind it is dry©.©.©.”.
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In these and other instances there was less emphasis on ‘inevitability’ 
than was noticeable in examples for group VI.

The future may however also be expressed with the simple imperfect, 
as in ássalag yizġatte�.�.�.�127 lamma yulguṭhaʾ. mā yākilha lamma yǧībha la 
ṣāḥbuh. iygūm ṣāḥbuh �ābíḥḥeʾ “the hunting dog runs after it©.©.©.©until it 
catches it (fem.). He will not eat it (fem.) until he brings it to its master. 
His master then slaughters it”.

4.5. fīh “there is / are”

fīh is used to express existence or availability of something, e.g. fīh wāḥid 
ṣāḥibna nihāniy mumkin nāxu� minnuh lʿaṛabiyyah nkutt bēha lwādiy “there 
is a friend of ours here whose car we can take with which we go down the 
wadi” and (�LA) fīh nās biyšūfffaʾ “there are people who see her”.

The negation is usually ma fīš, also in �LA (!), e.g. w Aḷḷah ġār rišrēš 
maṭar mā fīš “by God, except for a few drops there hasn’t been any rain” 
and (�LA) aza mā fīš ḥuṛmah fā�̣yah lēhin “if there is not a woman free for 
them (i.e. to take care of the anmimals)”.

Also māš may be used for negation: issuwwāḥ māš ilǧimʿah suwwāḥ b 
ilḥēl “the tourist, on Friday(s) there are no tourists at all”. māš was not 
heard in �LA.

4.6. Some Conjunctions

4.6.1. Conjunctions lamma and yōm

Like in many dialects of Sinai, conjunctions lamma and yōm, or variant 
forms based on these, are used for “when”.

4.6.1.1. yōm

4.6.1.1.1. yōm used independently
yōm may be used meaning “when”, e.g. ilʿanz yōm taḥalibha ki�iy w 
itḥuṭṭuh fĳi ssiʿin kimān©.©.©.©illaban “the goat, when you milk it like, and 
you put it in the goatskin128 also©.©.©.©the milk”, ṭabʿan illaban yōm iykūn 
ki}īr binḥuṭṭuh fīh ēh? “of course, when there is a lot of milk we put it in 
what?”, ilmaṭar illiy nāzil �iʾ, yōm yinzil ʿala gizāz lʿaṛabiyyah©.©.©.©ṭīn “this 
rain that falls, when it comes down on the glass of the car©.©.©.©it is mud” 
and (from �LA) yōm ṛawwaḥ ʿind ḥúṛumtuh bidduh ynām ǧambhiʾ “when 

127 yizġatte > yizġat + ha.
128 A siʿn is a leather bag made of goatskin in which butter is churned.
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he came to his wife he wanted to go asleep beside her” and yōm assaddah 
ṛawyānah byaṭlaʿ “when the dam129 is watered it grows”.

4.6.1.1.2. yōm in combination with in

4.6.1.1.2.1. yōmin used independently
yōmin may also be used for “when”, like in the following examples: yōmin 
ligīhi “when he found her©.©.©.” and (from �LA) aṣṣubiḥ yōmin ma yīǧiy l 
alfaxx iw lannha malgūṭah “when he comes to the trap in the morning, 
there she is, caught”.

4.6.1.1.2.2. yōmin + obj. sufffĳix as subject of the clause
There is an example of yōmin sufffĳixed with a dummy subject (-uh); the 
subject is “I”: baʿadēn ḥawwalthuṃ híniy yōminnuh iṭṭarrēt īǧiy waṛa 
liʿyāl ʿašān ilmidāris “after that I moved them here, when I was forced to 
come with (lit. after) the children because of the schools” (ṭṭ in iṭṭarrēt is 
assimilated < �̣ṭ). No such example in �LA.

4.6.1.1.2.3. min yōm
min yōm(in) is often used for “as soon as” or “from the moment that”, e.g. 
min yōm ana-ddēt ilgaṣalah130 xalāṣ “from the moment that I give the twig, 
it’s done” and (�LA) min yōm aʿṭūh algaṣalah xalāṣ ʿirif hā�iy ḥúṛumtuh, 
ib sinnt Aḷḷāh w rasūl-aʿṭūh�.�.�.131 gáṣalatuh “from the moment that they 
have (i.e. the father of the bride) has given him the twig, xalāṣ, he knows 
that she (lit. this) is his wife©.©.©.©according to the tradition of God and his 
Prophet they have given him©.©.©.©his twig”.

4.6.1.1.2.4. min yōm in combination with ma
A combinations of min yōm and ma was only recorded in �LA: min yōm 
ma ʿāyzah tušṛud, maṛṛah maṛṛtēn �alā�ah xalāṣ lāzim iyṭalligha©.©.©.�xalāṣ 
māhī ʿāyiztuh “from the moment that she wants to flee, once, twice, three 
times, that’s it, he has to divorce her (i.e. grant her her wish for a divorce), 
(because) she does not want him”.

129 The ‘dam’ is actually the soil behind a dam on which water collects.
130 A gaṣalah “twig” is given to the groom by the father of the prospective bride in 

betrothal ceremonies. See also Bailey 2009:350 (glossary). 
131 rasūl-aʿṭūh: rasūluh + aʿṭūh. The phrase b sinnt Aḷḷāh w rasūluh is often added to 

descriptions of practices whose islamic origin(s) are doubtful. See also remark in fn 430, 
De Jong 2000:219 and Šuqayr 1916:387–388.
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4.6.1.2. lamma and lumma
lamma is often used for “when” and “until”. Also a form like lam was 
recorded (variants lumma or lum were not heard).

4.6.1.2.1. lamma “when” used independently
Examples of lamma used for “when”: tiǧb ilʿanz, iw tísigha ṃayyah lamma 
tkūn ʿaṭšānah walla ḥāǧih, iw baʿad ma tašaṛab. timsikha, wāḥid ibyimsík-
luḳ iw wāḥid ibya�baḥ. bitgūl bismillāh Aḷḷāhu ʾakbaṛ iw ta�baḥ “you get 
the goat, and you give it water when it is thirsty or something. And after 
it drinks you take hold of it, someone holds it for you and someone (else) 
slaughters. You say ‘in the name of God, God is great’, and you slaughter”.

Another example is: lamma nnās ibyasmaʿuw xabīṭ illibbah ki�iy, ilkull 
ibyáʿarf inn fīh wāḥid žiʾ©.©.©.©“when people hear such knocking on the loaf,132 
everybody knows that someone has come (as a visitor)©.©.©.”. An example 
in �LA is (both in the meaning of “until” and “when”) bitsawwiy zzibdeh, iw 
bitxu�̣�̣ assiʿin©.©.©.�itxu�̣�̣uh©.©.©.�lamma tṛawwbuh. lamma yṛūb bitṭallʿ azzib-
dah minnuh “she makes butter, and she churns the goat skin©.©.©.©she churns 
it©.©.©.©until she causes it to curdle. When it curdles, she takes the butter out 
of it (i.e. from the goat skin)”.

Another form recorded in GrA is ānāt, which is used for “when”: ānāt 
ma yístiwiy biykūn tamiṛ layyin ṣār “when it matures it will have become 
tender (soft) dates”.

4.6.1.2.2. lamma + in
The only recorded example (in ASA) of lamma + in (lumma + in was not 
recorded) is budxul ʿād ʿ ind innās illiy baṛṛa, [ki�iy] fĳi ḥmāyithuṃ©.©.©.©lamman 
inšūf ilmúškilih �iy, iw taxlaṣ “so I take refuge with people who are outside 
(i.e. outside my own community), like that in their protection©.©.©.©until we 
see (look into) this problem, and it is resolved”.

4.6.1.2.3. lamma and lumma “until”
lamma (lumma was not recorded) maybe used in combination with 
laġāyit for “until”, e.g. bitduggha dagg fĳi lhōn©.©.©.©laġāyat lamma yunʿum 
ki�iy “you crush it (sg. fem.) in the mortar©.©.©.©until it becomes soft” and 
biyǧīb miṣwāṭ ki�iy xašab, iw byu�̣rubha bēha bar�̣uh āh? laġāyat lamma 
taġadiy©.©.©.©zayy izzibdah fĳi baʿa�̣ha “he takes a wooden spoon, like, and 
stirs it (sg. fem.) with it (sg. fem.) and also what? until it becomes©.©.©.©like 
butter mixed together”.

132 The libbah is a loaf of bread baked in live embers and hot sand. When it is done, the 
loaf is beaten to get rid of the dust and ashes.
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An example of lamma used as “until” without laġāyit is tíǧib ilḥaṭab 
�iʾ, imn issiyyāl, w itwallʿ innāṛ lamma ēh yáhaǧim yáġadiy ǧamiṛ “you get 
this fĳirewood, from the acacia, and you light the fĳire (and let it burn) until 
what? The flames die down (and) it becomes glowing embers”.

An example in �LA: ana xannnī-ṭawwil bālī lamma ṣṣabāḥ yaṭlaʿ©.©.©.�w 
aṛawwḥ ilmagʿad w anām fīh “(addressing himself) let me be patient until the 
morning comes©.©.©.©and let me go back to the mag�ad133 and sleep there”.

4.6.1.3. lōm (+ in)
An example of min lōm in the meaning of “from the moment that” (in ASA): 
biyrawwiʿ ʿind134 ilAḥēwāt biyrawwiʿ ʿind ilGirārših biyrawwiʿ ʿind iliMzēnih, 
ana min lōm biyrawwiḥ ki�iy mā-garrib luh “he goes to the Aḥaywāt, he 
goes to the Garāršah, he goes to the Mzēnah, from the moment that he 
goes (like this), I didn’t go near him”. Another example is min lōm hū 
ǧawwazha “from the moment he married her” and from �LA lōm tiǧ talgha 
lannha xā�̣�̣it issiʿin, w imsawwyah libbah w fāttītta135 “when you come you 
fĳind her and (lo!) there she has churned the goat skin, and she has made 
libbah and she has made fattah of it (sg. fem.)”.

4.6.2. ḥatta

4.6.2.1. ḥatta “until”, “so that”
ḥatta was not recorded in the meaning of “until” or “so that”.

4.7. Auxiliaries and Verbal Particles

4.7.1. gām

gām used as a ‘marker of consequent action’ was recorded only in 
�LA:136 iw ḥāl©.©.©.�gām xaḷḷāha w ʿuguḅ sanatēn©.©.©.�ẓabbaṭ álḥaṭab, iw ǧāb 
a��abāyiḥ, iw ǧāb ibyūt áššaʿaṛ “and in case©.©.©.©he has then left her and 

133 A magʿad is a place where men meet and a host receives his guests, and where they 
drink cofffee or tea and exchange stories and news.

134 ḥ + ʿ often assimilates to ʿʿ, also in sandhi: biyrawwiḥ ʿind > biyrawwiʿ ʿind.
135 fattītta = (fāttah) fāttīt + ha “having made it (sg. fem.) into fattah”. When sufffĳixing the 

obj. pron. sufffĳix to the sg. fem. act. participle the fem. morpheme becomes -īt here, instead 
of -it. This appears to be typical of �LA (as I was told by a Turbāniy informant). Another 
example (provided by the same Turbāniy informant) is māklītha “having (sg. fem.) eaten it 
(sg. fem.)”. For such sufffĳixation as a trait of fellāḥi dialects in Transjordan and Ḥōrān, see 
Cantineau 1946:22–225 and Palva 2008a:61. See also EALL 2006 (Vol. I):263 (Rosenhouse: 
Bedouin Arabic).

136 The three instances recorded in �LA showed a 3rd p. sg. masc. subject. ‘Unconjugated’ 
can therefore not be concluded.
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after two years©.©.©.©he has prepared the fĳirewood, and brought the animals 
for slaughter, and has brought the tents”.

4.7.2. ṛāḥ

Examples of the use of ṛāḥ used as an auxiliary were recorded only in ḤmA: 
lamma ṛāḥ kaṛṛaṛha winha manganīz [�.�.�.] manganīz nimṛah wāḥid�.�.�.�ǧiʾ gāl 
‘ġǟr itwaddīnī ilmakān �iʾ’�.�.�.�[�.�.�.] ṛāḥ iywaddīʿ137 ʿa-skandariyyih gāl ‘itwaddīni 
makānuh’ “when he then (went and) analyzed it, lo it was (i.e. turned out to 
be) manganese [©.©.©.] top quality manganese.138 He came and said ‘you have 
to take me to this place’©.©.©.©[©.©.©.] he was going to send it to (a laboratory in) 
Alexandria, he said ‘take me to its place’ (i.e. where you found it)”.

4.7.3. Conditional particles

4.7.3.1. Variations on kān as a conditional particle

4.7.3.1.1. in + kān
An example of in + kān “if” in ṬwA and HnA: iw šūfuw-nkān talguw lēuḳuṃ 
buʿṛān ʿinduh “and look if you fĳind camels of yours with him”, w inguṣṣ 
inkān ǧuṛṛt ilbuʿṛān fīhi “and we follow the tracks if the camel tracks are 
in it” and in �LA w alfuṭūr baʿadīytta139 nkān ʿāwz itsawwha bitsawwha 
“and (the breakfast) after this (lit. it (sg. fem.) if you want to prepare it (sg. 
fem.), you prepare it (sg. fem.)”.

4.7.3.1.2. Sufffĳixed inkān
Instances of sufffĳixed kān or inkān were not recorded in any of the dialects 
discussed here.

4.7.3.1.3. il + kān
Instances of il + kān were not recorded.

4.7.3.1.4. kān preceded by CA loans iz or iza
The following example of kān preceded by iz is not very coherent: 
izkān©.©.©.©ṣāḥbuh-lliy yǧībuh©.©.©.©ʿārif nimṛah-zkān nimṛit baṭāgtuh©.©.©.©w 
áʿarfuh bass “if©.©.©.©its owner who brings him©.©.©.©you know the number, if 

137 ywaddīʿ ʿa is assimilated < ywaddīh ʿa.
138 In the area of Uṃṃ Buǧmah manganese deposits have been found. A Google search 

on the internet with search criteria “Um Bogma” or “Oleikat” (i.e. �Lēgāt) will yield refer-
ences to geological reports on these deposits. Google Earth indicates Umm Bugma as being 
located at appr. 29.00.43 North and 33.20.28 East, which is the area of Sēl Ba�ba� (“Wadi 
Baba”).

See also Greenwood 1997:35 (fĳigure 3-6) (there transcribed as Um Bogma).
139 See remark in fn 135, p. 106.
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the number of his I.D., I just want to know him (i.e. who he is)”. A more 
coherent sentence is: iw baʿad ki�iy xamis ʿašaṛ digāyig xamisṭāšaṛ digīgih 
binṭalliḥḥa-z kān ǧamiṛ ḥiluw “and after like fĳive, ten minutes, fĳifteen 
minutes we take it out if it is (a fĳire of) good embers” and izkān wāḥid 
ʿayyān walla ḥāǧah biyǧībūh luh “if someone is ill or something, they bring 
it to him.”

Instances of iz(a) + kān were not recorded in �LA. Instead, several 
instances of iza or iz, and even more regularly az(a) were heard as inde-
pendent conditionals, e.g. iza mā ʿinduh ḥalāl “if he does not have small 
cattle (for slaughter)”, iz fatt alfattah maẓbūṭ xāliṣ “if he has prepared the 
fattah very well©.©.©.” and aza gāluw ‘ laʾ lāzim tuskun ʿindina “if they say ‘No, 
you have to live with us’©.©.©.”, aza lugūḥ, bitxallheʾ©.©.©.�imšammalah “if she is 
pregnant (i.e. the she-camel), you make sure she gets a šamlah.”140

4.7.3.1.5. kān as an independent conditional
kān used independently as conditional “if” was recorded often, but an 
example is: kān imʿúḳ dirāhim “if you have money”. No such examples 
were recorded in �LA.

4.7.3.1.6. kān, inkān or ilkān introducing alternatives
kān may introduce alternatives: iddaxil kān Šarim, aw issyāḥah ʿāmmatan 
fĳi liblād �iy “an income is (i.e. can be made in) Sharm, or (in) tourism in 
general in this land”. No such examples were recorded in �LA.

4.7.3.2. Absence of a conditional particle
Conditional sentences are often not introduced by a particle. An 
example is: huṃṃa kānuw©.©.©.�huṃṃa rrǧāl ʿāyzīn yúguʿduw sáwaʾ, fīh 
makān©.©.©.�ilmaǧmaʿ baṛṛa “they were©.©.©.©if they are men who want to sit 
together, there is a place©.©.©.©the meeting place is outside”. Another example 
from �LA is: māhī lugūḥ, bitbarrik ʿalēha �āniy “if she is not pregnant (i.e. 
the she-camel), you have her covered (i.e. to be impregnated) again”.

4.8. Presentative Particles

4.8.1. irʿ or arʿ

Presentatives irʿ or arʿ were not recorded in ṬwA or HnA, nor in �LA.

140 A šamlah is a piece of cloth covering the vagina of the she-camel. This is used to 
make sure that she can only have been impregnated by a thoroughbred camel.
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4.8.2. hē + sufffĳix

The presentative particle hē followed by a personal pronominal to draw 
the listeners attention to something or someone is current, e.g. hēhū ǧiʾ! 
“there he has come!”, hēhī ǧāt “there she has come!”, hēhuwwa ǧuw “there 
they (masc.) have come!”, hēhinnah ǧin “there they (fem.) have come!”. In 
�LA an example is: w lin ǧi hēhuwwih “and there he came”.

This presentative hē must have developed from hāy, which shortens to 
hay in unstressed positions.141

Another possibility recorded in ASA is hvk (in which v is the short high 
vowel colouring with the following vowel) followed by a pronominal of 
which initial h assimitaes to k, e.g. hukkuwwa or hukkū “there you have 
him”, hikkiyyih “there you have her”, hukkuṃṃa “there you have them”, 
hikkinnih “there you have them (fem.)”.

This presentative element hvk or must have developed from a presen-
tative hāk142 (< hā + k) of which the long vowel was shortened, due to its 
unstresed position in forms like hāk + huṃṃa or hāk + hiyya, after which 
the resulting short a (e.g. as in assumed intermediate forms *hakkuṃṃa 
and *hakkiyya) could assume the colour of the following vowel: > 
hukkuṃṃa and hikkiyya.

4.8.3. Particle wlin ~ wilin, win

The particle wlin is mainly used to present a sudden or unexpected turn 
in a narration. Although in the fĳirst example below, like also in examples 
for group VI, the development referred to is hardly unexpected or sudden: 
iw bitḥuṭṭuh [©.©.©.] fĳi nnāṛ galiy galiy lamma t�ūb fĳi baʿa�̣ha w baʿad ki�iy 
bitḥuṭṭha w innha samin šīḥiy “and you put it on (lit. in) the fĳire to boil and 
boil until it melts together, and there you have wormwood ghee”.

Another example is ndawwir iNmēr iw linn ǧuṛṛit ǧamal hēhī giddāmna 
ḥimṛāʾ “we went to Nmēr and there were the tracks of a camel and there 
she was in front of us, red (colour)” and baʿad �ala� sāʿāt ki�iy w linnī b 
xēr. ana banabbiṭ tanbīṭ fĳi lblād “after three hours or so I was alright again. 
(and) I was jumping about on the ground”.

In ASA a similar iw lannuh hū b nafsuh “and there he was himself” was 
also recorded (see remark in next paragraph).

141 For remarks on hāy and hay (< hā + y) see De Jong 2000:235–236.
142 On the diffference in deictic function between hay or hāy and hāk, see De Jong 

2000:236.
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w lin / lan was also recorded in �LA, often in combination with hā- or 
hē- + pron. sufffĳix and not necessarily with preceding w: lan hāhū lfaras 
“there was the horse”, iw lan hēhū issēl ǧāy “and there is the flood com-
ing” and a sufffĳixed example yōm yīǧiy luh linnuh, linnuh lāgiṭhaʾ “when 
he comes to it, there it (i.e. the trap)©.©.©., there it has caught her (i.e. an 
animal)”.

4.8.4. Particle wlā +

An example of the presentative particle wlā is probably w lannuh (see 
preceding paragraph 4.8.3.) consisting of the elements w + lā + inn + uh.

In �LA the presentative lan co-occurs with lin, of which the former is 
probably the result of lā + in (see examples in 4.8.3.).

4.9. ġayr

ġār (< ġayr) may be used preceding imperfect forms to express the neces-
sity of the action,143 e.g. hā�a ġār niǧǧāṛ inǧībuh lēhin w Aḷḷah©.©.©.©“this we 
have to get a carpenter for them (pl. fem.), by God©.©.©.”.

Also in �LA several examples of ġēr were heard, e.g.: gāl hū ġēr iǧīb issēf 
w agṭaʿ ṛágabatuh “he said ‘I have to get the sword and decapitate him”. 
Instances of reduced ġayr were recorded as ir, e.g.: law kalátuḳ bidduḳ, ir 
kān daktūr walla bidduḳ, iza f-albaṛṛ kamān mā ḥāwalāuḳ daktūr ir kān 
insān ḥāwiy “if it bites you (i.e. a snake) you need, it should be a doctor, 
or you need, if you’re in the desert and also there is no doctor near (lit. 
around) you, it must be a person (who is) a snake charmer” and ibyídirsuw 
b álǧimal, iw ġǟr insān ʿārif iysawwīh “they thresh with the camel, and it 
should be someone who knows how to do it”.

4.10. Intensifying Particle la

The particle la intensifying the 1st p. sg. com. was not recorded in any of 
the dialects discussed here.

4.11. bidd or widd + pron. sufffĳix

To express “want” or “need” speakers of ṬwA and HnA use sufffĳixed bidd 
(~ sufffĳixed badd in ǦbA), but in ḤmA sufffĳixed widd was also heard. Exam-

143 See Hopkins 1990.
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ples for “need” or “want” are: biddna nkutt fĳi lwādiy “we want to go down 
the wadi”, bidduh ygōṭir “he wants to go (away)”.

An example of bidd expressing futurity, rather than “want” or “need” 
is iḥna zayy ibtāʿ �ala� maṛṛāt biddna n�̣īʿ fĳi lbaḥaṛ “something like three 
times we were going to get lost at sea” (HnA).

bidd is also used in �LA, e.g. iḥna biddniʾ©.©.©.�nirsiy ʿādiy “so we’ll anchor 
(here) (i.e. make camp for the night)” and ana biddī-tagaddam©.©.©.�māšiy “I 
shall / want to continue walking”.

4.12. ʿād

The particle ʿād is current to express ”so, thus, then”. Examples are: bitmad-
did fĳi liblād. iw btaṭlaʿ baṭṭīxah©.©.©.�i�̣ʿayyfah ki�iy ssāʿ, ʾawwil ma yaṭlaʿ, iw 
byakbaṛ iw baʿád-ma yakbaṛ, túkun itḥāfĳi�̣ ʿilēh ʿād intih©.©.©.�ʿan �̣arb iššamš 
ilguwiyyih.” It grows out over the soil, and a watermelon grows©.©.©.©still a 
bit weak, when it comes up, and it grows, and after it grows, you should 
then be protecting it©.©.©.©from the strong radiation (lit. beating) of the sun”. 
Another example is hā�a biyka��ib ʿād “so this man is lying”.

An example of ʿād in �LA is iw ʿuguḅ ki�iy ʿād waddāha dāṛuh “so after 
that he took her home”, but often the forms ʿādiy or ʿādīyit also occur: hū 
ʿādīyt ʿind a�̣�̣ēf mistagṛa “so he is served a proper meal with the guest 
(i.e. who actually received the invitation and through whose company he 
is also invited for the meal)”.144

4.13. yabga

Like in group VI, yabga is not very current in ṬwA, HnA or �LA, but may 
be heard at times meaning “so, then”, as in w iṭṭaʿam illiy fīha bardagān. 
yabga ṣārat bitǧīb xēr ak�ar “and its taste is oranges, so then it brings more 
good (i.e. it is even better)”.

144 A proper meal fĳit to be served to a respected guest is called gṛáʾ (n.u. gaṛwah) and 
usually consists of rice and meat. Other ingredients instead of meat are also acceptable, if 
the host is unable to serve meat. Compare also Stewart 1990:222 (glossary), root g-r-y, 4th 
measure (agra, yigriy) “to entertain, feed guests” and griy “hospitality, the food etc. that 
is given to a guest”. See also Bailey 2004:173 (entry 449). In a similar context I have also 
heard ilxubiz mā byigriy “bread is not a proper meal”. See however also fn 36, p. 208 for 
griy as a pl. form for garyih.
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4.14. Characteristics of the Narrative Style

4.14.1. Imperative of narration

Instances of the narrative imperative were not recorded in ṬwA, HnA or 
�LA.145

4.14.2. kān as a temporal marker

Unconjugated kān used as a marker to indicate the past is current in ṬwA 
and HnA, e.g. kān inǧīb ilMansiy min Aḅuw Rdēs “we used to get ilMansiy 
from Abuw Rdēs”, kān binḥuṭṭ ġēr izzētūn “we used to plant olive trees 
only”.

However, kān was more frequently used as a verb and conjugated as 
such, e.g. kānat iliǧnēnah �iy kullha kānat milyānih. kān milyān ēh? baṭāṭis 
w ix�̣āṛ. innās kānat ēh? kānat ibtīǧiy hina ʿa ṭūl “this whole garden was 
full. It was full with what? Potatoes and vegetables. People used to what? 
They used to come here directly”.

Findings for �LA were similar.

4.14.3. Dativus ethicus

Some instances of the ethical dative are: w itwiǧǧ innāṛ minnuh w iyṣīr luḳ 
tamām xāliṣ “and you light the fĳire with it (i.e. fĳirewood) and it becomes 
perfect for you”, iw baʿad ki�iy bitǧīb maṣfa ʿimāmah-w ayyi ḥāǧih, iw bitṣafff 
ʿilēh iw biṭṭallʿ izzēt iw bitsaww luḳ imṛaggagah ʿilēh aw bissaww luḳ ayyi 
ḥāǧih “and after that you get the cloth-sieve or anything, and you sieve 
with it and you get the oil out and you make mṛaggagah146 for yourself 
with it or you make anything for yourself” and mumkin yākul luḳ faṭīsih, 
yākul luḳ bahīmah mayytih, yākul luḳ ayyi ḥāǧah xalāṣ “he could eat for 
you (meat of) a corpse”, he could eat for you (meat of) dead livestock, he 
could eat anything at all for you”.147

145 This should not be taken to mean that these dialects lack this feature; it is simply 
not present in my material.

146 mṛaggagah is like fattah: a dish with torn pieces of flat bread in oil and herbs.
147 The translation with ‘could’ reflects that the person in question (a boy who has been 

chosen to grow up to be a snake charmer) should avoid eating what is mentioned, and that 
people should take extra care with his food. It is believed that the wrong food—anything 
ḥaṛām—will ruin his special gift.
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An example in �LA is: gāḷ luḳ hā�a krāḳ ʿindī b xamisṭāšar sanah “he 
says (lit. said) to you, here is your pay148 that I owe you for fĳifteen years 
(of work)”.

4.15. Pluralis paucitatis

For limited or countable numbers often the healthy plural form is used, 
instead of the broken plural. Examples are: xu�̣rawāt—x�̣ār “vegetables” 
(HnA), nuxṛāt—ánxaṛ “noses” (GrA), banāt—bnittih “girls”, šuggāt—
šgāg “woven lengths of a tent”, ḥabbāṭ—ḥbūb “grains; pills” (both ASA), 
šwālāt—šwilih “sacks (for grain)” (ṢwA).

4.16. Concord

Limited or countable numbers of things tend to be referred to in the 
pl. fem. Examples are: (A) ʿāwzīn iṛṛakkb iššabābīk w ilbībān©.©.©.�(B) lā lā 
�illih šuġḷithin �ill ṭawīlah ʿilēne©.©.©.©(A) walla nǧīb lēna niǧǧāṛ? (B) hā�a 
ġār niǧǧāṛ inǧībuh lēhin w Aḷḷah “(A) we want to fĳit the windows and the 
doors (B) No, no, the work on these things is too much for us (to handle). 
(A) or shall we get ourselves a carpenter? (B) (for) This (is something), 
we have to get a carpenter for them, by God”. Another example is illiy 
žāb luh sittīn išwāl walla ḥāǧah biywaddīhin ilmaṭḥanih, lākin išwāl wāhid 
biywaddīh ilbēt ibyaṭḥan ʿa rrḥā©.©.©.©“he who has harvested (lit. brought) 
sixty sacks or something for himself, takes them to the mill, but (if it is 
just) one sack he takes (it) home and grinds (it) on the hand mill” and fīh 
amākin igṣūr149 innās imsawwyīnhin zamān, fa biytaxazzan fīhin “there are 
places for storage that people made in the old days, so they store (goods) 
in them”.

The following is a reference to a pl. of animals (here camels): w Aḷḷah 
w ṭabbēna lGāʿ ilʿaṣir, w Aḷḷah w iḥna nnām luḳ ʿilēhin©.©.©.�išṛād išṛād išṛād 
išṛād lamma ǧīna Bīr Mūs-Aḅuw ʿAṭwa “By God, and we went to ilGāʿ150 in 
the afternoon, by God, while we lay flat on them (for you),151 fleeing, flee-
ing, fleeing, fleeing until we came to Bīr Mūsa Aḅuw �Aṭwa”.

Some examples in �LA are: fīh igṣūr iligṣūr �ill biyḥuṭṭuw algirbah fīhin 
“there are storage caves. They put the girbah (a goat skin sack) in these 

148 Root k-r-y, I have also recorded íkrih and krāh “his pay”. 
149 gṣūr (sg. gaṣr), see fn 42, p. 47.
150 The (largely empty) sandy coastal plain near aṭ-Ṭūr. See also fn 1, Chapter Two 

below.
151 luḳ “for you” is an instance of the ethical dative, see 4.14.3.
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storage caves”, (talking about animals) alġizlān �illah mā biyṭīḥin fĳi lwāṭiy, 
ġǟr fĳi ǧǧbāl, fĳi ǧǧbāl albiʿīdeh “these gazelles don’t come down in low 
areas, (you’ll fĳind them) only in the mountains, in the far mountains” and 
ibtasṛaḥ ib biʿṛānuḳ, iw tīǧiy ʿa nayyt álġada©.©.©.�itgayyidhin w itxaḷḷhin©.©.©.�fĳi 
ǧāl ʿan alḥalāl “you go out grazing with your camels, and you come by 
lunch time, you hobble them and leave them©.©.©.©away (lit. aside) from the 
small cattle”.

5. A Sketchy Remark on Pitch

The type of pitch heard in group I predominantly among older men in the 
northeast was not heard in ṬwA or HnA, nor in �LA.
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